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their monthly phone bill.
These are not sad, lonely citizens,

in discounts. What's more, we'll give you
60 FREE MINUTES of long distance
calls as soon as you sign up.

desperate for any contact with the outside
world. They are among the country's
most progressive thinkers. They're
^^

At Working Assets, we donate 1% of our
customers' bills to nonprofit organizations
they select. Groups like the Children's
Defense Fund, Planned Parenthood,
Amnesty International, and the National
Minority AIDS Council. We generated over
$1.5 million dollars for organizations like

•

And every bill you get will update you on
urgent issues where your voice can make a differ-

Last year, our customers made their voices
heard over 450,000 times - becoming one of

1

We use major carriers' lines - so calls are

k

crystal clear. And our customer service is

genuinely friendly and efficient.

Health care
clinic access.

competitive rates and help make a difference

End banks'
discrimination
against
minorities.

What have you got to lose? You'll get

with every call you make. Switch to
Working Assets Long Distance now.

Call 1-800-788-8588
We'll give you honest answers to any questions

Handgun
control.

ence. We name key political decision-makers and
give you free and easy ways to confront them.

But we never compromise on quality.

Nuclear
testing bans.

these last year alone.

In addition, our basic interstate rates are

B I L L ?

and Sprint? And we offer plenty of built-

Americans actually look forward to receiving

the most powerful citizen groups in America.
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competitive with those of AT&T," MCI"

x trange as it may sound, thousands of

Working Assets Long Distance customers.

E

you have, and switch you over right away.
And about a month from now, your phone
bill should make very interesting reading.

Just a
tew victories
Working Assets'
customers
helped win.
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JOHN STOLTENBERC

've been uncharacteristically tongue-tied

about my adventures at the Fourth World Conference on Women in
Beijing, China. Somehow the experience looms too I.iri»e to be
squeezed into pun) sentences. How to sum up the dozens of excited, spirited
conversations with bright, brave, colorful women who came from places as
close to home as Detroit and far away as Samoa and East Timor, each a leading
expert in agriculture, urban slum problems', circus arts, international politics,
spirit dancing, or some field I'd never heard of? How to find my tongue in
time to give our readers a ground's-eye view of the historic meeting that
proved, among other things, that the women's movement is w r y much alive
and fermenting around the globe?
I didn't sol\e the problem alone. 1 got saved. Unsolicited, unexpected reports
on the conference zipped in over the fax line. From Belgrade came Julia Menus s
warm account of how former Yugoslav's evaded Chinese restrictions. From California, Ellen Snortland sent a funny
piece on boy-child preference.
Disp.iuhes from Warsaw arrived
from I'eggy Simpson. Then the
blooms that I'd tended in China
began to flower, proof that the
world can be changed from the
dynamic new head of UNIFEM,
Singapore's Noeleen Hey/er; an
analysis of the appeal of fundamentalism, from Fran Kissling of
Catholics tor Choice: and dramatic
views ot the conference from phoYour team in Beijing:
tographer Joan Roth.
Merle Hoffman (left), Joy Silver (center),
Stitching it all together, the priand Ronni Sandroff.
mary importance of this gathering
of 30,(1(10 women became clear: It was proof that we are not working in a vacuum. The isolation we often feel is induced by the mass media which seldom give
us a glimpse of the competent, knowledgeable, committed women, at home and
around the world, willing to help with the great tasks we set for ourselves.
Are the interests of women across the globe remote from our own? Read
Phyllis C :hesler's powerful inquiry into rape as a war crime in Bosnia, in Algeria,
in Rwanda, and in the gender wars at home. Take heart from the arresting
poster art of Anke Feuchtenberger from Germany, who also designed tin's
month's cover And consider the conversation between bell hooks and book
review editor Sally Owen (former owner of Judith's Room bookstore m New
York) about women as the new proletariat.
This issue also brings you .1 unique collection of •<•>(><, stories of
personal/political conversions: "born-again" Norma McCorvey (Jane Roe); an
ex-trat boy who's sworn off women-hating; young feminists turned Orthodox
Jews; and an ex-lap dancer who defends the integrity of her former colleagues.
With the help of our readers and the women of the world, we're proud to
bring you this magazine. •
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-t is a fact that some people find Jesus in the strangest of places—
he seems to relish coming in chance epiphanies, catching them unexpected and amazed. So when news broke in August that Norma McCorvey, a.k.a. Jane Roe of Roc v. Wade, the "poster girl for choice," had got
herself baptized in a Florida swimmin g pool by a leader of Operation
Rescue I was not surprised. Rev. Flip Benham,
who did the honors, reported that Jesus Christ
"had reached through the abortion mill wall and
touched the heart of Norma McCorvey."
According to Benham. Norma found Jesus ".it
the gates of Hell."
During my 25 years at Choices, I have heard
many first-hand reports about Jesus at those particular gates. It is not unusual for women to
recount their private dialogues with him as they
lie prepped for their abortions or wake drowsy
and vulnerable from anaesthesia. "I just know he
understands," they will say. "I believe he will forgive me."
"He wants me to be able to care tor the two
children I have."
"God is love, isn't he?"
McCorvey isn't the fust pro-choice figure to
go public with a change of mind and heart. Ye.irs
ago, Dr. Bernard Nathanson, owner and operator
of Crash (Center for Reproductive and Sexual
Health), one of the nation's first and largest abortion clinics, left his practice saying he telt he had
"overseen the murder of thousands ot babies."
He went on to produce the anti-choice film
classic The Silent Si ream and forge a career as a
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1996

well-paid tavonte on the anti-choice lecture circuit.
Organizations such as WEBA (Women
Exploited By Abortion) and AVA (American Victims of Abortion) are composed entirely of
women who have had abortions but have "seen
the light" and become anti-choice activists.
Their collective analysis of the abortion experience is that "if they had only known what abortion really was," that "it stopped a beating heart,"
that if only the providers had told the truth, they
would never have killed their babies. Theirs was
a sin born in ignorance; they take no responsibility but suffer the secondary guilt ot the blind and
misled. Their political activism in the anti-choice
movement is an attempt to expiate that guilt.
McCorvey's sin and resulting guilt, however,
rest not on an act of commission, but on symbolism. She herself never had an abortion. It was
her inability to get one that was the basis for the
lawsuit. "I've cheated people out of money," she
told Ted Koppel in a Nightlinc interview on
August 15. "I've sold drugs. I've done a lot
against his teaching. But I think the greatest sin
that 1 did was to be the plaintiff in Roe v. IIiii/c "
In the 1W4 autobiography that uncovered her
3

life movement must become a sanctuary to salve her wounds, mend her
abused spirit, and do nothing but love
and accept her, for through the years
she has been greatly used and scarred."
_L dill d
Seductive, yes—like the seduction of
your mother's lap when you're afraid of
rough woman," McCorvey the dark.
•wrote, "born into pain and On Nightline, Rev. Benham said, "I
love Norma McCorvey," and McCorvey echoed, "They are my friends; they
anger and raised mostly
genuinely love me." McCorvey had
b y m y s e l f . " And her road to Roe looked for that unconditional accepwas difficult and hard-lived. She was the tance—the love that asks for nothing
child of an alcoholic mother who had but your sinning naked soul—in the
tried to abort her, she wrote, the grand- women's movement. She had looked
child of a prostitute/fortune-teller, and for respect and friendship, community
a runaway at 10 who had gone to and recognition.
reform school, abused alcohol and
But like many of the women she
drugs, worked as a bartender and carni- came to represent, she felt she didn't
val barker, suffered from severe depres- get any. The abortion rights leaders
sion, and had lovers of both sexes.
were Vassar-educated women who
Her partner of 26 years, Connie shunned her and thought she was "stuGonzales, says that McCorvey's gullible pid," she told Nightline. "I'm a simple
nature allowed her to be swayed by the working-class woman without an educharismatic leader of Operation Res- cation," she told the Daily Mail. "Then
cue, and that she is likely to renege on suddenly I was Jane Roe, the mother
her pledge to work for the anti-abor- of abortions."
tion group. Ellen Goodman, writing in
The mother of abortions—McCorthe Boston Globe on August 17 calls her vey experienced herself as both midthe poster child of ambivalence and wife to and symbolic mother of the
says that we are witnessing not the pro-choice movement. She •was simulconversion, but the seduction of taneously guilt-ridden and filled with
Norma McCorvey—as if the two •were illusions of grandeur and self-impormutually exclusive.
tance. "Being Jane Roe has been a
I think back to the times that Bishop heavy burden," she said. "I remember
Daily, bishop of Brooklyn and Queens ten years ago driving past a school play(where Choices is located), would lead ground and seeing these empty swings.
hundreds of his parishioners to our I freaked out. I thought, 'AH the chilfront doors in ''prayer vigils.'' There dren are dead and it's because of me.'"
they •would stand—rosaries in hand,
She felt supremely responsible and
bouquets of flowers held up to the sky utterly alone. "The pro-choicers only
in gentle supplication—singing "Amaz- used to phone me up when they wanting Grace" and praying for my soul and ed me to appear at a meeting for them
the souls of the "murdered unborn" as Jane Roe," she told the Mail. They
inside my clinic. I would find myself at didn't give a damn about me or my saltimes mentally singing along with vation."
them, feeling the sweet ache of guilt
I first met Norma McCorvey at the
and assumed forgiveness, the giving up second national Pro-Choice March on
of oneself, the primal and profound Washington in 1989. She greeted me
desire for that unconditional love.
with a wan smile as activist lawyer
"We must be wise and gentle with Gloria Allred introduced her first as
our new member," writes Susan Car- Norma McCorvey and then as "you
penter McMillan, spokesperson for the know, Jane Roe." That march, like the
pro-life Women's Coalition in Los one before it in 1986, stands out in my
Angeles, about McCorvey. "The pro- memory mainly for its posthumous

Jane Roe identity, McCorvey also
revealed that her Roe pregnancy was
not the result of rape, as she had told
her lawyer Sarah Weddington and the
world had come to believe. « T

nature—happening well after the 1977
Hyde Amendment cut off Medicaid
funds for abortions for poor women
(except for rape, incest, and to save the
woman's life). Within months, we had
our first Hyde Amendment death,
Rosie Jimenez, a young woman killed
by a botched illegal abortion in Mexico because her Medicaid coverage was
cut off in Texas.
Unwanted pregnancy knows no class
or race distinctions. The pro-choice
movement does. It took almost a
decade and the threat of everyone losing abortion rights for the movement
to march.
As Jane Roe, the symbol of the
movement, Norma McCorvey was a
lone powerful existential figure. Jane
Roe, as embodied in the flesh of
Norma McCorvey, was supposed to be
the nonpolitical soldier who could be
trotted out then put back in her box
when the show was over.
Since her conversion, Norma
McCorvey has been criticized for her
lifestyle, her lack of education, her
emotionality, her sexuality, her confusion, and her desperate attention-seeking. Because she became a "partial
convert" to the anti-choice position
(she opposed abortion after the second
trimester only), she has been called a
loose cannon—even a "useful idiot," a
term coined by Lenin to describe wellmeaning people willing to be exploited
for a cause without understanding the
profound political responsibilities
involved. As a result,
i
r

much or
McCorvey's criticism of
the elitism of the prochoice movement has been
minimized or ignored
as the ramblings of a neurotic. "All Jane
Roe did was sign a one-page legal document," said Roe v. Wade attorney Weddington when told of the recantation.
As an individual, McCorvey reflects
the ambivalence, the struggles, and the
daily untidiness of existence. After
revealing that she lied about being
raped, McCorvey is no longer "clean."
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1996

She has all the debris and baggage of a difficult and hardlived life. Her class separates
her from the leadership of the
movement just as her outlaw
nature does, and her experience of rejection reflects the
larger political and philosophical conflicts that plague that
leadership.
When Norma McCorvcy is
now asked to describe her
political position, she says she
is "pro-Norma." In the end
she is still alone, and that is the
greatest tailing of the prochoice movement's behavior towards
her. It's not that it did not offer her salvation or absolution. It did not even
offer her sisterhood.
When Kate Michelman, executive
director of the National Abortion and
Reproductive Rights Action League, is
quoted saying that "abortion is a bad
thing," when almost-Surgeon General
Dr. Henry Foster calls it "abhorrent'
and a "failure," and when so-called
feminist "icon" Hillary Rodham
Clinton describes it as "morally
wrong," they sidestep abortion's messy
reality, which is grounded in women's
lives, and act as a silencing force that
disenables women from telling the
truth.
Abortion is a mother's act. It is an
act of sacrifice, love, power, and necessity. Many of the 3d million women
who have actually had abortions since
legalization share much of the baggage
McCorvey carried. Some are ambivalent and embarrassed. Others search for
comfort and validation. The leadership's failure to embrace their reality
and the movement's other core constituency, the providers who actually
make abortion possible, leave both vulnerable to attack and harassment.
The pro-choice movement doesn't
talk about love—it talks about power
and the right and need for women to
control their bodies and their reproductive destinies. It offers no salvation
and promises no absolution, just the
profound loneliness ot deciding
whether to bring another life into the
world.
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1996

Abortion is a
mother's act.
It is an act of
acrifice, love,
power, and
necessity.

legality but not the moral
legitimacy of abortion.
Just as slavery was ultimately
abolished, legal abortion
(which McKenna defines as
evil) will also pass into history.
Not now. not immediately, but
through a slow weaning
process of regulation, restrictions, and social pressure.
Not surprisingly, women do
not figure much in McKenna's
world view, except as contused
and misinformed patients of
abortion providers. The stark
reality ot enforced pregnancy
hile Norma McCorvey's as a category of slavery is never
conversion may indeed have explored. For McKenna, fetuses=slaves
highlighted some political and women=nothmg.
and strategic shortcomings of the proThis shopworn strategy of moral
choice movement, it also has been used suasion is hardly surprising coming
as a catalyst for something far more from someone who seeks the destrucdangerous: mounting political attacks tion of women's freedom of choice.
from the right and the left on the very What is chilling is to read remarkably
idea ot freedom ot choice as a positive similar advice from feminist Naomi
value. Twenty-two years after Roc, it Wolf in the October lf> issue of The
appears that the images of the back Sew Republic. In a cynical, self-cenalleys have faded.
tered address to the leadership of the
In what he defines as a "principled pro-choice movement, Wolf argues that
yet pragmatic stand," anti-choice positioning abortion rights merely as
author George McKenna, writing in the political vision of women having
the September issue of The Atlantic power—actively, morally choosing to
Mont lily, argues that the best way to determine their reproductive destinies
ultimately eliminate abortion is to sans God or sin—is just too "hardadopt a "politics ot civility' that is hearted" to sell. Bv using the language
both anti-abortion and pro-choice at ot Communitarianism, positioning
the same time. Addressing anti-choice abortion rights within a paradigm of
politicians, he advises taking a position traditional Judeo-Chnstian rights and
similar to the one Lincoln adopted on responsibilities, we can create a better
slavery well into the Civil War—toler- P.R. spin, she says. Recognizing that
the "death of the fetus is a real death'
ate, restrict, discourage.
In McKenna's analysis, the pro- would expand the pro-choice position
choice movement is comparable to the into the all-encompassing middle
pro-slavery forces who supported an where most Americans would feel
immoral institution by claiming free- comfortable—the Clintonian position
dom of choice while not facing the of abortion being "legal but rare," necreality of what they were choosing. essary but sinful.
Calling abortion "the corpse at the
What McCorvey needed to do, what
dinner table," he believes it has come most Americans deserve to do is
to occupy a surrealistic place m the "mourn the necessary evil that is abornational dialogue. Using Kate Michael- tion," she writes. In Wolf's feminist
man's comments to support his analysis theology, the pro-choice movement has
that abortion in the !''>< K—like slavery committed three mortal sins: "hardness
in the lS5<>s—is the sin that cannot of heart, lying, and political failure.'' In
speak its name, he argues that for the an exquisite example of collective victime being, pro-lifers should accept the tim-blaming. Wolf (continutt) on /hn/s i,Vj

W

remembered that Prohibition didn't
work.
Sandy Rapp
East Hampton, N.Y
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INTERNET CONNECTIONS
was so excited to find your
World Wide Web site tonight
and feel it has made an important impact on my life. In f.ict, I'm
in a bit ot a state of awe over the
possibilities of connections and actions that can/will take place over
the Web. I love the fact that you offered the president's e-mail address
as a jump option. I took the opportunity to jump there and e-mail a
message about my support for
American attendance at the Beijing
conference.
Mary E. Andrews Masi
Address Withheld

I

am totally entranced by your
Beijing coverage at the O N THE
ISSUES World Wide Web site. It
makes me feel like "'being there"
(with a tnend). Thanks so much for
making it come alive.
Carol Wheeler
New York, N.Y.

I

s .i college and graduate student I was both academically and politically involved
with women's issues. After a discouraging year temping and .mother one working at a nice but apolitical publishing house, I found it so
easy to retrench, to slip awjy from
difficult and possibly incomethreatening feminist activities. Your
magazine and Web page inspire me,
make me angry, and help me remember my core commitment to
equality and justice. Keep it up and
I'll step it up!
Jessica Clark
Chicago, 111.

A

VIOLENCE COVERAGE
hank you for the detailed
discussion of the Violence
Against Women Act (fall
1995). Previously, I had believed
such a law served to further hurt
women by legally endorsing the

T

view that we are helpless victims.
While I am still wary of such a
stereotype, your coverage made it
clear to me what the law does and
does not do. I sit corrected.
I also appreciated Andrea
Peyser's poignant story of covering
the Oklahoma City aftermath.
Please keep covering the media and
its responses to women. As a
woman in the newspaper business, I
find such coverage keeps my senses
from becoming dulled.
Finally, thanks for Frederick W.
Keene's intelligent discussion of
"The Politics of Forgiveness."
While I am not a Christian, I am
pleased to see a Christian man denounce the doctrines that keep
sexual abusers in positions ot
power. It gives one hope for the
rest of mankind.
Patricia J. Washburn
Scarborough, Me.

F

rom my experience, forgiveness is not for the transgressor. It is for the victim. When
1 have reached a place where I can
truly forgive. I have removed the
power that the action or person has
held over me. My freedom and
empowerment is much more than a
"vague psychological or spiritual
power."
From a Christian perspective. I
think Mr. Keene has fallen into the
same trap that the political and religious leaders of Jesus' time did,
confusing worldly and spiritual
power. In Christian terms, someone who is able to forgive is more
powerful than someone whose actions are still bound by worldly
trappings.
Lisa Hinely
Amencus, Ga.
CONSTITUTIONAL DEBATE
ndrea Dworkm ("The Bill
of Whose Rights"' fall
1995) appears to believe

A

that feminist supporters of the
United States Constitution are unaware of the framers' patriarchal
premises and practices. Yet for
2.1100-odd years preceding this
country's Constitution, slavery and
misogyny, integral aspects of the
dominant religions, were "organizing principles" of the entire culture. Many suffragist-era feminists
understood Christian and Hebrew
scripture as the root of patriarchy,
and Elizabeth Cady Stanton actually rewrote the Bible (The Woman's
Bible, 1895). The Constitution was
considered a gateway to this
rubric's undoing.
The Constitution's Bill of Rights
provided a foundation for
church/state separation that would
make possible the reversal of "Godordained" slavery. And under this
document, the almost global conflation of "personhood" with
"malehood" is beginning to be dismantled. Of course, there is far to
go. Upon this all us lifelong movement troupers agree.
But articulation of these issues,
as

is perhaps

GENDER ETHICS
erle Hoffman's article
"Body Ethics" (fall I W5)
was must reading for anyone concerned with the abuses of
biotechnology. The feminist movement must never be complacent
concerning the "marvels" of bioengineering. The creation of
chimeras, cyborgs, new reproductive technologies, and gender research all .itfect the future of the
human race.

uniquely

possible

through the United States' First
Amendment free-speech protection, has yielded, to say the very
least, some progress in the expansion of human rights. One can
only hope that speech-phobic feminists will eschew governmentsanctioned criminal and civil
speech restrictions so that the powerful metaphysical and political
weapon of thought in speech may
continue the upward evolution of
this planet.
It should be remembered that
the only federal restrictions on
birth control and abortion information were "anti-obscenity" laws,
and that such censorship almost
singlehandedly kept the entire lesbian and gay male community
completely invisible for most of the
country's history. It should also be

One area Ms. Hoffman did not
discuss was the gender research of
such people as John Money,
Richard Green, and Anke Erhardt.
The news media, the conservative
movement, and many self-proclaimed feminists have eagerly embraced their theories and research.
Such research has not led to the
liberation and empowerment of
women but has reinforced negative
sex-role stereotypes. This research is
not apolitical but has a definite
agenda. Reading Money is like
going back to the days of Freud.
Money constantly harps about the
abnormality of girls who engage in
rough-and-tumble play and the
sissiness of boys who refuse to take
part in rough-and-tumble play.
Richard Green runs a clinic
where parents can take their sissy
boys to be cured of their affliction.
His treatment often includes shock
treatment. Why hasn't Green been
prosecuted for child abuse?
The gender researchers have also
caused suffering to the non-human
animal world as well. At Johns
Hopkins, pregnant monkeys were
given either abnormally high levels
of male or female hormones. The
offspring were then studied to see
how they were affected in utero.
The results were then applied to
human behavior.
Perhaps you could do some indepth articles on the misogyny of
the gender "experts."
Don Hinkle
Oklahoma City, Okla.
FARM CRISIS BLAMED ON
WOMEN
value the insights in your magazine and wish I'd found it sooner. There seem to be overwhelming numbers of virulently
anti-choice males in our rural
corn-and-beans-and-poverty area.

I
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I've been refuting these nuts for 12
years now, since the farm crisis of
the '80s, when some idiot wrote in
a letter to the editor th.it if we
stopped abortions there would be
more people to eat the food we
raise and there would be no farm
crisis. It was too much for me to let
go by, since it was blaming women
for an economic and social crisis.
The tarm women left their partners
and children to go to town and
take any menial and low-paying job
to put food on the table, while the
banks and lending institutions repossessed families' livestock, machinery, land, and homes. There
were suicides, murders, divorce, and
mayhem. It tore apart the fabric of
rural America and it never has been
put back together.
The downhill side in American
lite followed and continues to this
day. I went to work in the factories
and still work there today, at almost
60 years of age. The jobs in this
area that pay the most money are
the meanest jobs, the packing plants
and heavy industrial assembly...they
turn your brains to oatmeal and
cripple your body.
I make $9 per hour on a highspeed assembly line, building lawn
mowers for a Fortune 500 company that treats the workers like crap
and throws them out the door with
the trash when they are injured or
old. And this is the highest-paying
job in my area. The next highest is
at a huge packing plant which routinely has two to three serious injuries per day; they slaughter animals and people.
And all the while anti-choicers
write letters to the editor blaming
women for everything that's wrong
in this country. It's enough to make
a mother with three daughters, a
grandmother with two granddaughters, and a daughter caring
for a mother 91 years old (who was
born before women could even
vote) write letters to the editor! Do
keep up the good work!
Roseman Schaffer
Windom, Minn.
HOMELAND CREATION
brief answer is in order to a
reader who opines in your
fall 1995 issue that Palestine
is not a country. If she would check
the historical record, she would
find Palestine on maps worldwide
prior to 1948, at which time it was
split in twain. The West Bank was
bequeathed to King Abdullah of
Transjordan, an Arab but not a

Palestinian. Neither he nor his
grandson, King Hussein, were sympathetic to Palestinian statehood
while they controlled that territory.
The rest of Palestine was then
called Israel (a name that had not
been on a map for l.lino years).
Justice demands that the rights of
statehood be extended to Palestinians, who lost their homeland 50
years ago, as well as to the Jews,
who lost theirs 1,0(11) years ago.
Donna M. Ghoul, DOS.
Cupertino, Calif.

I

have read about and read parts
ot Nadine Strossen's recent
book Defending Pornography. 1

am writing to tell the truth about
my life and behavior, to explain a
STROSSEN, REVISITED
part of pornography not considered
ne of the "two lengthy arin Strossen's book.
ticles" Elayne Rapping
[ committed date rape a number
refers to (Feedback, fall
ot years ago. As I have struggled to
1995) was my 1,501) word review of understand how I could commit
Nadine Strossen's book. Is Rapping
such an act. I have assigned much
suggesting that a negative review
of the reason for my behavior on
should have been withheld until the
my use of women as pornography.
next issue (or not printed at all)?
I learned what rape is when I took
Should the editorial policy have
a class at college taught by men for
been to wait and see if the review
men. I reacted with shock, anger,
was favorable or not before deciddisgust, denial, and pain when I reing to run it in the same issue as an
alized what I had done. There were
article critical of the book's author?
no weapons, no torn clothes, and I
It is common to teach first-year
was never arrested, which is why I
undergraduates writing term papers
did not realize until three years

O
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that distortion of the words of others by selective use of ellipses is not
ethical. Strossen's habitual distortion of the words of others through
just this technique of selective
omission negatively influenced my
reading of her work.
Mark Hussey
Nyack, N.Y.

VfKfma
In Bookstores Now

later that it was rape. There was relentless pressure by me to have sex,
impressing upon her that sex is liberating and good. When she defended her choice I defined it as repression. In the end I did not listen,
because on some level I did not
know I was with another person, as
I did not know that the women in
the pictures were real women.
When I thought about what was
happening at the time I raped a
woman, and how I missed her clear
messages, I realized I learned that
from using women as pornography.
I know many other men have
also committed rape connected to
their use of women as pornography. I have been in the tree forts,
locker rooms, fraternity basements,
construction sites, and bars where I
heard other men's stories, saw their
interactions with women, saw them
use women as pornography. I know
the link. I have heard how we men
brag of replicating pornography of
women in word and deed. There is
no defense for using women as
pornography. It is wrong.
Name Withheld
Atlanta, Ga.

Sometimes a woman
has to take things
into her own hands.

Available from Penguin Audiobooks
Don't miss the New York Times bestseller, INSOMNIA, now in Q) Signet paperback.

Stanford I

Women are muttering about:
•The 75th Anniversary of
Women's Suffrage: We
worked how long to be able to
vote for which candidates?
•Naughty
Newtie: The
House Speaker favored oral
sex, according to Vanity Fair, so

he could tell his then-first wife
he wasn't sleeping with other
women. He was just practicing
for the day when he'd argue
"slowing" a government program's "rate of growth" isn't
the same as "cutting" it.

estimate of the number of
annual rapes or attempted
rapes to 310,000 after actually
asking women—for the first
time—whether they'd been so
assaulted. And you wonder
why Al Core got such big
laughs on Letterman talking
about "reinventing government."

•Shannon Faulkner: Cadets
cheered when she left the
Citadel. Can't wait till they get
Rebecca Marier, who just graduated No. 1 at West Point, for
their commanding officer.
•The Justice Department's
New Rape Statistics: Officials doubled their previous

•Deadbeat Dads: A New
York judge ordered the nation's
worst offender, Jeffrey Nichols,
jailed for failing to pay
$580,000 in child support. It
gives new meaning to the
phrase "being sent to your
room."
•Susan Smith: Her estranged
husband was spotted partying
at a New York strip joint within
a few weeks of her conviction.
Hey, a guy can only tell
reporters how decimated he is
by his two sons' murders so
many times before he has to
unwind from his book tour.
•Bob Dole & Cays: He
returned, then apologized for
returning, a $1,000 Presidential campaign contribution
he'd solicited from a gay
Republican group. Now the
Christian
Coalition
thinks
he's stupid and a damn "moderate."

A Luvly Fumily
"Creativity as a survival tool" is the theme of an innovative computerized art piece by Regina Tierney, a
painter and former director of the Feminist Art Institute in New York City. The autobiographical "I Love
My Fumily" presents a child's-eye view of a 1960s home that is quietly fraught with tension because
Daddy's main loyalty is to the bottle.
Tierney has sculpted an entire house, complete with furniture, in 3D computerized animation, scanning in images of wallpaper, family photographs, and her own paintings. The viewer moves through a
1960s home at child's eye level where acute observation of the nuances of life with an alcoholic father is
part of the living-in-her-own-world lightness so typical of early childhood.
The "moving paintings," which can be viewed on computer or on a large screen, are built from 6,140
frames of animation, along with music, lyrics, and occasional comments by actors playing family members. Though seen on a screen, the work does not evoke the passivity of TV viewing. Instead the viewer is
an interactive partner in what producer Maureen Mangiardi calls "sensate immersion."
"I Love My Fumily," along with presentations by other computer artists, opened in late October at
Ricco/Maesca gallery in Soho, attracting the size crowds usually seen only at New York City dance clubs.

•The Race Card: Chicago
Rep. Mel Reynolds played it—
unsuccessfully—in
insisting
prosecutors only targeted him
for having sex with a 16-yearold campaign worker because
he's black. I'm just guessing
here, but maybe the argument
would've carried more weight
with jurors if he hadn't tried to
buy the girl off.
•Calvin Klein's "Kiddie
Porn": If he really wanted to
shock people, he should've
lowered his prices.
- S H A R O N ROSENTHAL
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The
Blame Game
ell, Susan Smith's life was
spared after all. Against the weight
of media-fueled public pressure
to see the woman "strapped into a car
and rolled into the river herself," as one public
expression of vengeful blood lust had it, a jury of
neighbors and acquaintances from her own community saw things differently. They knew her
personally. They knew her family history of sexual abuse and mental illness. They knew her to
be—on every day but one—an exemplary, loving
mother whose life, indeed, "revolved around
those kids," as one neighbor put it. And they
measured these factors into their final decision as
so many others—who knew far less but said

Society
tO
and
CJlOOSe

among
heroes and
villains.

much more—did not.
I applaud the compassion of this community.
But it is worth considering what the verdict of
public opinion, formed by the harrowing media
images of Smith, tells us about how the media
frame and inform public sentiment about crime.
For the public response to criminal charges in
which sexual abuse or violence against children
and women is a factor is a highly politicized and
far from objective matter.
What the public seemed to be crying out for
was that Susan Smith take responsibility for her
crime; that she pay for her crime with her life.
And I share the public anguish which this case
elicits. I too am concerned that responsibility be
taken, that something be done so that the epidemic of gender and family violence is quelled.
However, if we look at this case—and several
other recent much-publicized examples of violence against women or children—an interesting
pattern emerges in which, while ostensibly
"everyone" is supposed to be responsible for
their acts, in fact, some of of us turn out to be
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more responsible than others. In fact, oddly
enough, there seem to be a whole lot of us who
are immune from responsibility of any kind for
our deeds while, on the other hand, there are
folks who are assumed to be overwhelmingly
responsible for more evil than they could possibly have managed to perpetrate.
The most glaring—to me at least—inconsistency in the public's outrage against Susan Smith
is the double standard involved in the cry to take
responsibility. Smith's stepfather, Beverly Russell,
has admitted to sexually abusing her from the
time he met her until just weeks before the
tragedy occurred. He sat in court with his then
(even then!) wife, Susan's mother, and there was
no public outcry for him to take responsibility
for his actions.
There is a kind of social blindness and amnesia
which apparently makes it impossible for this
society to recognize and acknowledge the atrocities committed by those who are most powerful.
It is always easier—indeed it seems inevitable—
to target and blame the weakest and least powerful members of society for massive social dysfunction. That's why, to use only one obvious
example, street junkies fill the prisons while drug
kingpins are free to play golf with kings and with
congressmen.
But it isn't necessary to be a supporter of
Susan Smith in order to be outraged at the way
in which society seems to pick and choose
among heroes and villains in ways which tell far
more about class, race, and gender prejudice than
any real concern about responsibility.
Michael Jackson has admitted to behavior with
young boys which, in my book at least, is criminal, if not in the legal sense then certainly in the
moral. Thirty-five-year-old men simply do not
take small boys into their beds while the parents
are off being wined and dined and distracted.
Jackson made a large contribution to his accusers
and he continues to make History.
Woody Allen holds hands in public with the
woman who used to be his daughter but who is
now, according to him, his lover. Enough work
has been done by feminists, surely, for most of us
to understand that her consent in this situation
does not mean abuse is not taking place. Allen
continues to make movies.
OJ. Simpson is a known longterm batterer.
The 911 tapes clearly show this. At no time was
Simpson made to take responsibility for that. If
he had been, who knows.
Of course, not all famous, powerful sex crime
perpetrators get off so easily in life or in the
court of public opinion. The Mike Tyson case
makes for a nice study in class and race contrasts.
Tyson, after all, is also a wealthy, prominent black
male. But unlike Simpson and Jackson, Tyson
hasn't mastered the art of race- and class-jumping. He has not made the leap into the ranks of
"blacks-that-white-folks-accept." And so public

opinion is mixed and uneasy about
him. He fits the media stereotype of
"criminal" in a way that Simpson and
Jackson do not. He is the very image
of the poor black inner-city youth
who, in media terms, is responsible for
everything that is wrong everywhere.
Then there are the black rap musicians. Far be it from me to excuse the
hateful, brutal misogyny of some
(though hardly all) of their work. I get
as scared and angry as the next woman
when I hear words like "ho" and
"bitch." But I get a little nervous when
I find myself on the same side as Bob
Dole on a gender issue. Because I
don't for one minute believe that he is
concerned about sexism when he
attacks the media generally and rap
music specifically. I think he is doing
exactly what I've been talking about:

scapegoating the least
socially powerful segment
of the sexist population
as a way of obscuring the
real causes of gender
V i o l e n c e and covering for his own
friends and colleagues who are guilty
of it—personally or in their policy
decisions. This is the guy, after all,
whose own "gang'' of congressmen all
but called Barbara Boxer a witch and
hysteric for demanding an open hear-

ing on their colleague, Bob "The Kissing Bandit" Packwood's documented,
lifelong career of sexual aggression.
And Packwood, who has still not
"taken responsibility" for his acts, didn't just sing about this stuff. He acted it
out, in truly creepy ways which,
because of his position of power—the
kind of white, male political power that
really talks—put his victims in a
humiliating and powerless position.
But has he been condemned by Bob
Dole? On the contrary; when Packwood finally became such an embarrassment to his friends that he was
forced to resign, he did it amidst a flurry of praise and celebration from the
very Capitol Hill gang who would not
dream of saying a kind word about a
rap musician. And yet, rap music, at its
best, gives us a powerful social critique
and moral outrage at the very
hypocrisy and injustice the Packwood
case exemplifies.
Which brings me back to the issue
of responsibility and who takes it and
who does not. I have no interest is seeing Susan Smith receive more blame or
hatred than she already has suffered.
Nonetheless, it is inarguably true that
her race and class position went far
toward bringing her the relatively small
amount of support and sympathy she
did get. Had the killer of her two boys
been—as she shrewdly charged—a
black carjacker, it is unlikely that he
would have received any sympathy at
all. Nor would his life, in all probabili-
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ty, have been spared. For this imaginary
"black carjacker" was not like Bob
Packwood; he was like the rap musician, a member of the group which the
media have designated as our official
scapegoats for all social evils.

I

do not wish, again, to condone
rap's misogyny. But no matter how
much we may detest sexist song
lyrics, it is difficult to make the argument that they are the most powerful,
serious causes of sexual violence
against women and children. Or even,
to push the point, that rap music lyrics
are the most offensively sexist messages
in the media today. Are the words of
Snoop Doggy Dogg really more dangerous than those of the legions of
white superheroes who make violence
attractive to a more upscale white
audience? I think not. I'd say that the
problem of sexist, even brutal images of
women is so pervasive in our
"respectable" consumer culture as to
make the problem of rap music negligible. But it is the rappers who somehow get singled out as women's greatest enemies, rather than the
Schwarzeneggers and Calvin Kleins,
the Doles and the Packwoods, who are,
at least, equally irresponsible, and in
many ways far more dangerous because
of their power to reach and affect
everyone through their images and legislative power.
So what does it all mean? The call to
take responsibility is a sham. As these
examples make clear, taking responsibility is not the issue. What people
want is a plausible explanation for why
atrocities go on with increasing intensity and frequency. And the media—
and this is its real sin in my view—
gives a phony answer to that question
which works to punish the weakest,
most powerless among us, while covering up for the powerful figures who are
themselves perpetrators or who have
the ability to make progressive social
changes that would help, and do not.
The media's greatest sin is not, after all,
showing us pictures of violence and
depravity. It is that it misleads us so
badly about the causes and villains and
thus renders us helpless to confront our
real enemies. •
Elayne Rapping is professor of communications at Adelphi University and author,

most recently, of Mediations: Forays Into
the Culture and Gender Wars.
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What is Justice f<
There she was, on the front
page of the American newspapers, a 20-year-old Bosnian
Moslem girl, hanging from a tree,
si a suicide,
dead by her
own hand,
her death a
cry for help.
Our silence,
deafening.
We cannot
say:

July 14, 1995.
AP Photo/Darko Bandic
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"we didn't

know, no one told
us." We know. We've
seen it on TV, read
the detailed reports,
seen the photos. I
knew, feminists knew
what was going on in
Bosnia. True, we had
trouble sleeping over
it, and some of us sent
money, gathered evidence, drafted lawsuits, petitioned the
U.N., counseled and consoled the victims, quietly
helped rape-refugees to leave the country, but, as a
movement, we failed to mount even one Israeli-style
Entebbe-raid, even one mass "pacifist" action on
Bosnian soil. We wrung our hands and waited for the
patriarchal governments to "do something": convene
a war crimes tribunal in The Hague, bomb Sarajevo,
lift the arms embargo, fight it out, man-to-man.

We are the Good Feminist Germans. We—and
our respective governments—did even less in the
matters of Rwanda, El Salvador, Guatemala, Peru,
Liberia, New Guinea, East Timor, Jammu, and Kashmir, Haiti.
In 1971, when I first heard that retreating Pakistani
soldiers had begun to gang-rape Bengali women in
what would become Bangladesh, I called for the rescue of "our own." I had once lived in the Moslem
world, I knew what would (and did) happen to those
raped and raped-and-impregnated women. "Many
will kill themselves," I said, "if their brothers and fathers don't kill them first." I called for immediate
feminist airlifts of the raped women.
The assembled feminists cheered, thought I was
being funny, grandiose, metaphoric: unrealistic. As feminists, we had no place on earth to which we could
bring our raped Bengali sisters—assuming they'd
agree to leave certain death for uncertain freedom.
Well, it was only 1971, we weren't yet organized,
we had no Feminist Air Force, no sovereign territory,
not even a parachute to drop behind enemy lines. It's
1996, and we still don't.
While the war in Bosnia raged on, millions of
women, worldwide, endured rape. Moslem women
in Bosnia were not the only Moslem women to be
systematically raped by soldiers. In fact, rape has consistently been used as a political weapon against
Moslem women by Moslem men for the past 15 years
in Afghanistan, Algeria, Bangladesh, India, Iran, and
Pakistan.
According to attorney Karima Bennoune, from
1992 on, Algerian fundamentalist men have committed a series of "terrorist atrocities" against Algerian women. Bennoune describes the "kidnapping
and repeated raping of young girls as sex slaves for
armed fundamentalists. The girls are also forced to
cook and clean for God's warriors...one 17-year-old
girl was repeatedly raped until pregnant. She was
kidnapped off the street and held with other young
girls, one of whom was shot in the head and killed
when she tried to escape." As in Iran, "unveiled,"
educated, independent Algerian women have been
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>r a Rape Victim?
seen as "military targets" and increasingly shot on
sight. According to Bennoune, "the men of Algeria
are arming, the women of Algeria are veiling themselves. As one woman said: 'Fear is stronger than our
will to be free.'"
I heard no outcry on their behalf-—did you?—neither in the United Nations nor among Moslem nations. Of course not: These Moslem women "belong" to the Moslem men who are raping them. In
Bosnia, however, men (Serbian Christian, mainly, but
not exclusively) have been raping the wrong
women: women who "belong" to other men.
The information coming out of Bosnia defies belief, confirms the worst nightmares of Second Wave
feminists. The former Yugoslavia has been re-balkanized, cursed really, by paramilitary fascist/nationalists, virulent racists, misogynists. No matter who the
aggressors were, their victims were mainly civilians.
Male soldiers attacked civilians (who were often
their neighbors) with a ferocity and hatred that was
surreal. Male soldiers treated female civilians the way
"kinky Johns" treat whores, the way psychotic batterers treat their wives.
Perhaps this is what some men think is "manly" in
the Balkans.
According to Alexandra Stiglmayer, the editor of
Mass Rape: The War Against Women in Bosnia-Herze-

govina, Serbian male soldiers made their entrance
cursing, often drunk; broke into houses where
frightened women huddled; taunted, shoved,
punched, slapped, beat the women; put cigarettes out
on their flesh; cut them with knives; called them
"whores"; demanded they "smile"; ripped their
clothes off; raped them right there, where their children or mothers could see it; then herded the "terminally dishonored" half-naked or completely naked
women away to rape-camps where many other soldiers repeatedly gang-raped the starving, naked,
soiled women. Bosnian women were also kidnapped
off the street, blindfolded, held in cellars/gymnasiums for one to three months, and repeatedly raped.
Afterwards, they were often killed, although many
were released, especially if they were pregnant with
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"Chetnik" babies. The men gang-raped 7- and 8year-old girls to death, but did not allow the grown
women to comfort them as they lay dying.
The rapists did not use condoms. They beat
women if they thought they were using birth control. They filmed some of the rapes and they aired
some live, both on radio and television.
Many—certainly half—of the rapes were committed by men whom the women knew. When the
rapists were co-workers, neighbors, former teachers,
they were harder, not easier, on their victims—especially if the women called them by name.
The rapists were not out of control; they were implementing Serbian military "ethnic cleansing" policy. They were only following orders. Yes, fascist/nationalist Croat and Moslem male soldiers raped
women too, with as much ferocity, although on a
smaller scale.
Some people say: "You see, both sides did it." No,
"both sides" did not do it. Only men raped women,
women did not rape men; only men, not women,
did the killing.
What did Bosnian Serb Christian soldiers do to
civilian men between the ages of 16 and 60? In a
ghastly replay of World War II, the soldiers ordered
the men/Gypsies/Jews out of the house, lined them
up, shot them in the street, or marched them out of
town and shot them down into mass graves. Those
men "lucky" enough to survive endured beatings,
starvation, and hideous tortures in concentration
camps. Serbian soldiers sometimes castrated and
killed those Serbian men and boys who refused to
systematically rape women.
The soldiers slaughtered the able-bodied men outright and they sentenced the women to living
deaths.
This is the behavior of ghouls, not men. Ah, the
ghouls are men. What conclusions are we to draw?
A number of jurists and intellectuals are eager to
see rape tried as a war crime and as a human rights
violation; I am too. However, I am more convinced
than ever that all rape is a political crime against female humanity, not just in Bosnia, but everywhere;
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not just in times of civil or national war, but also in drome symptoms, Zagreb psychiatrist Vera Folnegovtimes of so-called peace; not only when it occurs be- ic-Smalc also noted "anxiety, inner agitation, apathy,
tween strangers, but among intimates. At the U.N. loss of self-confidence, an aversion to sexuality. Rape
Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, is one of the gravest abuses, with consequences that
some feminist lawyers wanted to amend the Geneva can last a lifetime."
Convention to say that "any rape, not just mass rape
ccording to Karima Bennoune: "Terrorist atin war, is a crime."
tacks on women [in Algeria] have had the deRape is "gender cleansing." The intended effect of
sired effect: widespread psychosis among the
rape is always the same: to utterly break the spirit of
the rape victim, to drive her out of her body and women; internal exile—living in hiding, both physiout of her mind so as to render her incapable of re- cally and psychologically, in their own country." In
sistance. Rape has been systematically used by men Bennoune s view, "the collective psychosis" is due to
of every class and race to destroy their own women the "escalation of violence" by the "soldiers of the
and the women of enemy-men. This terrorist tactic, Islamic state." According to Michael Curtis, M.D., an
coupled with childhood sexual abuse and shaming, American volunteer-physician for Doctors Without
works. Most women do not resist, escape, or kill Borders, "In Bosnia's Tuzla camp, the leading cause
their rapists in self-defense. When women do, they of death is suicide, probably the only refugee camp
are often killed by their rapists, jailed for long peri- in the world where that is the case."
ods of time, or executed. (In the fall of 1995, Sarah
Many raped women do go on with their lives;
Balabagan, a Filipino maid, was condemned to they have to, there's no alternative. Many raped
death for having killed her employer-rapist in Abu women dislike, intensely, the idea that they have
Dhabi.)
been "diminished," victimized, wounded, by a hateIn Beijing, the Bosnian Ambassador to the U.N. ful assault. During the Gulf War, U.S. Major Rhonsaid he "could fmd no [raped] woman in condition da Cornum was raped by her Iraqi captors; they
to speak." Alexandra Stiglmayer found the (Bosnian) broke both her arms too. Admirably, Cornum says
raped women "broken," "intimidated," "withdrawn," that this is what war is, and that worse things can
"crying," "afflicted with nightmares," "insomnia," happen. Maybe her training as a soldier and her
"depression," "panic disorders," "suicidal." Stiglmay- clarity about rape being an act of war is, indeed, a
er says: "Most of the rape victims [in Bosnia] are useful frame of reference. However, this doesn't
broken, not thinking about revenge, for the horror of mean that one is the same, untouched.
their rape and expulsion has also taken away whatevMany survivors of rape, torture, and genocide say
er power of resistance they might have had." In addi- that the most lasting and haunting harm resides not
tion to these typical peacetime Rape Trauma Syn- only in the atrocity itself, but in how others, after-

A

RAPE AS A WAR
CRIME: REACHING
MORAL CLARITY
ca. 420 A.D.: St.
Augustine begged women
"ravished" in war not to
blame or kill themselves
(as Roman "honor"
demanded), whether or
not they had resisted the
attack.
1899: The Hague
Conference (Holland)
establishes the Permanent
Court of Arbitration,
popularly known as the
Hague Tribunal. Later
superseded by the World
Court.
1945: Following the end
14

of World War II, the Allied
victors were so horrified by
the enormity of the
genocide against the Jews,
Gypsies, and other
targeted groups that a
tribunal at Nuremberg,
Germany was established
that tried Nazi leaders for
war crimes and sentenced
some of them to death.
ca. 1946: Italian government paid a small pension
to the Italian victims of
rape at the hands of Italy's
Moroccan allies who were
fighting with the free
French forces in Italy.

1947: War tribunal,
conducted in Tokyo by 11
nations, tried and
sentenced alleged
Japanese war criminals,
but not for the mass rape
or forced prostitution of
thousands of kidnapped
Korean woman.
1948: Universal
Declaration of Human
Rights passed by the U.N.
General Assembly. Article
5: "No one shall be
subjected to torture or to
cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or
punishment."
1949: U.N. International
Court of justice at The
Hague established,
superseding the World
Court, to hear disputes
between member states.

1949: Geneva
Conventions, a series of
treaties first signed in 1864
in Switzerland, were
strengthened as a result of
World War II conduct.
Article 27 states that
women must be protected
from "attacks on their
honor," including "any
form of sexual assault."
1971: New York Radical
Feminists organized the
first-ever Speak-out on
Rape.
1975: Dr. Diana Russell
and Nicole Van Den Ven
organized the first-ever
International Tribunal on
Crimes Against Women,
which took place in
Brussels, Belgium. Two
thousand women from 40
countries attended and

listened to testimony by
women survivors of male
violence.
1983: Beth Stephens and
Rhonda Copelan of the
Center for Constitutional
Rights successfully argued,
under the 1 789 Alien Tort
Statute, that the U.S. had
jurisdiction over torture
and murder committed in
Paraguay. Criminal and
civil suits were brought
against Americo Norberto
Pena-lrala, a former highranking police officer in
Paraguay, found living in
Brooklyn, for the 1976 torture death of 1 7-year-old
Joel Filartiga. This case set
the standard for universal
jurisdiction. A $10 million
judgment was ordered but
never collected. The torturer fled back to
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wards, have dealt nothing, or promise to help, then do nothing. At the
with it. Survivors Beijing conference, Bosnian Munira Hadzic said:
are haunted by "It's the shame of the world. We were promised
in history, rape
those who heard U.N. protection and we were abandoned." \'eu>
the screams but \orkcr writer David Rieff quotes a Bosnian: "For
is being defined
turned their backs; me, the U.N. is worse than the Serbs. At least, the
those who blamed
admit they are our enemies...Don't write any
not as the "spoils" the victim and Serbs
more books about us, you bastard. Give us back the
collaborated with guns the U.N. took from us."
of war but as a
the rapist/torturer/killer; those who
veryone watches, no one stops the male vioweapon of war and minimized, or exlence. It's the Kitty Genovese phenomena. It's
aggerated, or merealso something new: namely, rape as spectacle,
ly misunderstood entertainment, warning. For example, the gang-rape
a war crime.
what rape or tor- on the pool table in New Bedford, Massachusetts,
ture is about; those where the male onlookers cheered the rapists on. As
who preached, authoritatively, righteously, against re- City University of New York Law Professor Rhonda
venge, but envisioned no justice.
Copelon writes: "War tends to intensity the brutality,
Women and men can survive the rape/torture: if repetitiveness, public spectacle, and likelihood of rape."
they are believed; if others are outraged on their beWhen I was young, I believed that if "good" peohalf; if others denounce and attempt to stop the ple only knew about the atrocity-in-progress, surely
atrocity. Thus, the victims of rape and torture are they'd stop it; that reason, sanity, justice would premore upset by what "good" people fail to do than vail. I'm older now and I understand that stopping
by the crimes actually committed by the "bad the atrocity is rare, miraculous, difficult; that "good"
guys." Sins ot omission are psychologically experienced people—you and me—have our own sorrows, limijs greater than sins of commission. (The mothers tations, crushing responsibilities to contend with; we
who stood by and did nothing as their daughter or earn our daily bread, fall in love, fall ill, reach for joy,
son was being incestuously abused are "hated" even die, while Auschwitz smokes, Rwanda hacks itself to
more than the abuser.)
death, Bosnia surrealistically destroys itself.
Women's hearts, men's hearts, are irretrievably
Indifference is worse than hate. Evil flourishes
broken when "good" people default on the dream when it is ignored. If we each do what we can do it
of a common, moral humanity (we are all connect- will make a difference.
ed; what happens to one happens to all) and do
Because stopping the atrocity-m-progress is so dif-

E

Paraguay. According to the
lawyers, "Fifteen years ago
such suits did not seem
possible; today a torturer
who steps foot in the United States does so at his
peril; the torturer has become—like the pirate and
slave trader before him—
hostis humani generis, an
enemy of all mankind."
1983: At The Rotterdam
Conference on Female
Sexual Slavery, Dr. Ximena
Bunster noted that when
the torture of political
prisoners is raised as a
human rights issue, "the
torture of women as
women is made invisible.
As the Military State so
often tortures women as a
mode of punishing their
'man,' so even to many
human rrights advocates,

the 'desecration' of tl
female is processed as
torture of the male."

Serbian state for survivors
of Bosnian rape who now
reside in the United States.

1993: The United Nations
established an
International Criminal
Tribunal in The Hague on
the matter of war crimes in
Bosnia-Herzegovina by
Bosnian Serb military and
paramilitary forces. To
date, 43 war criminals
have been indicted,
including Bosnian Serb
leaders Radovan Karadzic
and Gen. Ratko Mladic.
The Tribunal cannot put
people on trial in absentia
and cannot impose the
death penalty.

1994: After denying their
very existence, and any
and all culpability, the
Japanese government
awarded (a small sum) of
reparations to the Korean
"comfort women" whom
the |apanese Army
gang-raped, serially raped,
and kidnapped into
sexual service during
World War II.

1993: Doe v. Karadzic,
filed in a United States
federal court, seeks civil
compensation from the
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1995: On April 13, U.S.
District Court Judge Douglas P. Woodlock held
Guatemalan Gen. Hector
Alejandro Gramajo responsible for "the torture and
murder of thousands of
people" in the 1980s and
ordered him to pay $47.5

million to eight Guatemalans and an American nun
(Sister Dianna Ortiz),
whose torture included
rape and other sexual
abuse. Gramajo was first
served with the court papers in 1991, as he stood
in his academic robes waiting to receive a masters
degree from the Kennedy
School of Government at
Harvard University.
1995: On September 29,
the U.S. government decided to compensate the
12-year-old |apanese girl
from Okinawa who was
kidnapped and raped
by three U.S. Marines. The
Marine-rapists were indicted and face up to a life
term in a Japanese prison.
1995: The Dutch nation

became publicly angry
over the failure of Dutch
U.N. peacekeeping soldiers
to protect Muslim civilians
in Srebenica; soulsearching commenced.
1995: Catharine A.
MacKinnon, in a chapter
in the book Mass Rape: The
War Against Women in
Bosnia-Herzegovina,
concluded that "The
genocidal rapes of this war
present the world with a
historic opportunity that
this becomes the time and
place, and these the
women, when the world
recognizes that violence
against women violates
human rights...when
the world says never
again—not in war, not in
peace—and this time
means it."

IS

ficult, it is crucial that women learn how to defend
ourselves, not wait tor others, men, to "protect" us.
How many women (and men) need to be raped .ind
killed before women and/or feminists are ready to
start thinking strategically, militarily, planning ahead
for the rape-free survival of the coming generations?
There is no point in waiting for the "good" men to
rescue us. The information is in: they can't. We may
even have to rescue them. There is no point in baring our throats to the rapists as a way of showing
them that we won't "stoop to their level"; our selfsacrificing example fails to educate them.
think of Phoolan Devi, the real-life Indian Bandit-Queen who, in 1980, was gang-raped for
three weeks by 22 higher-caste men who then
paraded her naked through the village; Phoolan became a bandit and killed all 22 gang-rapists.
Phoolan: We need your fighting tiger-spirit! As yet,
not a single raped Bosnian woman is known to have
picked up a gun to defend herself—although many
have wanted to. (Also, there is an arms embargo on.)
Some Bosnian women have joined the armies, but
most have children and aging parents to take care
of. One woman said: "I cannot pick up a gun but I
can tell about what happened." This is a very brave
thing to do.
More important: Not a single feminist organization has organized a military and/or a pacifist raid
into Bosnia (or Algeria, Iran, Pakistan, Thailand,
Korea, the United States) to rescue raped women
being held hostage in rape-and-death camps and
brothels.

I

" M a r k e r Of C h a n g e " by Beth Alber was the winner
of a national Canadian design competition for a memorial to
female victims of male violence. The monument includes 14 pink
granite benches, each bearing the name of one of the women
killed by a gunman at Montreal's L'Ecole Polytechnique in 1989.
Made of pink granite, the uneven surfaces will gather pools of
tears when it rains. Clay paving bricks will be inscribed with the
names of thousands of donors who will contribute the funds
needed to construct the memorial in Thornton Park in the heart
of Vancouver. For information contact The Women's Monument
Project, Capilano College, 2055 Purcell Way, North Vancouver,
B.C., V7J3H5. (604)986-1911.
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Most white middle-class women I
know, myself inthe atrocity-included, have been
carefully taught to
prefer being hit to
progress is so
having to hit. We'd
difficult, it is crucial rather die than
kill—even in selfdefense. Worse,
that women learn
some of us are
convinced that
how to defend
our inability to
defend ourselves
ourselves, not wait somehow const i t u t e s a free
choice, a moral
for others, men,
virtue, a political
philosophy. We
to "protect" us.
don't know the
first thing about how to hit, disarm, or kill someone
who's attacking us; we'd have to be carefully taught.

Because stopping

Only someone who lives in her body, who occupies it fully, who knows how to fight—but refuses to
do so—can freely choose to practice pacifist politics.
That's not most women, feminists included. We're
possessed, colonized. They've chased most of us right
out of our bodies; we're nothing but bodies, but
"we're" not in there anymore; we're elsewhere, in a
fog, in a fugue state, disassociated: Hitler's Housekeepers, Stalin's Sweeties.
Pacifists are not passive; they put their bodies on the
line, actively, aggressively; they risk poverty, illness, jail
sentences, beatings, even death, in unarmed political
confrontations. They are physically very brave.
Gandhi's followers chose to stop the British trains
with their bodies, not with bullets. They acted vigorously and collectively and hoped that the train engineer's humanity would, at the last moment, compel
him to stop the train.
Three million pacifists did not converge on
Bosnia, lay their bodies down, refuse to move until
the men put the guns away, their penises back in
their pockets, their heads in their hands, and a terrible lamentation was heard in the land....
Given how prevalent rape is, in both war and
peace, why do we resist teaching women how to
defend themselves? In Bosnia, not only are Serbian
soldiers raping women, Moslem, Croatian, and U.N.
soldiers(!) are also raping vulnerable "enemy"
women. Attorney Catharine A. MacKinnon noted:
"This pointedly poses a problem women have always had with male protection: Who is going to
watch the men who are watching the men who are
supposedly watching out for us? ...the U.N. [male]
presence [in Bosnia] has apparently increased the
trafficking in women and girls...Perhaps intervention by a force of armed women should be considered." (Ah, Shannon Faulkner, where are you when
we need you? What women are up against, worldwide, is precisely the kind of macho-maniac men
who froze Faulkner out of The (continued on page 56)
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All Wfomen Are Brave!
Strong! Beautiful!

The in-your-face art of

A NKg

n u c n i
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Almost everyone in Berlin knows Anke Feuchtenberger's posters. Since the Wall
came down in 1989, this East Berliner's graphics for women's organizations, theater
performances, and concerts have made an unforgettable mark. Last year it was a
controversial poster in support of women's shelters. Titled "The patience of
women...is the power of men," it appeared on billboards and kiosks and in subway
stations for months: a naked woman drawing a chalk circle of safety around herself.
BY CHRISTIANE BAUMANN
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1996
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Even some of the artist's
women friends were offended.
They tried to convince her
that "all this women's stuff is a
little bit too much."
"But my experiences are different," Feuchtenberger explains. "Just the other day, I
overheard an angry man in the
subway saying, 'You damn
cunts!' He meant the other
men—and this was the most insulting thing he could call
them."
Feuchtenberger's sharp eye
and irony transform the fears
of everyday life into surreal images and icons of resistance: a
mother raising a child alone as
a highwire act; another mother
holding her bare baby, standing
in a tiny wicker basket and
gondoliering through a huge
blood artery under the legend
"Greetings from Berlin."
women are brave! strong! beautiful!
Her provocative graphics
dominated by a boys' club of comic artists, Feuchtenberger's
have spread well beyond the street. Over the last two years
work stands out. As a critic in the weekly newspaper Freitag
Feuchtenberger has had six exhibitions in Europe (including
put it, her comics create their own world, where "reality
a solo show at the Goethe House in Paris), and her work
breaks through."
was shown in the international Poster Biennial in Toyama,
Japan; Helsinki, Finland; and Warsaw, Poland. Three years
She likes to play with symbols and figures from fairy tales,
ago, Berlin's prestigious Academy of the Arts began to collect
which reflects her upbringing in East Germany—a small
all her posters—a major distinction for any artist, but almost
country that started out with a huge goal after the disaster of
unheard ot for one who had just turned 30.
fascism—where poets and artists frequently used myths and
metaphors to transcend restrictions and borders. Even her
More and more Feuchtenberger is becoming known for
her comics, which tell allegorical stories of women's lives. At telling of her own life has a kind of fairy-tale quality.
once winsome and visceral, they have been published in a
"I was born in East Berlin in 1963, but spent most of my
variety of European zines. Although these publications are
childhood in the countryside, in yards, and by the water,"

Alle Frauen sind
mutig!

Poster and zine artist Anke Feuchtenberger in Berlin.
18

stark! schon!

I am not your Mickey Mouse.
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If I Weren't a Cunt...
I would take up three seats with just my knees.

...1 would not have to wear uncomfortable lingerie.

r..K«>Trfe
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...I would get enough action.

...I would go into bars alone.

.WJROJ WSWivW PENKEN.PAttUHgiN <O(H2aM A"F((WNgiD§N WPZIWHEN BiN.

...I would take big, loud steps down the street.
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...No one would think I'm a hole to be cut open
and sewn shut.
19

Mothering as a highwire act.

Ciao, Mama, see you later!

says Feuchtenberger, the daughter of an art teacher and a
graphic artist. "It was there that I fell deeply in love, and at
the age of four I decided to become the most beautiful
woman in the world. But after some minor facial surgery a
year later, I dropped that idea.
"At age seven, I had my first dance performance on stage
and at that time I loved to draw beautiful princesses with chalk
on the asphalt. They all had names like Sasha, Masha, and
Natasha. I decided that life was getting serious when I was 15,
and a year later I tried to end it. The following year I began to
draw nude models and became a student ot visual arts."
She was 26 in 1989 when the Wall came down; her son,
Leo, was born; and she finished her fine arts degree. In the
great burst of creativity that followed, a lot of doors opened
and her career began immediately. Almost anyone who lived
through this period in East Germany remembers the election posters she created for the first independent feminist
organization of East Germany—especially a fairy-tale cartoon with the slogan "All women are brave! strong! beautiful!" East Berlin's alternative theater scene took off at the
same time; Feuchtenberger did a lot ot show posters and
soon her distinctive art became recognized citywide.
I got to know Anke in 1990, when she drew her first
comics for Ypsilcn, a new East German feminist magazine
that I worked for back then. We became friends when she
supported the struggling magazine with her artwork and
helped organize fund-raising events. Ypsilon—which at its

peak had a monthly circulation ot over 15,000—did not
survive in the post-reunification economy; we could not pay
enough attention to market research and the bottom line.
But the creative spirit of that time continues in Anke's work:
She speaks out in a loud voice, despite the post-feminist
weather outside.
Sometimes the stark and clear political positions she takes
with her work have irritated people. In 1994, for instance,
she did a series of drawings inspired by Andrea Dworkin's
novel Mercy. Repubhshed in Strapazin, an international
Swiss comic magazine, and exhibited at the International
Comic Festival of Angouleme in France, the drawings were
titled "If I Weren't a Cunt..." In April a new collection of
Feuchtenberger's graphics and comics was published in
Berlin as a book titled Muttcrkuchen, which means "placenta" (Jochen Enterprises). In Feuchtenberger's signature style,
it presents her take on mother-daughter issues, the Alice in
Wonderland story, and men as hunters.
These days she is working with a writer on another comic
book, and she commutes twice a month to Hamburg, where
she teaches cartooning and graphic art at the school of fine
arts. She seems at first glance very gentle and somehow otherworldly. But to those who have eyes to see, she is a hardworking princess in modern dress—on her own, with a
child and no servants, and not waiting for a prince. •
Christiane

Bawnai

i journalist living in East Berlin.
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IS EOUALITY
INDIGENOUS?
The Untold Iroquois Influence on Early Radical Feminists
I had been haunted by a question to the past, a mystery of

they were able to see from point A, where they stood—

feminist history: How did the radical suffragists conic to their vi- corseted, ornamental, legally nonpersons—to point C, the
sion, a vision not of Band-Aid reform but of a reconstituted world "regenerated" world Gage predicted, in which all repressive
completely transformed?
institutions would be destroyed. What was point B in their

For 20 years I had immersed myself in the writings of
early United States women's rights activists—Matilda Joslyn
Gage (1826-1898), Elizabeth Cady Stanton (1S15-1902),
Lucretia Mott (1793-1880)—yet I could not fathom how
they dared to dream their revolutionary dream. Living under
the ideological hegemony of nineteenth-century United
States, they had no say in government, religion, economics,
or social life ("the four-fold oppression" of their lives, Gage
and Stanton called it). Whatever made them think that human
harmony—based on the perfect equality of all people, with women
absolute sovereigns of their lives—was an achievable goal?

Surely these white women, living under conditions of virtual slavery, did not get their vision in a vacuum. Somehow

lives, the earthly alternative that drove their feminist spirit—
not a Utopian pipe dream but a sensible, doable paradigm?
Then I realized I had been skimming over the source of
their inspiration without noticing it. My own unconscious
white supremacy had kept me from recognizing what these
prototypical feminists kept insisting in their writings: They
caught a glimpse of the possibility of freedom because they
knew women who lived liberated lives, women who had always possessed rights beyond their wildest imagination—
Iroquois women.
The more evidence I uncovered of this indelible Native
American influence on the vision of early United States fernmists, the more certain I became that this story must be told.

An intrepid historian
tracks down the source of
their revolutionary vision.
BY SALLY
ROESCH WAGNER
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m
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Inspired by the sovereignty
of Iroquois women,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
(shown at the Seneca Falls
women's rights meeting in
1848) dared to defy
Christian civilization.

A Vision of Everyday Decency
It is difficult for white Americans today to picture the extended period in history when—before the United States
government's Indian-reservation system, like apartheid, concretized a separation of the races in the last half of the nineteenth century—regular trade, cultural sharing, even friendship between Native Americans and Euro-Americans was
common. Perhaps nowhere was this now-lost social ease
more evident than in the towns and villages in upstate New
York where Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Matilda Joslyn
Gage lived and Lucretia Mott visited. All three suffragists
personally knew Iroquois women, citizens of the six-nation
confederacy (Seneca, Cayuga, Onondaga, Oneida, Mohawk,
and later Tuscarora) that had established peace among themselves before Columbus came to this "old" world.
Stanton, for instance, sat across the dinner table from
Oneida women during her frequent visits to her cousin, the
radical social activist Gerrit Smith, in Peterboro. Smith's
daughter, also named Elizabeth, was first to shed the 20
pounds ot clothing that fashion dictated should hang from a
white woman's waist, dangerously deformed from corseting.
The reform costume Elizabeth Smith adopted (named the
"Bloomer" after the newspaper editor who popularized it)
bore an uncanny resemblance to the loose-fitting tunic and
leggings worn by the two Elizabeths' Native American
friends.
Gage, appointed by a women's rights convention in the
1850s, worked on a committee with Ncw\brk Tribtwc editor
Horace Greeley to document the woefully few jobs open to
white women. Meanwhile she knew hardy, nearby Onondaga women who farmed corn, beans, and squash—nutritionally balanced and ecologically near-perfect crops called the
Three Sisters by the Haudenosaunee (traditional Iroquois).
Lucretia Mott and her husband, James, were members of
the Indian Committee of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of
the Society of Friends. For years this committee of Quakers
befriended the Seneca, setting up a school and model farm
at Cattaraugus and helping them save some of their territory
from unscrupulous land speculators. In the summer of I S48
Mott spent a month at Cattaraugus witnessing women share
in discussion and decision-making as the Seneca nation reorganized their governmental structure. Her feminist vision
fired by that experience, Mott traveled that July from the
Seneca nation to nearby Seneca Falls, where she and Stanton
held the world's first women's rights convention.
Stanton, Gage, and Mott regularly read newspaper accounts of everyday Iroquois activities—a recent condolence
ceremony (to mourn a chief's death and to set in place a
new one); the latest sports scores (a lacrosse match between
the Mohawk and the Onondaga); a Quaker council called to
ask Seneca women to leave their fields and work in the
home (as the Friends said God commanded but as Mott opposed). Stanton, Gage, and Mott could also read that according to interviews with white teachers at various Indian nations, Indian men did not rape women. Front-page stories
admonished big-city dandies to learn a thing or two from
Indian men's example, so that white women too could walk
around any time of the day or night without fear.
In the United States, until women's rights advocates began
the painstaking task of changing state laws, a husband had
the legal right to batter his wife (to interfere would "upset
the domestic tranquility of the home," one state supreme

court held). But sufrrM
neighbors to men of H
tions whose religiousMJ
social, and economic I
cept of women m f l
such behavior uiB
thinkable. Haudeno-B
saunee spiritual prac-B
tices were spelled
out in an oral tradition called the
Code of Handsome
Lake, which told
this cautionary tale
(as reported by a
white woman who
was a contemporary^]
of Stanton and CageM
of what would bet'M
batterers in the afterlifM
[A man] who was in th
habit of beating his wifi
was led to the red-h
statue of a female, and
requested to treat it as
he had done his wife. He
commenced beating it,
and the sparks flew out
and were continually
burning him. Thus
would it be done to all
who beat their wives.

LUCRETIA MOTT,
radical suffragist.

"We have never
considered the wrongs
of the Indians as our
own. We have aided in
driving them farther
and farther west, until
as the poor Indians say
'you will drive us away,
until we go beyond the
setting sun.' "

To Stanton, Gage, Mott,
and their feminist contemporaries, the Native
American conception of everyday decency, nonviolence, and
gender justice must have seemed the promised land.

A Vision of Power and Security
As a feminist historian, I did not at first pay attention to such
references to American Indian life because I believed what I
had been taught: that Native American women were poor,
downtrodden "beasts of burden" (as they were often called
in the nineteenth century). I did not know what I was looking for, so of course I could not see it.
I remembered that in the early 1970s, some feminist historians flirted with the idea of prehistoric matriarchies on
which to pin women's egalitarian hopes. Anthropologists
soon set us straight about such nonsense. The evidence just
wasn't there, they said. But Paula Gunn Allen, a Laguna
Pueblo/Sioux author and scholar, believed otherwise. "Before we decide," she wrote in 1981,
that belief in ancient matriarchal civilization is an irrational concept born of conjecture and wish, let us adjust our perspective
to match that of our foresisters. Then, when we search the
memories and lore of tribal peoples, we might be able to see
what eons and all kinds of institutions have conspired to hide
from our eyes... The evidence is all around us. It remains for us
to discover what it means.
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MATILDA JOSLYN CAGE,
'cat suffragist:

"The family relation
H>ng the Iroquois
demonstrated
woman's superiority
in power. When an
Indian husband
brought the
products of the
chase to the
wigwam, his
control over it
ceased. In the
home, the wife
was absolute; the
I sale of the skins
was regulated by
her, the price was
paid to her. The
women also possessed
e veto power on
uestions of war."

ALICE PAPINEAU DEWASENTA,
clan mother, Onondaga nation:

"We are the givers of life. We own the land, the
mother. We are honored in a ceremony four times a
year with the changing of the seasons. The ceremony
lasts six days and there are songs and dances
especially dedicated to the mothers. Because a
mother is a mother to everybody, we say Ethinoha'. It
means 'our mothers,' an honorable word."

Allen's words opened my eyes, threw into question everytrying to vote in a school board election, she was adopted
into the Wolf clan of the Mohawk nation and given the name
thing I thought I knew about the nineteenth-century
Karonienhawi (Sky Carrier). In the Mohawk nation, women
women's movement, and sent me on a wholly new course of
alone had the authority to nominate the chief, after counselhistorical discovery. The results shook the foundation of the
ing with all the people of the clan. What must it have meant
feminist theory I had been teaching for almost 20 years.
to Gage to know of such real-lite political power?
About eight years ago, early in my new phase of research,
And Elizabeth Cady Stanton—called a heretic and worse
I sat in the kitchen of Alice Papineau-Dewasenta, an
for advocating divorce laws that would allow women to
Onondaga clan mother. Over iced tea, Alice described to
leave loveless and dangerous marriages—admired the model
me the unbroken custom by which traditional Iroquois
of divorce Iroquois-style: "No matter how many children or
(Haudenosaunee) clan mothers nominate the male chiefs
whatever goods he might have in the house," Stanton inwho go on to represent their clans in the Grand Council.
formed the National Council ot Women convention in
She listed the qualifications: "First, they cannot have com1S1)1, the "luckless husband or lover who was too shiftless to
mitted a theft. Second, they cannot have committed a murdo his share of the providing" in an Iroquois marriage
der. Third, they cannot have sexually assaulted a woman."
"might at any time be ordered to pick up his blanket and
There <>ocs Congress! I thought to myself. Then a wishful
budge; and after such an order it would not be healthful for
fantasy occurred: What if only women in the United States
him to attempt to disobey." What must it have meant to
chose governmental representatives and, like HauStanton
to know of such real-life domestic security?
denosaunee women, alone had the right "to knock the
horns off the head," as Stanton marveled—to oust officials
A Vision of Radical Respect
if they failed to represent the needs of the people unto the
While early women's rights activists began to be successful
seventh generation?
in changing some repressive laws, an ensuing backlash in the
If I am so inspired by Alice's words to dream today, imagine
1870s resulted in the criminalization of birth control and
how the founding feminists felt as they beheld the Iroquois
family planning, and child custody remained the right of faworld. For instance, shortly after Matilda Joslyn Gage was arthers. How, then, did Stanton and her daughter Harriot enrested in 1893 at her home in New York for the "crime" of
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vision "voluntary motherhood"—a revolutionary alternative
to the patriarchal family, with women controlling their own
bodies and having rights to the children they bore? Well, a
short distance from the Stanton home in Seneca Falls, the
Seneca women practiced it.
Among the Haudenosaunee, family lineage was reckoned
through mothers; no child was born a "bastard" (the concept didn't exist); every child found a loving and welcome
place in a mother's world, surrounded by a mother's sisters,
her mother, and the men whom they married. Unmarried
sons and brothers lived in this large extended family, too,
until they left home to marry into another matrilocal clan.
Stanton envied how American Indian women "ruled the
house" and how "descent of property and children were in
the female line." Gage, while serving as president of the National Woman Suffrage Association in 1875, penned a series
of admiring articles about the Iroquois for the New York
Evening Post in which she wrote that the "division of power
between the sexes in this Indian republic was nearly equal"
while the Iroquois family structure "demonstrated woman's
superiority in power." For these white women living in a
world where marital rape was commonplace and forbidden
by neither church nor state (although the Comstock Laws of
the 1870s outlawed discussion of it), Indian women's violence-free and empowered home life must have looked like
heaven.
It wasn't simply that Euro-American women had no
rights; once they married they had no legal existence. "The
two shall become one and the one is the man," preached
Christianity. This canon (church) law had been turned into
common law, according to which married women were
legally dead; therefore married women could not have custody of their children or rights to their own property or
earnings, sign contracts, sue or be sued, or vote.
Until women's rights advocates began to change divorce
laws in the last half of the nineteenth century, divorce was
not allowed by church or state. Women fleeing from a violent husband could be returned to him by the police, as runaway slaves were returned to their master. Husbands, before
they died, could will away an unborn child, and after its father's death the baby would be taken from its mother and
given to its "rightful owner." And until the Married
Women's Property Acts were slowly enacted state by state
throughout the nineteenth century, any money a wife
earned or inherited belonged outright to her husband.
A married woman was "nameless, purseless and childless,"
Stanton summed up, though she be "a woman, heiress and
mother." Calling for an end to this injustice, the early suffragists were labeled hopeless dreamers for imagining a
world so clearly against nature, and worse, heretics for daring
to question God's divine plan.
From her firsthand knowledge of the Iroquois, Stanton
knew that the patriarchal "women's sphere" was not universal. When called a "savage," for instance, for practicing natural childbirth, Stanton rebutted her critics by mocking their
use of the word; she also pointed out that Indian women
"do not suffer" giving birth—thus it was absurd to suppose
"that only enlightened Christian "women are cursed" by
painful, difficult childbirth. Stanton, whose major work, The
Woman's Bible, was published in 1895, became convinced
that the oppression of women was not divinely inspired at
all. "The Bible," she wrote,
24

ELIZABETH CADY
STANTON,
radical suffragist:

"The women were the
great power among
the clans. The
original nomination
of the chiefs always
rested with them.
They did not
hesitate when
occasion required
'to knock the
horns off the
head' as it was
technically termed
of any of the chiefs,
and send them back
to the ranks of
ordinary warriors."

makes woman a mere after thought in creation; the author of
evil; cursed in her maternity; a subject in marriage; and claims
divine authority for this fourfold bondage, this wholesale desecration of the mothers of the race. I do not believe Cod ever
wrote or inspired such sentiments.

Gage agreed, naming the church the "bulwark" of women's
oppression. "In the name of religion,'' Gage wrote in
Woman, Church and State, published in 1893, "the worst
crimes against humanity have ever been perpetrated."
In the 1890s, when the religious right tried to destroy religious freedom by placing God in the Constitution and
prayer in public schools and by pushing a conservative political agenda, Stanton and Gage (Mott had died) determined
to challenge the church. Their theory held that women in
indigenous cultures had respect and authority in egalitarian
and woman-centered societies that worshiped a female deity.
This matriarchal system was overthrown, Stanton contended, when "Christianity putting the religious weapon into
man's hand made his conquest complete."
A common myth held that Christianity and civilization
meant progress for women, but Stanton and Gage saw
through it. At the 1888 International Council of Women,
they listened as Alice Fletcher, a noted white ethnographer,
spoke about the greater rights of American Indian women.
Fletcher made clear that these Indian women were well
aware that when they became United States citizens, they
would lose their rights. Fletcher quoted one who told her:
As an Indian woman I was free. I owned my home, my person,
the work of my own hands, and my children could never forget
me. I was better as an Indian woman than under white law.

Fletcher also quoted an Indian man who reproached
white men: "Your laws show how little your men care for
their women. The wife is nothing of herself." He was not
alone in chastising white men for their domination of
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1996

Mother Earth Does Not Revolve
Around the Son
I arrive, hurried, at the home of Ethel, a friend with whom I work.
We have exactly an hour to meet, squeezed into a tight travel
schedule. After pleasantries we get down to business, moving along
at a smooth clip, and it looks as if we will finish on time when suddenly her son enters. A strapping 17-year-old, he fills the room with
his presence. Ethel beams at him and hangs on his every word as
he describes his teachers' deadlines, clean-uniform needs, other
mundane details of his day. Virginia Woolf got it right: His mother's
admiring gaze reflects him twice life size. He never acknowledges
my presence, she doesn't introduce us, and our work is forgotten.
When finally he walks out, Ethel and I scramble to tie up loose
ends, some of which still dangle as I dash out the door.
Ethel is Euro-American; her son stands poised to inherit the
world.
A week later I sit in my friend Jeanne's living room, enjoyably
chatting. I hear her 17-year-old son in the kitchen rattling pans,
perhaps cooking or washing dishes. Minutes later he appears and
places cups of tea in front of us, his gift offered unobtrusively, his
demeanor without display. I look up to thank him but he is gone,
his back already turned as he repairs to the kitchen. Jeanne seems
not even to notice, and our conversation continues.
Jeanne is Onondaga, a Haudenosaunee, descended from the traditional, pagan Iroquois—those who refused to be "Christianized"
and "civilized." Her son recognizes his mother, and all women, as
the center of the culture.
Such sons of such mothers belonged to our foresisters' vision too.
They are sons who learned from their fathers to respect the sovereignty of women—sons of a tradition in which rape and battering
of women was virtually unknown until white contact.
—S.R.W.

women. A Tuscarora chief, Elias Johnson, writing about the
absence of rape among Iroquois men in his popular 1881
book, Legends, Traditions and Laws, of the Iroquois, or Six Na-

tions..., commented wryly that European men had held the
same respect for women "until they became civilized." According to a New York paper, a Cayuga chief, Dr. Peter Wilson, addressing the New York Historical Society in 1866, encouraged white men to use the occasion of Southern
reconstruction to establish universal suffrage, "even of the
women, as in his nation." Today, try as I might, I cannot
begin to imagine how such Iroquois men's radical respect
for women's lives must have sounded to early feminists' ears.

A Vision of Responsibilities
A few years ago I was invited to lecture at the annual Elizabeth Cady Stanton birthday tea in Seneca Falls with Audrey
Shenandoah, an Onondaga nation clan mother. A crowd of
my feminist contemporaries packed the elegant, century-old
hotel, and I spoke of my deep gratitude for the profound influence of the Iroquois on early feminists' vision of women's
rights.
Then Audrey talked matter-of-factly about the responsibilities of Haudenosaunee women in their system of gender
balance: Iroquois women continue to have the responsibility
of nominating, counseling, and keeping in office the male
chief who represents the clan in the Grand Council. In the
six nations of the Iroquois confederacy, she explained, HauON THE ISSUES WINTER 1996

denosaunee women have worked with the men to successfully guard their sovereign political status against persistent
attempts to turn them into United States citizens. In Audrey's direct and simple telling, the social power of the Haudenosaunee women seemed almost unremarkable—"We
have always had these responsibilities," she said. I caught my
breath again, remembering that radical suffragists also knew
such women who lived their vision.
My feminist terminology had revealed my cultural bias.
Out of habit I had referred to women's empowerment as
women's "rights." But for Iroquois women who have maintained many of their traditional ways despite two centuries
of white America's attempts to "civilize and Christianize''
them, the concept of women's "rights" actually has little
meaning. To the Haudenosaunee, it is simply their way of
life. Their egalitarian relationships and their political authority are a reality that—like my foresisters—I still but dream. •
Sally Roesch Wagner, Ph.D., a cofounder of one of the country's
first women's studies programs, lives in Aberdeen, South Dakota. A
lecturer and historical performer, she recreates the lives of Elizabeth
Cady Stanton and Matilda foslyn Gage. Last year she was given
the name Winyan Duta Ob Mani (She Walks with Red Women)
by Dakota elder Stella Pretty Sounding Flute (Tahin Spha Washte
Win, which means Porcupine Quill Woman) in a traditional ceremony. She is writing a book-length history of the Iroquois influence
on the early women's rights movement.

Escape from

TALKING FEMINIST

flMT &
From gung-ho pledge to anti-frat
activist in just a few weeks of hell
BY SCOTT STRAUS
Six years ago I was an 18-year-old prep-school kid, a readymade frat boy lured to Dartmouth College by its reputation
for drinking and ruggedness. I pledged Alpha Delta, which
was notoriously raucous; National Lampoon's Animal House
was based on a screenwriter's experience there. But shortly
after my initiation I dropped out, disgusted and angry, and
now I tell secrets that I swore not to.
Typical frat boys wore T-shirts identifying Dartmouth as
the place for COLD BEER, COLD WEATHER, COLD WOMEN, and
an AD rival's shirt declared membership in the HE-MAN
WOMAN HATERS CLUB. Frat graffiti was also rife with homophobia—I found the words ALL FAGS MUST DIE carved into a
library table.
A favorite fraternity ditty, written after Dartmouth went
coed in 1972 and sung to the tune of "This Old Man," goes
like this:
Our cohogs, they play one/they're all here to spoil our fun/
with a knick-knack, paddy-whack/send the bitches home/
our cohogs go to bed alone.

The word cohogs refers to coeds and to a thick-shelled New
England clam, hence female genitalia.
In rural Hanover, New Hampshire, Greek houses dominated the social circuit, offering free beer and music. Over
half the student body belonged, most of my freshman-class
friends pledged, but I had some reservations. I had just
stopped drinking for fear of alcoholism (in prep school I
used to drink as much as I could, to make a name for
myself). But I was persuaded that AD was changing for the
better, and the brothers assured me I could abstain.
The civilities lasted all of one week. The brothers made
clear that for the next two months, the pledges were to sit
on the floor, fetch brothers beer, tote lunch boxes, and endure insults. Each week two of us were forced to guzzle the
"Rack of Gnarl," a 100-ounce concoction that invariably
induced vomiting. (Oysters with mayonnaise and dog food
was a favorite, as was a mix of Listerine, Diet Coke, and blue
cheese.)
The brothers' goal was to humiliate us and make us feel
excluded—like women and gay men. In a ceremony in the
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so-called Sex Room, pledges were forced to perform fellatio
on something phallic. As an AD bully explained: "We try to
kind of let you experience what a girl goes through when
she sucks your dick."
Once pledges were branded the other, we had to fight our
way into the brother: We had to become men, proof of which
lay in drinking endless cups of beer (I was given prune
juice) and in demonstrating heterosexual prowess, hatred for
women, and loyalty to the fraternity. This was a foolproof
recipe for raping women, though I did not know that then.

Keeping Score
The frat-house basement floor was rimmed with a gutter for
vomit, piss, and stale beer. Called the gorf, it was often filled
on weekends. Whenever a woman entered the cellar, ADs
ntually dropped their pants and chanted lewdly about Iowa
cornfields.
__

Animal House
Each week, who had sex and with whom was official
ing. I felt scrutinized, embarrassed, and I wondered how the
"house business," and the house scribe read off the list of the
woman felt.
lucky. Brother X scored with sister Y, he said, and we broke
The final test was called Hell Night. Rooms in the frat
into song. Here's to brother X, we chanted, then drank.
house were converted into stations we had to pass; at the
Here's to sister Y, and we drank again.
end was the infamous Sex Room. Blindfolded, pledges were
Misogyny was our pass, to show each other we were cool. brought in one by one. There before the brothers we each
And so was the sex we had. Caring for the "girl" was just a had to tell our first or most exciting sex experience. I lied; I
way to loosen her pants; this was sex to "score" and then tell
made up a story about fucking a woman who shaved bethe brothers about. Sex for any one brother was for the
tween her legs. I got kudos for it; the brothers cheered.
communal consumption of the brotherhood.
We were goaded to visit the strip joints of Montreal. As
Playing the Game
designated driver, I solemnly followed the posse of pledges
Masculinity never came easily to me; it was always my bane.
from bar to bar during their preclimax drinking binge. At
In high school at Andover, in our all-male dorm rooms, I
the performance I winced, wishing I was somewhere else.
used to chime in late at night when we called women
Another pledge noticed my reticence and slipped a stripper
"pelts" and complained that so and so's girlfriend was taking
money to wag her ass in my face. I didn't move, struck
him away from us. Awed as a child by men's and older boys'
dumb. Did I like it? Was I a brother? they seemed to be taunt-tales about the great mystery of sex—which, once had,
would make me into a man—I "did the nasty" the first
chance I got, then told my friends. I didn't really like the
sex, I had no idea what I was doing, and when I boasted I
got laid, my pals made fun of me. My score was low—the
girl wasn't pretty enough. Still I felt relief: I had shown them
I could screw, and that proved I was an authentic guy.
Almost every male I know has been seduced by such
qualifying rounds for becoming one of the guys. Even
though AD's rigamarole was more formalized and rigorous
than any I'd ever faced, I knew the pattern well. I had tried
to prove that I'm a man on those terms for most of my life.
Although I played the game, I never really felt comfortable with what men required one another to be. I didn't understand why men made one another feel stupid all the
time, whether for having sex with someone ugly or for
being thoughtful. Why were we "pussy-whipped" if we
wouldn't join in citing women as our common problem?
And why were we "abandoning tradition" if we refused to
be cruel to one another? I harbored this dissent even as a
pledge, but I had no framework then to think about gender
critically, and no way to talk about my feelings.

Getting Screwed
During most frat meetings, I sat in the back row on the
floor. When Ifinallypassed Hell Night and attended my first
meeting as a brother, I was excited. My lunch box was gone;
I claimed a brothers-only seat and even moved closer to the
front of the hall. Maybe the bravado would subside, I
thought; maybe now I could speak my mind and try to
change the system from within. So when the fraternity president announced that he had some heartbreaking news for
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analysis in a cafeteria backroom, and showed
AD diehards, I leaned forward.
lthough
a leaked videotape of a Hell Night off camThe Dartmouth administration, he said,
was forcing all fraternities on campus to I played the game, I pus. Many faculty were supportive, and a
few administrators were as well. But an apadmit women. The older brothers had
never really felt
pointment with the dean of students proved
withheld this information from the pledges,
pointless, lawyers for the college thwarted
he continued, but now that we were brothcomfortable with
our showing the video on campus, and I
ers they wanted to hear our thoughts on
learned
secondhand that my former broththe idea. The first speakers railed against it,
what men required
ers in AD had marked an X through my
booing the administration. Others said that
one another to be. face in the house composite photo.
"cracks" would destroy the fraternity and
Then during the spring term of my seall its traditions. Finally I stood up and denior year, a string of sexual assaults caught the school's attenclared my solid support for the idea at some length, saying
tion. Several survivors had been raped in fraternities or by
that AD men had a lot to learn from women. After I sat
pledges. I published an abbreviated version of my independown I noticed that no one met my eyes, but neither was
dent study in the school's lone lefty student newspaper. Sevanyone rebutting my points. Soon the debate fizzled out,
eral well-attended debates ensued. From where I sat, it
and a few brothers began laughing.
My heart sank. In fact, no such directive from the admin- looked like we were winning the intellectual arguments.
Many students, almost all women, quietly voiced support for
istration existed. I had fallen for a trap. The fuckers had beat
me, finally fished out of me that I no longer thought of our side. A small anti-fraternity group was formed. A journalist, sent to Hanover to cover the controversy for Rolling
women as "pelts." What did I get for ending the misogynisStone magazine, observed, "These could be scenes from an
tic masquerade? Derision. The fuckers made me endure two
Animal
House sequel with a no-fun ending."
months of abuse as a pledge only to trick me, to make it humiliating ever to think that our club could be anything but
all-male. This was brotherhood and bonding between men
Looking Back
based on betrayal, I thought then, and I basically never went
Our contribution is hard to measure. Fraternities at Dartback.
mouth were not abolished, and they don't seem to be on the
way out anytime soon. Nostalgia centers for alumni, they
Taking Action
are vital for fundraising—and still the place to go to hear
dated songs that reminisce about when the school was allI officially dropped out of AD during my next term, moved
male. Three years ago, when pledge rush was shifted from
off campus, and began to try to find my way. I flirted with
freshman to sophomore year, Greek membership dipped
New Age spiritualism, embraced a liberal environmental
slightly, from just over half to just under half of each enteragenda, and, after the first bombs were dropped on Baghdad,
ing class.
turned to Marx.
To this day I find it hard to believe that everyone else in
But I reacted to feminism with the most emotion. It hapmy 20-strong pledge class stuck it out. Did they really feel
pened during a poetry class taught by Ivy Schweitzer, who
that bonding in a strip joint, or through bragging in the Sex
spun a dazzling feminist analysis into her readings of Eliot
Room, was meaningful and harmless? Was I the only one to
and Pound. When she finished, I stewed in my seat: She had
see the absurdity because I was the only one who was sober?
misrepresented men, I thought; so the next afternoon I
rushed to her office to protest. Not all men were bad, I
Though I occasionally wonder if I betrayed my former
proffered; some men were even stifled by the expectations of brothers, I don't regret my activism. My initial exposure to
masculinity. Listening patiently to my defensiveness, Profes- feminism pitched me into self-flagellation and guilt—I
sor Schweitzer suggested she and I were saying much the
didn't like myself for the man that I had been. But in aiming
same thing, and she encouraged me to read feminist books
at the frats, I picked a battle with my name on it—I was
written by men.
fighting over my body, my socialization; and my personal
My initial response to reading male feminism was to work
fight against sexism and homophobia lay in challenging the
toward a "redefinition" of masculinity. I wanted men to
violence between men.
change, to talk about their feelings, and to end the misogyny.
I don't consider myself "above" sexism or homophobia,
But it was reading Marx that led me to think about how in- because I am still a man in this culture. My sexuality remains
stitutions had to change. If I was to challenge sexism, I real- indeterminate as I seek to unpack its social influences, and I
ized, I had to strike at the structures that perpetuated it.
have a lot to work through. The difference now is that I beThat's when I made the connection to fraternities. They
lieve I can make the right judgments. On that night I stood
were a logical target for me; I had firsthand knowledge of and spoke up only to be made a fool of, I flunked my brothwhat went on behind their closed doors.
ers' test for me—but I passed my own. My anti-frat activism, more than anything I had done before to prove myTwo years after I pledged AD, I set out with Professor
self—to test and trust my convictions—helped me know
Schweitzer's spouse, Tom Luxon, an English professor and
who I am. My fight against traditional masculinity marked a
women's studies instructor, on an independent study of framoment of courage, a personal beginning, and a place from
ternities. I wrote a 50-page paper exposing as many secrets
as I could; showing how fraternities promoted misogyny, ho- which I am becoming the man that I want to be. •
mophobia, and anti-intellectualism; and arguing that frat culture promoted sexual assault.
Scott Straus is a journalist living in Kenya. He reports from Africa
Professor Luxon and I circulated the paper, spun out my
for several United States and foreign publications.
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The Road to Beijing
BY PEGGY SIMPSON
• MEXICO CITY, 1975. At the
first U N . World Conference
on Women, facilities for nongovernmental
organization
(NGO) meetings were minimal and the subject of days of
loud protests by the over
6,000 NGO representatives
who had no place to meet.
• NAIROBI, 1985. Few recall
the turmoil that I and thousands of other NGO representatives faced when we arrived in Nairobi to find our
reserved hotel rooms had
been given away to those
with more clout. The discomfort was overshadowed by the
emotional unity brought by
the hundreds of Kenyan
women who had walked and
hitchhiked for two days to get
to the conference.
• HUAIROU, 1995. T h e furor
about China hosting a human
rights conference in the wake
ofTiananmen Square threatened to overshadow the
meeting itself. The government's midsummer relocation
of the NGO Forum to
Huairou, a resort city near the
Great Wall but an hour from
Beijing, exacerbated tensions
(and that was before anyone
knew the government was
warning the population to
beware of naked lesbian prostitutes with AIDS running
amok). Once underway, unconscionable security-police
intrusions on off-premises
meetings of NGO women
were halted only by highlevel U.N. interventions.

Still, for those of us with
long memories, Huairou conditions were not unexpected.
Adequate facilities for 25,000
people and 3,500 workshops
is an oxymoron. Positive, new
elements of the Beijing conference included:
• VALIANT VOLUNTEERS. O n e
hundred thousand Chinese
college students in yellow
"volunteer" T-shirts were
everywhere in Huairou. Their
smiling help did much to
soothe international tensions.
• UNITY IN CORE BELIEFS.
These included agreement
that women should be able to
determine their reproductive
futures; that violence against
women is deplorable and
must be stopped and that a
cover of "culture" is no excuse; that "family values" are a
good thing but that families
come in many forms; that
there is value in open challenges to opponents who
want to rein you in.
• WORLDWIDE MOVEMENT.
North American and Western
European women were a
presence but nowhere near as
dominant as at any of the previous U.N. conferences. At
the jam-packed
twice-amorning plenary sessions, the
experts were as likely to be
African, Asian, or Latin American. When there were Americans running panels, they
were as likely to be African
Americans as Anglos.
Beijing drew record numbers of Asians, Indians, and

"It is conferences like this that compel governments and
peoples everywhere to listen, look, and face the world's
most pressing problems."
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Africans. Some Westerners
were dismayed at what, for
them, were repetitions of
more "ain't it awful" complaints. But for the many firsttimers, exhilaration came
partly from adding their voices to the worldwide movement.
• MORE VOICES HEARD. Just
getting to Beijing and putting
on an advance seminar of
their own was a triumph for
the more than 300 women
with disabilities—or, as their
tent banner read, WOMEN

"Make visible the full extent of
women's unpaid work."

—BEIJING PLATFORM FOR ACTION

30

GLOBAL TRENDS: One-fourth of all households worldwide are headed by women.

—HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON

WITH

ABILITIES.

Despite

promises to the contrary,
physical barriers kept the
wheelchair-bound from attending many meetings. Some
left in outrage. Others negotiated shuttle buses and ramps.
U.N Ambassador Madeleine
Albright delivered her only
NGO speech at the disabilities tent.
• ALSO EVIDENT: a n e w
openness about lesbian issues
and the first-time participation of women from former
Soviet-bloc countries.
Conference veterans conceded that this expansion itself is cause for celebration, at
a time when Westerners have
been buffeted by a backlash.
Peggy Simpson is a journalist
based in Warsaw, Poland.
%
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WHAT'S AN N 6 0 AGAIN? In the U.S. we caH them
"nonprofits" or voluntary organizations. At U.N. events nongovernmental organizations such as the International Red
Cross, the Council for Nordic Tradeswomen, and Grassroots
Women's Organizations Operating Together in Sisterhood have
held parallel forums and, since the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio
de Janeiro, have played an increasingly visible and effective
role as lobbyists, advisors, and members of national
delegations.

Kitchen Cabinet
BY JULIE MERTUS
EVERYONE LOVES a scandal.

Few people understand how
the global women's movement works. That's why you
never heard about our remarkable dinners at The
Restaurant in Huairou.
News from the women's
conference was dominated by
matters of a more sensational
sort: Would Hillary speak? Do
the Chinese know how to
run a world conference? Will
women attending the meeting
be harassed?
Was there more? You better
believe it. These were, after all,
30,000 women activists from
around the world. They were
accustomed to difficult travel,
getting wet in the rain, getting
things done against obstacles.
And they had plenty of experience creating unusual alliances in unexpected places.
In many parts of the world,
being a women's rights activist means having your
phone tapped, your mail read,
your meetings infiltrated, your
children harassed. In countries
without freedom of speech, it
means holding meetings in
dark flats, passing out photocopied brochures that will
later be confiscated by police,
being called into the police
station and lectured after attending foreign or even local
conferences. In countries at
war, it means teaching girls
how to read in bomb shelters,
hiding your sons from the
army, waving anti-war placards in the town square, passing out humanitarian aid with
refugee groups. In countries
in poverty, it means ladling
out milk in the mornings,
learning new farming techniques in the afternoon,
teaching women how to op-

erate small businesses in the
evening, fighting environmental degradation and structuraladjustment policies on the
weekend. In countries riddled
with fundamentalism and national chauvinism, it means
finding a way to join forces
with every oppressed minority group in the struggle to
survive.
The women's gathering in
China was not what Western
human rights groups expected. Representatives of such
organizations,
new
to
women's rights, stumbled
about uncomfortably, uncertain where and when "real
work" would begin. Amnesty
International, for instance, has
lagged 10 to 20 years behind
women's groups in Latin
America and elsewhere. Unless women conferees attacked
the repressive policies of
China, the Amnesty types
presumed, we were either illinformed or just plain stupid.
But most of us had not
come to turn the World Conference on Women into a
World Conference on China.
We had come to unite for
women's human rights.
I had come to the NGO
Forum from my Belgrade
post to search out "unusual alliances." In Huairou, many
unusual groupings of women
had come together pragmatically to get work done: lesbian-rights activists and Tibetans; Sudanese, Rwandans,
Bosnians, and proponents of
reparations for "comfort
women"; Islamic reformists,
pro-choice advocates, and opponents of female genital mutilation. These seemingly unlikely combinations might
have looked odd to an outside
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observer. To women working
side-by-side for human rights,
however, it was all in a day's
work.
Or an evening's repast.
The Restaurant is a privately owned Chinese restaurant
that I chanced upon with a
small group of women from
"the former Yugoslavia" the
day before the NGO Forum
started. Seated in tiny rooms,
secreted away in all corners of
a haphazard collection of
buildings, we were served
cheap, delicious food by a
friendly family staff. We never
asked how much anything
cost; no matter how much we
ordered, the price was always

the same. We couldn't find
anything half as good, so we
kept coming back, bringing in
more and more friends. Soon
the place was overflowing
with regulars, all of whom
were "related" to us in one
way or another: the Russians
in one room, Ukrainians in
another, lesbian-rights activists
next door, French musicians
in a corner room, human
rights activists in the karaoke
bar, human rights educators in
the long room at the back
with the lizards on the ceiling, Spanish-speaking delegates in a room near the patio,
and of course, always, a large
group of "former Yugoslavs."

I

t started when I needed to ask the "floor girl" at ourl
hotel for more towels. Zhu Jing Yu knew only one English phrase—"You welcome to China"—but through
sign language and my Berlitz Chinese dictionary, we soon
started communicating. Yu wanted to know why all these
women were in China. I showed her a picture of Hillary
Clinton and tried to get across a little of what she said
in her speeches to the Conference, since she rated only
one line in the Chinese newspapers—"...and Mrs. Clinton, the wife of the American President, also spoke."
In the hallway one morning, as Yu and I burst into
giggles at my Chinese pronunciation, the door of a
room near the elevator burst open. Two men with
walkie talkies, handcuffs, and billy clubs on their belts
spoke rapidly to Yu in Chinese. She cringed, pulling back into a corner. I hastily
pointed to the phrase "I hope that my noise is not disturbing you," in my Berlitz
book. One man replied sternly in perfect English, "No Madame, I just need to let
our Chinese woman know the rules."
In the days that followed, Yu was absent from our hallway and I agonized over the
thought of her being sent to a "re-education" center. But after three days she returned and assured me she was OK, but that we must not talk in the hall anymore.
Instead, whenever she saw me return she found an excuse to visit my room.
My last day in Beijing, I gave Yu some conference publications and posters, and a
book, Women's Rights in China, all in Chinese. I was worried that she could get in
trouble for having these, but she showed me how she would hide them. And she
gave me a note written with the help of a friend. "Please come again. I'm so glad
to know you. You welcome to China. Safe landing!"
Yu and I touched each other's lives. And as the Talmud says: If you touch one
life, then you have changed the world.
—TRUDY MASON

GLOBAL TRENDS/LITERACY: Between 1970 and 1990 the former People's Democratic Republic of Yemen
experienced the fastest increase in female school enrollment—17 percent a year.
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"The growing strength of women's organizations
and feminist groups has become a driving force
for change."
—BEIJING PLATFORM FOR ACTION

A

two-year survey on China's media's coverage of women was presented by Xiong
Lei, a reporter for Xinhua News Agency, representing the Capital Women Journalists Association of Beijing. Women appeared in only 4 percent (103 out of
2,980) of front-page newspaper stories in 10 major Chinese national newspapers in
the month of December from 1992 to 1994. Women's bylines made up 12 percent
of total front page stories. The Capital Association took their findings to the paper's
editors to spur improvement. Only 9 percent of editorial board positions and 18
percent of middle-level management jobs at newspapers are held by women. It's no
accident that the study technique is similar to the one used by the Women, Men,
and the Media in the U.S., a group chaired by Nancy Woodhull and Betty Friedan.
Woodhull, in fact, had shared the format with the Chinese women when she was in
China three years earlier. In Huairou, Woodhull and Friedan told more than 150
NGOs and reporters how to do their own surveys.
—PEGGY SIMPSON

"I am really surprised that rest of the world debated
the women from the former peace in the Balkans, they
Yugoslavia haven't had more joined in singing early pioof a presence at this confer- neer songs over sweet-andence," more than one journal- sour fish, teasing one another
ist remarked to me over the about which songs are now
too "nationalistic."
course of the conference.
A Bosnian woman, perhaps
"Oh?"
I would reply.
"Have you been to The too sad to add her own voice,
usually listened somberly
Restaurant?"
No one ever planned any- while the other women sang
thing, but night after night one song after another—
women dropped in for dinner Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian,
from Croatia, Bosnia, Serbia Albanian, Macedonian, and,
proper, Kosovo, Macedonia, yes, even Yugoslav songs.
and, by the end, Slovenia.
The owner of The RestauThese women cared deeply rant beamed, watching the
about what was happening in scene from the doorway of
their countries; but while the the evening's "former Yu-
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4 4 I n the formal teaching of African American history—and even on the best
• BBC specials—there is 100 percent emphasis on the impact of white suMpremacy on people of color," Marcia Darling, associate professor at Georgetown University, Washington, DC, said at a panel sponsored by the Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights. This approach is much too limited, Darling explained. "The
history of victimization offers no legitimate analysis of why people of color still
exist. I'm not talking about mere survival analysis. We need to know how black
people raised children to smile and laugh and love. To craft a vision of self-determination we need to identify what there is in slavery and in the history of workingclass people and indigenous people that kept us going."
Darling described how, as far back as the 1780s, African Americans formed selfhelp and mutual aid societies, such as the Ladies Union Benevolent Society, to assist
each other. These groups were jumping-off points for the early and active role of
African Americans in the anti-slavery movement.
"Who tells your history is critical," Darling told the conference. "As we try to
keep our own strength together and empower the young, documenting our invisible
history can help shift power away from the oppressor. Don't let people shame us
into thinking there's nothing in our past that is redemptive."
— R O N N I SANDROFF

goslavia" room. "I am going
to rename my restaurant 'Yugoslavia'!" he exclaimed. No
one barked at his geopolitical
incorrectness. Instead a young
woman from Belgrade borrowed a pen from an Albanian
woman and scrawled a sign,
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA CAUCUS.

A Slovenian woman taped it
to the door. Women passing
by from other rooms looked
in with curiosity.
I already knew that such
informal get-togethers of
women from all parts of the
former Yugoslavia were far
from unusual. Over the past
three years, I had watched
these women meet with other
•women whenever they could.
With telephone lines cut and
roads blocked and transportation within ex-Yugoslavia unsafe, that chance was often
provided by outsiders who
paid for their trip to a neutral
third country. But on those
occasions, participants were
obliged to do what their hosts

GLOBAL TRENDS: 80 percent of the world's refugee population of 18 million is from Africa.
75 percent (10.8 million) of all African refugees are women.

wanted. At The Restaurant,
where every woman paid her
own tab from her own separately obtained grant, no one
was obligated to do anything.
As a result, The Restaurant
meetings ended with perhaps
the most concrete, self-initiated proposal ever to arise from
such an encounter: the beginnings of a joint declaration
and a December or January
follow-up meeting in Vienna
or Budapest to plot future cooperation. "To Christmas together!" the women toasted.
No one thought twice about
whose Christmas—Catholic
or Orthodox.
Next time women of the
world unite, we should not
settle for so repressive a host
country. But we should definitely pick as good a restaurant.
Julie Mertus is a Mac Arthur
Foundation "fellow." Her book,

Our Human Rights: A Woman's Human Rights Manual, is
being published in five languages.^
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I

n Japan, exploring the "mother/

daughter conflict"is a major component of feminist counseling. Kiyomi

Kawano of the Japanese Association of
Feminist Counseling explained that
mothers are responsible for raising their
daughters to fill traditional

female role of caring for others often
feel a sense of fear, shame, anomie, and
guilt for opposing their mothers' views.
The Japanese center holds consciousness-raising groups with the view that
it is normal to explore

nontraditional

ways of living through

self-realization

and self-discovery. The talking itself is
therapeutic, Kawano explained, since
women in Japan are encouraged to
chatter and engage in small talk, but
are not accustomed to the joy of meaningful talk."In therapy they increase
their vocabulary for defining their own
experience. They gain objectivity

about

their own lives, like that gained by
stepping far enough away from a painting to get perspective. A new and vital
eye emerges."
Feminist therapy questions the goal
of helping women adjust to the world
participant

Merle Hoffman, president of the Choices
Mental Health Center in Queens, N.Y.,
and publisher of this magazine. "To
work for change is a flight into mental
health."

—MOIMA SAHLIN, Deputy Prime Minister

and Minister for Equality of Sweden,

BY FRANCES KISSLlNG • Catholics for a Free Choice

roles.

Women dissatisfied with the traditional

the way it is, said panel

The Appeal of
Fundamentalism

"In my country, fathers receive
one month compulsory
paternity leave. We passed that
measure to support men's
participation in family life."

— R O N N I SANDROFF

"A story widely told in
China is that of a rural
woman who hears a knock
on the door and answers
'Nobody is home.'They
don't regard themselves as
human beings."

THE WORLDWIDE conservative drift—in the U.S., the Is-

on what we are trying to conserve. The problem is that the
lamic countries. Eastern Eu- Roman Catholic Church and
rope, Japan—is an alarming Islamic fundamentalists are
trend. It has many manifesta- trying to conserve patriarchy.
tions, from very politicized They're finding an audience
fundamentalist movements to because when men face failreligious groups that counsel ure and humiliation in the
turning inward; from "back to public sphere, there's a desire
the farm" survivalism to vio- hold on to power at home.
lent militias.
Of course many women
Fundamentalism responds today also confront problems
to people's fear of the modern in the public sphere and want
world, and there are some to come home and have their
very good reasons to be needs and desires respected
afraid. We are experiencing and taken seriously. In socially
economic downturns and loss generous times it's more posot security on a worldwide sible to negotiate equality
scale. In the developing world without serious loss to men.
in the 1960s, '70s, and even In times of scarcity and insethe '80s, there was a sense of curity, the desire to hold on
hopefulness about economic to power becomes stronger.
progress that no longer exists
Feminists need to respond
today. In Western industrial- rapidly to the challenge of
ized countries and in the for- fundamentalism. First we
mer Communist bloc, social need to understand and resafety nets are being yanked spect people's fears—fears for
away. And governments now our own security and for the
have little credibility.
world's. We need to acknowlThis climate helps conser- edge those worries and advovatism flourish. Conservation is cate strongly for equality and
not a bad word—it depends a rise in women's status, while

—YE HUAN,

China Family Planning Association

"I want to tell women a t
this conference that many
of them are here because
other women are taking
care of their children."
— A l D A MORENA,

Chile, Confederation of Domestic
Workers in Latin America and the
Caribbean, a group of 25 unions of
domestic workers from 13 countries.
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being sympathetic to men's
fears.
This does not mean trying
to find a common ground
with conservatism. We may
not have any common
ground. We do not want the
same world they do and
shouldn't blur the differences.
Fundamentalism is the belief
that your values are the ones
that everyone must have.
Conservatives are not looking
for common ground—they're
looking to dominate state
policy, to win. That's one of
the reasons for their success.
We need to expose how the
behavior of fundamentalists

differs from their rhetoric,
how they hurt people. For example, the Roman Catholic
Church presented itself in Beijing as the protector of
women, the primary server of
health care and education to
women. And to some extent
it's true: They have provided a
lot of service. But, for example, in Mexico the Catholic
schools won't accept illegitimate children—children of
single or divorced mothers.
Conservative systems are extremely punitive. Moreover,
Catholic education was accomplished on the backs of
women—nuns who worked
for almost no pay and, in the
U.S., no social security.
We need to develop a clear
agenda of what we stand
FOR and put forward a positive, plural, tolerant, liberating
vision of the future. When the
right was out ot power for a
long time in the United
States, they started dozens ot
think tanks where they honed
in on,first,what they believed
in, and, second, how to ex-

GLOBAL TRENDS/ POLITICAL PARTICIPATION: Bangladesh has 30 national seats reserved for women and the highest percentage of
women parliamentarians in South Asia. In the U.S. 21 percent of state legislators are women—a five-fold increase from 1969.
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"Motherhood must not be a basis for restricting
the full participation of women in society."
—BEIJING PLATFORM FOR ACTION
press it to persuade masses of
people. This is something we
should be doing now.
Women often rightly complain that we don't have time
to sit back and think. Our visions tend to be very practical. We end up with a laundry
list of problems, which is not
something that captivates
people's imagination. We believe we're a majority movement, but in fact we haven't
yet found a way to mobilize
large numbers of women. So
along with getting out alerts
on the latest abuses, we need

the luxury of taking approaches that will not get immediate results—such as analyzing the tactics and views of
those we disagree with and
taking the time to figure out
how to get people on our
side. I strongly disagree with
the view that feminism is a
relic of the past. But in the
next decade we do need to
understand social change and
apply feminist values to the
new, specific situations we
face. We need to experience
fluidity—without a loss of
core principles.
$

T

he Chinese government did their best to see that we had as little contact as
possible with the people of the People's Republic. Our tours were tightly guided
by the government's own travel service. The guides were limited on how candid
they could be about their own opinions on government policies, such as the onechild-per-family rule and the resulting fixation on baby boys, but they could at least
talk about their own lives.
Our guide in Gaungzhou (Canton) was well-educated, fluent in English, in her
20s, and lovely by Eastern and Western beauty standards. Was she an only child?
"No, I was born before the one child rule," Kate (a pseudonym) said. Kate had an
older sister so she, Kate, was "supposed" to be a boy. Deeply disappointed, her parents named her a boy's name to try to make up for her inadequate gender.
The boys are called "little emperors," Kate said. "They are given the best of
everything, food, clothes, all advantages, doting by family, and spontaneous public
adoration. My goodness, such a bonus, this accidental genital!"
The peter obsession is so intense that many of the tourist shops had ceramic
figures of little boys pulling their drawers open to display the jewels of honor. I was
told by one woman, a Chinese, that some families are so proud of their little
schmuck that they have a split in the front of the boy's trousers to enable the parents to more easily open his clothes to show off Mr. Peter. Most Chinese toddlers
have slits in their pants on their tail ends for squatty potty reasons but the slit in
the front is an innovation since the one child rule. It gives a whole new meaning
to the "Peter principle."
Practically speaking, the Chinese have been raising a generation of brats; boys
who know without any doubt that they are "better" than girls. This is frightening,
not only to China but to the rest of the globe. What kinds of laws will these boys
make when they are leaders? What kinds of laws will they break when they grow
older? How will the minority of "inferior" women fare in a culture hand-picked to
lord over them?
One of the Chinese symbols for emperor is the dragon. Ironically, and appropriately, we learned that the symbol for empress is the phoenix. And no, the Chinese
as a whole do not refer to their daughters as "little empress" as an endearment to
balance blatant boy-worship. Male worship is part and parcel of the ash that women
must rise up out of all over the world, not just in China.
— E L L E N SNORTLAND
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GLOBAL TRENDS: Worldwide, women hold only 10 percent of parliament seats.
The figure fell by nearly three percentage points from 1989 to 1993.

Media-Created
Loneliness
BY LAURA FLANDERS
Remarks to the Plenary Session on Strategies: Media, Culture and Communication
I HAVE THE PRIVILEGE of liv-

ing in New York City—the
media capital of the world—
so, of course, thanks to all the
radio stations, television networks, and newspapers I have
access to, I am lucky enough
to know absolutely nothing
about your ideas and your
way of life. And that's part of
why I'm here.
I shouldn't have to travel
halfway around the world to
hear from the Chinese people: The words of your government leaders and your
corporate lobbyists and tourist
board officials seem to get
through just fine.
Nor should any of us really
have to make this expensive
trip to hear from the women
at this forum. This NGO

Forum isn't just the largest
gathering of women in history, it's probably the largest
gathering of marginalized experts the world has ever seen.
Consider any topic, whether
it's the global economy, health
care, education, human relations, or how to avoid war:
You are experts because you,
as people who are focused on
women and the marginalized,
are paying attention to the
majority of people on the
planet—the very people who
are on the cutting edge of
current policy. In many cases,
it's an edge that doesn't just
cut, it kills. And you'd think
that would make your information good to share.
So here you are—20,000 or
more of the world's most rarely
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heard from experts, discussing
some of the very same issues
that the boring men in suits
discuss on television every
night. The press is here. But
do we get stories about
women who are moving the
international agenda from the
bottom up? Hardly.
I turn on my TV in the
hotel room and read a U.S.
paper over lunch and what do
I find? The same U.S. media
that remained tight-lipped
when Ronald Reagan approved sales of police equipment to China's internal security force and that praised
Vice President Bush's visit
here in 1985 are now suddenly concerned about whether
or not Hillary Rodham Clinton is disrespecting human
rights by coming to a rights
conference. People think the
media's soundbites are short:
that's nothing in comparison
to their memory. Has anyone
seen Time magazine this week
refer to the fact that in 1985,
they selected Deng Xiao Ping
as Time's "Man of the Year"?
We call what's happening
here "wildlife reporting."
People like yourselves, who
represent vast, popular movements, may get captured in a
shot or two, speaking at a
demonstration or waving a
fist into the air, but you're
not allowed to set the agenda. You're not invited into the
television studios to sit on
the comfortable chairs like
the generals and the bankers.
They get to explain themselves in a number of paragraphs. You get to shout a
slogan in the street. And
then, having been exiled to
the margins, you're called
"marginal." It's a cute trick.
And it happens over and over
again.
It is no academic question
who gets to speak in mainstream media. In the U.S., the
people who frame the media
debate are often framing political policy and public opinion for years.
Take crime, for example:

Conference buttons from the collection of Trudy Mason. Photographed by Robert Lorenz.

The number of victims of violent crime decreased by 9 percent from 1981 to 1990 in the
U.S., but the number of stories
about street crime soared. In
opinion polls now, the public
puts "fear of crime" close to
the top of their list of worries—and politicians get support to invest the public
wealth in prisons.
Meanwhile, corporate crime
is doing the big-dollar damage: Banking scandals, fraud,
and stock-cheating swindle
people out of millions—but
predominantly white, male
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corporate criminals don't feel
the heat, because crime in the
suites doesn't get the same
coverage as crime in the
streets, and as a result, there's
little pressure to put the corporate crooks in jail. A greater
diversity of viewpoints on the
subject of crime could at least
open up this debate, if not get
it back on the rails.
Media companies are no
longer businesses in your
neighborhood, vying with one
another for your support:
They're major political players
on the national and even inter-

national scene. For example, if
current merger plans go ahead,
soon two out of three of the
world's richest television networks will be controlled by
nuclear power companies, both
of which have the U.S. military
as their most important client.
Can you expect plenty of critical reporting on the issue of
military spending on NBC and
CBS? I don't think so.
Looking to the future, I'll
make a proposal. Since these
International Women's Conferences began, we have seen
an environmental movement

GLOBAL TRENDS/ HEALTH: Contraceptive use has increased substantially with more than half of married women
in the developing world using modern contraceptives in 1990 compared to less than one-fourth in 1980.
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grow up to protect the planet;
a women's and a human
rights movement being built
to protect the invaluable resource of human potential—
all our people. What we need
now is a global movement to
assert the public's right to the
resource of information and
communication. We are entitled to exist in each other's
lives, and not just once in
every ten years. And we're entitled to feel that we're not
alone—because obviously we
are not.
What's holding us back is
access. But you and your
friends are used to long,
seemingly impossible uphill
fights. The right to communicate is like any right, it will
not be given. Like any right, it
must be won.
$

A

t the African tent in Huairou,
Helen Kila Wango of the Sudan, a
savvy church activist who brokers
disputes between villagers and chiefs,
between Christians and Muslims, told a
triumphant tale. Her group of churchwomen raise money from the West to
care for children and women stranded
by the civil war. When they discovered
that male church leaders were intercepting the overseas donations and funneling them into the general budget,
the women took direct action. They set
up a post office box and an elaborate
checks-and-balances accountability process to ensure the money came to them
and was put to use.
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— P E G G Y SIMPSON

Shaping the
International Dialogue

"I've never been treated with
such respect or felt as safe in
my life as I have in China, even
with the language barriers. I
see women out biking by themselves at night."
—MlCHELE TlNGLING-CLEMMONS,
welfare rights activist, Detroit, U.S.A.

BY NOELEEN HEYZER • Director of UNIFEM
PAST

U.N.

CONFERENCES

have produced little but
pieces of paper listing what
should be done. This time it
has to be different. This is the
largest number of women
who have ever come together.
An incredible amount of national and regional preparation went into this conference. This is a last chance.
The principles agreed to at
this conference must be
matched by concrete commitments to action by the United
Nations and the member
states.
From personal experience, I
know it's possible to create
change. I grew up female in
Asia. That says a lot. It was a
difficult period, but I found a
way out through education.
As a student in sociology, I
chose to do my research by
working in a textile factory in
Singapore where there was a
concentration of young migrant women "who often
worked three shifts a day and
experienced severe health
problems from toxic waste.
Cotton pieces flying everywhere. The noise level was so

high that one in seven work- human persons on whose
ers had hearing problems. I work and energy we depend.
was able to help bring the We won safe remittance of
problem to national attention wages back home, salary inand those factory conditions creases, and access to legal aid
have disappeared. Later I for migrant workers.
worked in Bangkok on the
WORK LIKE THIS is c r e a t issue of child prostitution and ing an Asian cultural context
brought attention to that on a for giving women a voice and
regional level. By articulating visibility as main players who
the issues, we "were able to get •will shape the future. It may
child prostitution labeled "not not be the same as Westernacceptable."
style feminism. Feminism is
I worked on Asian develop- just a label. In every society,
ment projects for 15 years, women have made an effort
some of them funded by to shape and control their
UNIFEM. Access to land for own lives. Our work encourrural women was one of our ages Asian women to link up
demands. Now we have joint their personal histories (those
ownership of land titles in a of their mothers and grandnumber of Asian countries. mothers) to that of our sociProtection for migrant work- ety and the history of the
ers was another issue we took continent. Asian women have
up. We asked migrant workers had a very hard time. My
what issues they thought "were grandmother remembers foot
most important, and what we binding. In my lifetime, I reheard again and again was the member a time with bonded
need for a safe way to send labor—bonded lives. All of
their -wages back home to these things, however, have
their families. We got sender changed. Asia has today some
and receiver nations to sit of the highest-growth coundown at the same table to ne- tries in the world. Women are
gotiate and look at migrant also more in control of their
workers not as "labor" but as own lives.

GLOBAL TRENDS: In Latin America, 20 to 30 percent of women work as domestics. It is the primary source
of employment for black and indigenous women. The average wage is $16 per month.
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"Only a radical transformation of the relationship
between women and men to one of full and
equal partnership will enable the world to meet
the challenges of the 21 st century."
FROM THE BEIJING DECLARATION AND PLATFORM FOR ACTION,
ADOPTED BY THE FOURTH WORLD CONFERENCE ON WOMEN: ACTION FOR EQUALITY, DEVELOPMENT AND PEACE.

In October 1994 I became building partnerships, workdirector of UNIFEM, which ing with people to create synwas founded during the First ergy. Too often the grassroots
World Conference on Women women are isolated from the
in 1975 and has become the researchers, trainers, decisioncollective voice and con- makers, and those who proscience of women within the vide development aid. We are
U.N. system. UNIFEM strives working
on
developing
to keep women's issues high women's leadership and inon the agendas of mainstream creasing analytic skills to
organizations. We build part- bring about transformation.
nerships with other U.N. Our tactic is to identify very
agencies. We also play a medi- specific changes that we deating role among women, sire, and begin to shape and
governments, and the U.N. structure the dialogue on
system. The U.N. is known as these issues—to be seen as the
difficult place for women to authority, to know what we're
work. Only one in five senior talking about, and to become
managers at the United Na- the source of information.
tions is female. We need to This leads to respect for
bring more women into deci- women's knowledge.
sion-making positions and
The international women's
achieve the critical mass that movement has grown and is
will lead to cultural change in ready to enter into dialogue
the U.N.
with governments on policy.
The UNIFEM strategy is We've been working for
decades to increase awareness
of women's issues and many
world leaders are now concerned about women. Now
we need to work with bureaucrats and decision-makers, to find sensitive allies in
these circles, and to build
partnership between government, nonprofit, and private
sectors. It is only by listening
to women's voices in all areas
and at all levels of policy formation and planning that we
can develop fresh approaches
and new knowledge centered
on women's experiences.
$
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"We've had the
words, now we need
the music"
—BELLA ABZUG,
FOUNDER OF WOMEN'S ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATION (WEDO)

Joan Roth, who took the photographs for this section, is the author of

Jewish Women—A World of Tradition and Change.

GLOBAL TRENDS/WORKFORCE: In industrial countries, the proportion of women administrators and managers
has nearly tripled from 15 percent in 1970 to 40 percent in 1990.
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The

Seduction of
Certainty

We sat at a long table, all women. The men sat in another
room. We could hear them singing songs welcoming in
Shabbat (the sabbath) as they thumped their hands on the
table in time to the music. I craned my neck to see them.
They were rocking back and forth, eyes closed in joy, a
swaying sea of white shirts and black yarmulkes (skullcaps).
At my table the women sat in silence staring at their plates,
moving almost imperceptibly to the music. In Orthodox Judaism, a woman must not sing in front of any man who is
not her husband. Women's singing voices are particularly
erotic for men and it distracts them, I was told. Think of the
Sirens in Greek mythology.
I was in Jerusalem at a Shabbat meal in a Hasidic (ultraOrthodox) home. These meals are arranged by two men
who roam the area around the Wailing Wall looking for nonobservant Jews to invite for the important Friday night meal.
Their hope is that once these Jews experience the joys of a
strictly observed sabbath they too will become Orthodox.
The hostess went back and forth to the kitchen and the
men's room, serving them dinner first. Her many somber
daughters helped. Once when she sat down at our table, she
told the guests from the Wall that on Shabbat she feels like a
queen. "The meals are already prepared, the dishes cannot be
washed until after Shabbat is over. All I can do is relax. Shabbat is a beautiful day." But I would periodically steal glances
at her when she thought no one was looking, and she would
be wiping her brow or rubbing her eyes, exhausted. She'd
brighten up immediately when one of us turned her way.
One of her daughters, pale and overweight, had been glaring at me for much of the meal. I pushed my sleeve up over
my elbow. She pounced. "Pull that down!" She was referring to the laws of modesty: A woman must have her elbows, knees, and collarbone covered so as not to invite a
man to have impure thoughts about her, distracting him and
making her into an object.
Laughter and lively discussions emanated from the other
room, broken only by periodic outbursts of ecstatic singing.
In our room we struggled to keep up conversation. I had a
distinct urge to join the men. What could be better? You get
to sing, debate, have food served to you. Shabbat indeed
looked wonderful—from a man's perspective.
I wanted to love these Shabbat dinners. I wanted to un38

Losing
Feminist Daughters
to Orthodoxy
BY ANDREA GURWITT
derstand that this was the way a Jew should live. I wanted to
want to become religious. Every time I ate in a Hasidic
home in Jerusalem I would hear about the beauty of Shabbat and the Torah (Jewish) way of life. But what I kept seeing before me were elated husbands and exhausted wives.
That was six years ago.

Eight months ago I received a phone call
from my friend Francine. Francine and I are very similar. We
became close friends in a short period of time and, although
she moved to Chicago three years ago to take a job in publishing, we stayed in touch. We both consider ourselves feminists and look to our mothers, who now have successful careers, as role models.
Over the past couple of years, Francine had been becoming more traditional, studying the Torah and going to synagogue. Now, at 28, she told me she has decided to become
Orthodox—a ba'alot tchuvah, a secular Jewish woman "returning" to Orthodoxy.
"I feel that this is the most feminist thing I can do,"
Francine told me. And she is not alone. While assimilation
has been the trend in the Jewish community for the past 200
years, the ba'alot tchuvah movement is growing quietly but
steadily. Every year more and more independent women in
their 20s and 30s are rejecting an assimilationist lifestyle and
embracing Orthodoxy. These are lawyers, journalists, headhunters, copywriters, businesswomen. These are the women,
the daughters, for whom our mothers marched and demonstrated and fought. These are the women of the first generation to be able to hem and haw and say, "Business school?
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No, maybe law school? No, I know! Medical school." We are
the apples of our mothers' eyes, the lucky recipients of all for
which our mothers have struggled.
Why would women like this opt for a rigid way of life
steeped in patriarchy? A life their grandmothers abandoned?
And what does it tell us about our own world, the world
they are choosing to reject? In an era where a number of
highly-educated Christian and Muslim women are also
turning to their own orthodoxies, this is no small question.
And becoming an Orthodox Jew is no small undertaking,
requiring a radical shift in daily life. It means observing the
laws of family purity (which specify when a husband and wife
can have sexual relations), Kashrut (governing the kinds of
food a Jew may eat), and Shabbat (forbidding certain activities
considered work on the day of rest). To keep Kashrut and
Shabbat means one may only eat in kosher restaurants and
homes and that—beginning on Friday at sundown and continuing through Saturday at sundown—one may not (among
other things) spend money; use the telephone; rip paper; ride
in a car, train, bus or plane; or turn lights on and off. In synagogue, women and men sit separately (with women usually at
the back or in a balcony). They may not touch a member of
the opposite sex except a spouse or close relative. A husband
and wife may not have sex or even touch each other for at
least 12 days of every month—during a woman's period and
for seven days after, when she may have residual bleeding.
Premarital sex, needless to say, is out of the question.
And then there are the rules that apply to women only.
Women must wear dresses or skirts and blouses that cover
their knees, elbows, and collarbone, and if married, cover
their hair with a scarf, hat, or wig. Not only can women not
serve on a religious court; they can't even appear as a witness, even to a murder. During daily morning prayers, a
woman thanks God that she is made in His image. A man
thanks God that he •was not made a woman. (The Orthodox
don't see this prayer as insulting to women. Women have
fewer commandments to follow, they explain, because they
are innately more spiritual than men. Men thank God they
are not women because they are given more opportunities—commandments—to prove their religious devotion.)
Would I want my husband or son saying this? No.
"Francine," I finally said, my tone cold and disappointed,
"what about all the restrictions?"
"You know, it's really strange," she replied, "but I've tried
living with them and they're actually freeing. I feel much
more in control of my body and my life. I feel so much
more like a woman."
This was not the answer I wanted to hear. I was shocked
that Francine would choose this life for herself. But she
sounded so happy, so content. And the tone of contentment
in her voice brought back the old sense of yearning, the desire to believe that this is the way a Jew must live. Perhaps
she has seen something I have missed, I thought. Perhaps I
too should look more closely at Orthodoxy.
Heather Kalsmith, 26, lives in the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem's Old City, a long way away, it seems, from
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her former life. But that is not how she sees it. Heather was
not only a feminist, but a career feminist. Two years ago she
resigned from a job as executive director of the Women's Information Network (WIN), a Washington, D.C., organization that connects women with jobs, to study in Jerusalem.
Now she is Orthodox, married, and pregnant.
If Orthodoxy ever needed a poster child, Heather would
be it. You want her to like you, but even more, to respect
you. Sitting in her light-filled living room, the sounds of
Arabic drifting in through the window, I asked her if she
sees herself as an Orthodox feminist.
"It depends. I don't feel that my ideology has changed. I
still believe in women's power, in opportunities for women.
But in secular society we saw that the only way to get respect
is to go after the same thing the men were going after and to
demand equal numbers. So now you have a tremendous
amount of women who have jobs, right? Did they really get
people to respect their other aspects of being a woman or do
they just have to fit themselves into a male mold?
"In religious Judaism I find a way that a woman can develop and be respected for all aspects of herself—her intelligence, her spirituality, her not being objectified. And in the
feminist movement there's no way that can happen without
the complete restructuring of secular society."
This is a point made by nearly every newly Orthodox
Jewish woman with whom I talked.
Leah Medjuck, a 27-year-old ba'alot tchuvah who defines
herself proudly as an Orthodox feminist, tells me: "Feminism
tore everything else down and never rebuilt." Leah, who is
getting her master's degree in English at Brooklyn College in
New York, believes that increasing numbers of independent
young women are "retreating" into a religious framework
because built into it is an appreciation of women for being
women, not for being like men. "In our society no new paradigms were created in which women could feel safe and
honored," she says, "so we had to go back to the old ones."
"Just when you think the Torah way of life couldn't be
more opposed to women's liberation," Francine tells me,
"you see that in fact it's liberating: separate but equal. In
terms of race relations it's a nasty idea, but in gender relations it makes sense. It's a whole different notion of what
works for men and what works for women, but it's equal in
its value and esteem for each group."
In Orthodoxy women and men lead separate lives. They
study Torah separately, they worship separately, they often socialize separately. The two genders are supposed to work together like a team, each with its own responsibilities. This
kind of contract between the sexes, as well as the conscious
training of desire built into the social and religious structure,
is what Francine and the others find so liberating. They
know that they are safe with these men, that when they go
on a date they do not need to worry about what will happen at the end of the evening.
The two spheres conjoin—as husband and wite—in the
home, which is the heart of Judaism. Wives cover their hair
and dress modestly because Orthodoxy regards relations between a wife and husband as the highest expression of hesed,
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or loving-kindness. The rules of modesty help maintain
long-term sexual interest in a marriage. The hair and body
are extremely provocative and should be reserved for the
eyes of one's spouse, Orthodoxy holds. To reveal to all is to
dilute the effect for one, which in turn can lead to disinterest in a marriage. "Your hair becomes very potent when you
cover it," says Francine, who has beautiful hair. "I went over
to my friend's house once and for the first time I saw her
with her hair uncovered. It was like seeing her naked. It was
shocking and beautiful." Similarly, the strictures against sex
during menstruation allow women 12 days of their own
space, 12 days to relate to their husband in every way but a
sexual one, and 12 days of resisting desire. When the 12 days
are over and the couple can once again make love, "It's like a
honeymoon each month," I was told.
The ba'alot tchuvah also find comfort in being valued for
contributions that only a woman can make: "In secular society it is more important that I ran a woman's organization
than that I have a life growing inside of me," says Heather.
These newly Orthodox women are happy. Not merely
happy, but radiantly so. I have attended Torah classes and
meals, synagogues and a women's yeshiva (study house), and
each time I search in vain for those exhausted, unhappy faces
of the Shabbat dinner six years ago. Instead I find young
women who are eagerly studying and debating the Torah
and the Jewish laws. I find a warm and welcoming community of women who bask in the opportunity to study with,
and learn from, other women. I haven't found anything like
it in the secular world.
Much of what draws women into Orthodoxy is the tightly knit, welcoming community of the religious world. "I
have a community that I never had before," Francine says.
"It's multi-generational. I'm friendly with little kids and
people my own age and married people, and I'm involved in
their life events. There's a real give and take."
The Orthodox community works on the principle that
every Jew is responsible for every other Jew and that by
working together as a community each individual grows
closer to God. Gone is the anonymity of current society, the
"me first" mentality. One is not defined by one's career but
valued instead for how one lives and behaves. Heather told
me, "I remember when I came here [to Jerusalem]. I said,
'Do you know me? I'm executive director of WIN. I was
on the radio.' People said, 'Great. But are you good to your
mom? Do you think about other people?'"

These values have strong appeal for me, too.
So why am I unable to make the leap Francine made, to become Orthodox? I do not think Orthodoxy is a cult. I think
it is a very wise and good way of life. But the problem with
placing the good of the community first is that it creates an
immense pressure to maintain the status quo. As Francine's
mother, a highly successful lawyer, pointed out to me, her
voice barely managing to cover her sorrow at her daughter's
choice, "I find it to be a distortion of logic to say,'Oh, we're
all feminists and we're Orthodox.' Not when you're part of
that community and you are giving in to the demands of
that community."
The bottom line is that men are the Torah scholars. Their
purpose has been to create laws to keep the community living together in harmony—to discourage adultery, to discourage rape, to encourage respect and honor for each gen40

der. But they are doing so, obviously, from a man's perspective. If dressing immodestly leads men to feel lust for
women and not treat them with respect, better to dress
modestly. If women's singing distracts men, causing impure
thoughts and family disharmony, better not to sing. The
sages have decided that women do not find men's voices
erotic or distracting. How do they know? How do you explain Luther Vandross or Van Morrison? Or the fact that I
find Israeli male folksingers and men singing in synagogues
distracting? They're telling me what I do and do not find
erotic, attractive, desirable. And what woman would stand
for all these restrictions in secular society? Not being allowed by the Constitution to sing "Happy Birthday" at a
mixed-gender party? Being forbidden to testify in court?
"Look," Leah told me. "The rules were written by men.
They didn't know what made them attractive to women and
they didn't have enough sense of themselves to think about
it. Some things about religion just suck and that's what the
Orthodox feminist really grapples with."
Slowly, slowly some laws may change because one positive
influence of the feminist movement in Orthodoxy is that
women are demanding access to the sacred texts. Yeshivas
and study centers are filling up with women hungry to
learn. Some may eventually be learned enough to rule on or
interpret the laws.
If women want the laws reinterpreted that is. I have not
found any who do. They tell me that I am looking at the laws
through secular glasses, taking them out of context. And they
feel that these laws are a small trade-off for a vastly improved
way of life. The ba'alot tchuvah are grateful to feminism and do
not feel that they have abandoned it. But in their ears the
loud bang of the feminist movement, its message for women's
equality, has been drowned out by the explosion in the divorce rate, crime rate, unemployment rate; and the evergrowing statistics on wife-beating, rape, child abuse, and murder. Compared to religion, feminism is not safe. It does not
provide community. It offers neither structure nor much instruction. Feminism addresses one question only.
Mine is the first generation that will be poorer than our
parents. We can't find jobs. We look around us and understand that what we were taught was our birthright is now a
myth. The feminist movement hasn't failed. It hasn't alienated us. My generation wants to continue the battle but we
go about it half-heartedly because we are too distracted. We
are too frightened. We need a bedrock from which to
launch our feminist battles, but the bedrock has crumbled
into so much rubble.

I visited Francine when I was in Israel this
July. She was studying at a women's yeshiva at the very top
of a hill in Jerusalem. I would have felt that I was in a
fortress. Francine thought that she was at a pinnacle in her
life. "I feel a strength and clarity the longer I'm here," she
tells me as we eat pizza in a small kosher place down the
hill. She sits across from me and she glows. It is hot, but she
looks cool. Her modest dress looks chic. She recites the
prayers with ease before eating. With all the tumult of an old
life abandoned and a new life begun, she is at peace. How I
envy that peace. But for me it is not worth the price. •
Andrea Gurwitt is a freelance writer and video editor currently
working at CBS News in NewYork City.
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This is Gina Gold:
She would sooner fuck a woman in a hotel lobby and exit with one of their plants than
drive somewhere without exact directions. Her living room is decorated with a big tree branch
adorned with fuchsia spiked-heel slippers and a wire mannequin wearing a rose-covered
bustier. She has a three-legged German Shepherd.
No, this is Gina Gold.
She gets sad when the sun goes down. She
stands in the middle of an interview and informs
you she has to take a shit. She is scared. She is
brave. She works in a real estate office and she
used to be a lap dancer. She eats soy cheese and
tabouli as she tells you the smell of meat makes
her want to fuck.
I wanted to do an interview with a stripper. I
wanted to see the inside of that world, a place
that was (for this middle-class white girl, anyway)
as mythical and magical as over the rainbow ever
was; someplace sacred, where women are courageous and fucked up and over some kind of
edge. Where everything
is fast and feathers and
leather thongs and nobody cares
about table manners. Where things get messy. Where life is full speed
ahead no brakes no barriers no beating around the bush just some kind
of pulsing breathing heart without a body to protect it. Raw.
• BY JODY ELIZABETH CEHRMAN •
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EX-LAP
DANCER
FINDS
INTEGRITY IN
UNEXPECTED
PLACES
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So we follow our dreams. Pursue the crazy things
that take us on wild goose chases through the back
roads and underworlds and who knows if ray reasons
were right or wrong, who cares? I was inexplicably obsessed with strippers and I was gonna write about it,
dammit. For better or worse.

I

FIRST SAW GINA GOLD in a film about sex
workers. I sat in the dark and stared up into her
face all big and dark and glamorous and I knew her
words were honest. I knew that she was being true]
I also knew that she had some sort of magic; what actors
call presence and psychics call a shining aura and maybe
Gypsies just caE it plain magic. She had it.
In the panel discussion that followed, some of the sex
workers fielding questions were defensive and angry and
abusive to their audience, some were well-intentioned but
inarticulate, some were plain boring. When Gina spoke, the
audience rose three inches forward in their chairs. They
stopped fidgeting, stopped breathing. Everything she said
was cut-the-crap clean and real and muscular and honest. I
could have listened to her for hours, but all I was getting
here were little slices of her, answers to questions when the
other (more aggressive) panelists were catching their breath.
Afterwards I approached her and asked her if we could meet
sometime for an interview. I knew she was •writing a book
about lap dancing and we set up a tentative arrangement to
get together and talk.
Three interviews and many hours of tape later, I realize finally in a burst of inspiration •why this piece has been so difficult to write. Because I am not writing about "a stripper,"
specimen pinned to a board or trapped within my tape
recorder; I am writing about a whole woman •with a massive
history and a great big fuzzy mess of complexity, contradiction, craziness inside of her. I am writing about myself and
about every •woman's struggle to find a niche somewhere
between the extremities of cookie-baking mom and strungout whore; bag lady and first woman president. Inside of
Gina there is a huge web of stories that connect and connect and connect. Some of them are her stories and some
are of the women she has danced •with and they spill forth
from her one after another and not even the technology of
my tape recorder (certainly not the wheels of my mind) can
keep up with the horror and the beauty and the strangeness
seeping out there. Nothing could keep up •with that. She
opens her mouth and a world jumps out, a great big universe of dark and light and colors.
Over salad she tells me about the publicity for her book:
I went to read excerpts from my book at this open mike type
thing and someone in the audience was like, "Let's give a hand
to the sister who lifted herself out of such degradation" and I
was like, what is wrong here? Something is not right. I mean,
they were clapping for me because I'm strong. And that's
good, right? And I mean it's true that it was degrading, in a
way, dancing is degrading (it is) but...something...didn't
feel...right. I think it's because they were saying I was strong
because I'd gotten out of it, and that's not the point; the point
is I was strong when I was in it. I mean some of the women I
knew when I was dancing might be totally strung out junkies
and whores and all of that but they have more strength in their
little pinkies than most people can even imagine."
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As we talked oh, I saw further into the difficulty of what
she was attempting in writing this book. How does an
ex-lap dancer who sees that work as a fundamentally unhealthy and degrading thing write a book about strength:
her own and that of other women in the business? It would
be so easy for the public to write her off with pity or with
praise but still never see what she's about, never get a
glimpse into the deep, rich world of camaraderie, hard
edges, and soft places that make up the real existence behind
the cardboard cutout of a stripper. To praise her for "lifting
herself out" of that -world is to say that she has finally arrived
where she should have been all along: in the straight world,
the clean one, the place where people keep their clothes on.
It's like they were saying I finally made it into their club—one
that I don't particularly want to be in; I mean in a way I'd
rather be back with the dancers saying fuck you to all that. But
at the same time I'm not dancing because I know it's really unhealthy, in a way, like I know it wasn't good for me and it kind
of fed into my sickness.

The difficulty is in her unwillingness to grab at easiness and
take either the "pro sex-worker" stance that says, as she puts
it, "sex work is cool in the end," or the anti-porn view that
would praise her for having escaped the monster. Instead she
conveys the beauty and the repulsiveness of it. She tells her
stories and in them there are the most twisted and disgusting
of images side by side with pictures of strength and integrity.
Gina started in the sex industry by working for a phone
sex hotline, then moved into behind-the-glass girly shows
and, eventually, lap dancing. "I was working for a theater
company in telemarketing and my supervisor said I should
flirt more. I thought shit, if I'm going to flirt more I might
as well get paid for it—so that's what I did, I started working
for a phone sex operation." The deeper she got into the industry, the more she saw.
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I am not writing about
"a stripper," specimen
pinned to a board or
trapped within my tape
recorder; I am writing
about a whole woman
with a massive history
and a great big fuzzy
mess of complexity.

I knew this one woman, right? She was a twin and they both
worked at the Cinema but Lorna was just really far gone. She
was totally bulimic and she walked around like a zombie. When
they were kids their mom was a whore and they lived in this
whorehouse and I guess their mom used to just force them to
eat constantly, nonstop, and so one time Lorna figured out
how to throw up and that was how they survived from then
on. One time I went into work and I go into the bathroom and
Lorna's got these Coke bottles lined up all around the toilet. I
was like "Lorna, what's up with this?" and she goes "get o u t just get the fuck outta here!" I went into the stall next to her
and I could hear her—she was rattling on and on, going "my
mother raped me when I was two" and all this stuff and I could
hear her drinking these bottles of Coke and then she'd throw
up. I could hear her saying, "I just wish to god someone would
kill me." And then she'd throw up again. This went on for a
long time and I was standing there, listening and I don't know
why but I just lost it—I started crying and my makeup was
streaming all over my face—I couldn't even work my shift. And
this was not like the event of the year or anything—I mean this
sorta shit happened constantly there, all the time—but for
some reason right then I just couldn't take it.
I mean how do you explain to someone that sees this
woman that far gone—how do you say to them, "Look, this
woman is so strong, you just can't even imagine." It's true,
though, do you know what I mean? I don't know how to explain that. That this is a woman who deserves to be respected.
As bad as it was, I was always really comfortable at the Cinema. I mean finally I didn't have to pretend like everything was
normal. You could tell a story in that dressing room about what
happened when you were a kid and someone'd be like, "Really? Cool. My mom tried to light me on fire once." You know?
Like where else are you gonna find that? That was normal
there. I mean even though it was really creepy the time when
that woman walked in and was all irritated 'cause she'd been
raped and tortured for four days and she missed the bus and
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was late for her shift—I mean it was creepy that no one
blinked, but it was kinda comforting, too. Like where else could
she even tell that story?
And these were women that you could do anything with,
you know? Like my friend Darlene and I—we were seeing each
other for a while—and we had so much fun! We had sex on
BART [the subway] one time, or once we went into this totally
fancy hotel and had sex in the lobby and as we're leaving she
stole these glasses and was like, "Oh, hey, grab that plant,
too," so I had this plant wrapped in my coat like a baby and
we just walked out of there like that. I mean we just didn't give
a fuck, you know? We really didn't! Who else could you do that
with? Or one time in Hawaii a bunch of us decided we'd go
skydiving so we just did, and then after we went and had pizza.
Stuff like that, you know?
I mean sometimes I miss that; that adrenaline, like nothing
matters, you can do anything. It's hard for me to hang out with
some of my friends that are still in that because now I'm getting more stable and it scares me. I don't want end up behind
a desk someday with a pair of glasses on; that's not what I
want. But at the same time I'm attracted to the stability of
knowing what's gonna happen. If I could've been more normal—like been the perfect student and the perfect daughter
and all that—I think I would've been. I wouldn't be very interesting now but I think I would've done it. I just didn't have the
luxury to do that—you know—I mean I didn't know if my
mom was gonna cook dinner or try to choke me to death, I
just didn't know.
What I'm trying to do in writing this book is just get people
to think about it a little bit, you know, before they go calling
someone a whore—and before women start calling themselves
whores or feeling like that's what they are. I want people to see
the whole story behind those women so maybe it'll make them
think twice before they judge them. And then they can say
pornography is wrong or whatever but at least they'll see the
people behind that—where they come from and who they are.

O

BVIOUSLY, the kinds of things Gina is writing about will not be received with open arms
by all. We talked a lot about the reactions she
has already received, as she reads excerpts from
her work-in-progress on the radio and at open forums. Although her audiences have been receptive and responsive, it
becomes evident in their feedback that many of them miss
the point, failing to get beyond their own narrowness. Also,
Gina fears that many strippers will feel betrayed, since not all
of her views are sex-work positive. She's got a lot of controversy ahead of her, a long haul to getting her point across.
Then again, it's been a long haul to get here, and she shows
no signs of stopping now.
It is impossible to sum up Gina Gold—in a paragraph or a
lifetime (no word processor works that fast—fast enough to
capture a human spirit moving and spinning). I can tell you
about her living room or her book-in-progress or her threelegged dog. Maybe it's better if I just tell you this: Gina's the
kind of voice you can expect to hear more of. Not a voice
with easy answers or cliched, prepackaged logic, but one that
reverberates with honesty, ripping away the top layer of
tragedy to reveal the survival and power underneath. •

Tody Elizabeth Gehrman is a freelance journalist and playwright
from San Francisco.
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A mother and daughter battle size discrimination...not their weight

I am the
daughter of a
fat woman...
a wonderful, imaginative woman who raised four children in an often hostile world. When I was a teenager I
helped her starve herself. One Mother's Day I gave her
money to go to a hypnotherapist to lose weight. 1 did it
because I loved her and wanted her to be happy. The
world didn't see her as beautiful as I did, and it was the
only way I knew to help her.
Today I am a well-known "fat activist." When I have spoken in public
about body image, size discrimination,
eating disorders, medical prejudice, the
current research in weight and recovery, my audiences have listened intently—laughing, frowning, nodding, and
shaking their heads. Most are averagesize people obsessed with their weight
and their looks. And when time conies
for questions, someone always asks,
"Why would you, obviously a thin
woman, be concerned about discrimiCL
nation against fat people?"
The reason is my mother. She and I
U a LI Q h t C I" d discovered the women's movement at
the same time, and I learned from her
d t O T \l
example to stand up to injustice in the
**
world. Life should be fair, Mom taught
me, even when it wasn't. Unlike so many other daughters
of fat women who carry the weight of their mother's
shame—no matter how fat or thin they are themselves—
1 chose to fight the injustice of size discrimination.
I have become a witness and a confessor. Every day
another woman tells me her story of pain and prejudice.
Sometimes I am the first person she has felt safe to tell
it to: how her father beat her for not losing weight, how
her mother died after stomach stapling. Women turn to
me pleading for reassurance that there is some escape. I
see the tears in their eyes.

by Dawn At kind
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And every day I confront the hate of bigots who put
those tears there. I am the guest lecturer at the school
where a 17-year-old boy tells me, "I don't judge people,
but those people who are fat and lazy just disgust me." I
am the witness at the public hearing on size discrimination when a man displays a blown-up sex doll wearing
a padded shirt that says HIRE ME OR I'LL SUE.
I see the bodies. I count them. I read page after page
of technical descriptions of how women are starved and
mutilated. I hear the "mortality statistics"—estimates of
women dead of eating disorders. 1 see their emaciated
bodies piled up like cordwood.
I am the researcher who reads the studies and sees the
lies. I am the one who knows which "obesity researchers" are on the take from the diet industry. I see
how they manipulate the results for their own prejudice
and profit. I read the diet-industry propaganda and financial reports and see how they make $33 billion a
year with lies, shame, and fear.

As a child I didn't used to like my body.
My younger sister called me "hippo-hips." I would
never wear a sweater or shirt that didn't belt because I
was afraid people would think I was fat. I was the
"geek" other children picked on in school, and one of
their favorite taunts was "fat pig." At times I was borderline anorexic, even though my mother encouraged
me to love myself.
I never really "dieted"; I just went without food when
I was unhappy. I was an outcast child, a thinker who
didn't know when or how to keep her mouth shut. I felt
that if you didn't speak up for what you believed, you
were a traitor to yourself as well as others. This did not
make me popular. I was always asking, "Why? How do
you know that?" I drove adults and other children crazy
with my need to understand.
When other children beat me for being different, my
mother held me and told me she believed in me. She
stood up to school administrators
(continued'onpage46)
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I have been fat
on,
om one diet...
to the next, for the last 20 years. I raised four daughters,
I gained weight with the birth of each, and I gained
weight after every diet.
A year ago I went to the hospital very ill. I checked
into the emergency room around 10:00 a.m. and was
ferried for hours from one testing site to another. My
youngest daughter, Angela, accompanied me.
Angela was not only young and
scared but also pregnant and exhausted. She tried off and on all day to
reach my eldest daughter, Dawn, who
was at a workshop. That evening I remember looking up foggily from bed
as Dawn arrived like a whirlwind,
hugged me strongly, and cried, "Why
aren't you dressed? You're so cold!"
All day long I had attempted to keep
myself covered with a sheet. None of
the hospital gowns fit.
"What is it, Mom, the sleeves?"
Dawn got a gown from I don't know
where. "OK, we'll tear out the
sleeves." Rip, rip—and she dressed me,
declaring to all medical staff within
earshot, "My mother deserves to be
treated with dignity!"
Much later, after surgery and intensive care, I was
moved into a room. Once again there was no gown
that would fit a fat woman. Dawn took two small-sized
gowns, went to the charge nurse, and requested permission to take them home. "I'll sew these two gowns into
one and have it back by morning for my mother,"
Dawn promised. She also told the charge nurse firmly
that this was discrimination and that a patient would
have difficulty getting out of bed and getting well if she
did not have a gown tofither.
"OK, I understand," the charge nurse said, "but that's

a
mo th er
to ry

by Mary E. Atkins
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not necessary. We do have large-size gowns. I'll have
them brought up immediately." Dawn thanked her.
Within a short time a stack of large-size gowns was
placed in my room and I •was dressed.
Each day a member of the medical staff would ask,
"Where did you get that gown?" One nurse said that
not in three years had she seen large-size gowns; the
physical therapist, not infive—andsome of her male patients refused to leave their rooms because their gowns
didn't cover their buttocks. Each time I relished telling
the story of Dawn's activism.
After I was home and recovering, Dawn drove me to
my first outpatient visit. Again no gown fit me. Dawn
gave the nurse a mini-lecture on why they should have
gowns to fit all sizes. Sometimes watching my daughter
Dawn is like that old movie about Moses: She speaks
and the waters part.

Even my surgeon became a convert. Each
time I went for a checkup both Dawn and I worked on
him. He began by calling me obese and asking me to
go on a diet. But it got to the point that he thanked me
for sending him brochures about fat people's rights and
how fat people should be treated in the medical field.
He said he now understands that being fat is a "condition," not a disease.
When Dawn was younger, she frequently got in trouble for questioning teachers' methods, especially if she
saw favoritism or sexism. She took electronics in junior
high—the first girl to do so in that suburban Oklahoma
town. She had to threaten the school system with a
lawsuit if they didn't let her (they had suggested she repeat home economics instead). The things she put up
with in that class were a true horror story—from daily
slut-jokes to being told she shouldn't touch the equipment because she might break it. She came in before
and after school to do the experiments and received
straight A's. They paired her with a D student who suddenly made C's by Working with (continued on next page)
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(continuedfrom page 44)
who didn't want to deal with a child who would tell them
when and why she felt they were wrong.
In eighth grade, when I was 13 and dealing with puberty,
a boy began following me around school calling me names
like "Miss Charmin." In '70s teen lingo that meant my
breasts were either (a) squeezable or (b) stuffed with tissue.
He followed me at lunchtime and sat across from me in art
class tormenting me every day. I tried to avoid him and I
begged the teachers for help. I asked the art teacher just to
move me away from him. I told the teacher that if she didn't
do something, I would. My written appeal to her ended in
the trash can, and she told me to sit down and shut up.
That was it. I told the boy that I was through taking it
and that this was his last warning. He ignored me and continued. I remember pretending to go under the art table for
a pencil, yanking the chair out from under him, then hitting
him over the head with my art project (a board for string
art). All my anger at the abuse and my desperation at the
way I had been ignored went into that swing, one of the few
acts of physical violence I have ever done. The teacher came
unglued, screaming and ordering me to the principal. I uncrumpled the letter I had written to her and took it with
me to the principal's office.
An hour later, the principal was turning blue trying to
make me see that "little ladies don't do things like that."
Frustrated with my total unrepentance, he finally threatened,
"Well, I will have to call your mother." I smiled. I then got
to watch him "Yes, ma'am'V'No, ma'am" my mother as she
lectured him on the phone about sexual harassment and
rape prevention. She told him in no uncertain terms that I
was protecting myself and it was the school's tolerance of
that kind of behavior that leads to boys raping girls.
When the principal got off the phone, he told me to return to class; he said he would have to think of how to punish this offense and get back to me. He never did. The
teacher moved me and the boy to opposite ends of the classroom, and the boy never spoke to me again.
My mother not only taught me it was OK to speak up;
she backed me when I did.
I think we learn to stand up to the injustice of the world
through believing in ourselves and through the love of those
who believe in us. In my research and activism about body
image, I try to pass on the love and inspiration that my
mother gave me: to show women that they are valuable and
beautiful and deserve to be treated with love and respect.

Seven years ago I was always afraid of being fat
or becoming fat. While I was researching a paper on the
human body for an anthropology class, I learned that in
places like Samoa and Africa fat women are regarded as
beautiful. I wanted to know why. And once I put my feet on
that path, my life was forever changed. I read books like
Shadow on a Tightrope and Such a Pretty Face and I became

angry. I learned that what my mother and I had been going
through was not "natural" and was in fact linked to the oppression of women that we as feminists were fighting against.
The more I learned, the more I wanted to know. Suddenly
all my papers for my classes were about weight and discrimi46

nation, and more anger built in FATITUDE ADJUSTMENT
me—righteous anger at injus- BITF publishes a quarterly
tice. When I began to study the newsletter and a series
diet industry and read the stud- of educational resources to
ies, I realized I had been lied to promote positive body
all my life. Finally I had to do image; oppose size and
something with my anger. I looks discrimination; and
began teaching others the infor- provide helpful information
mation I had uncovered. I found about weight, eating disora way to make a difference.
ders, diets, and rights. For a
I am now the proud witness sample newsletter or other
when a fat woman who has information, send postage
hated her body and hidden all and/or donation to:
her life goes dancing for the first BITF, P.O. Box 934, Santa
time. I am now the informed Cruz, CA 95061 -0934.
confessor the repeat dieter who
has just "failed again'' can go to and hear how to get off the
diet cycle and find understanding, not condemnation. I now
thrill to stories of triumph as women tell me the ways they
have changed their lives and stood up to bullies and bigots.
In 1992 I cheered with other fat activists and allies as we
successfully changed the law in Santa Cruz, California, to
make size discrimination illegal.
I want a world where people can be loved and respected
in all their diversity. I want a world where I can find peace
with my own body and where the women in my life can
put their energy into changing the "world, not their bodies.
I can now stand with my mother as she tells people that
she will never diet again and that they should accept her as
she is. I can now look at my own body with more love and
understanding than ever before. •
Dawn Atkins is founder and research coordinator of the Body Image
Task Force (BITF) and research committee chair for the National
Association to Advance Fat Acceptance. She has a background in
professional writing and anthropology and is currently in a feminist
anthropology Ph.D. program at the University of Iowa.
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her. Dawn became the teacher's star example of what he
could do with a girl! On ground she had broken, three more
girls took electronics the next year.
The school is lucky they listened to Dawn, because when
she fights you, she can make life very uncomfortable. Once
our neighborhood was having a dispute with city hall because they were taking away the only commuter bus we had
to the city. Dawn asked me if we wanted media attention,
and I said sure. You should have seen the looks on the adults'
faces when all the TV stations, radio stations, and newspaper
reporters showed up at our small-town city hall. Dawn was
only 17 but had learned the value of taking your fight public.
When I joined the National Organization for Women in
the mid-'70s, Dawn was there with me. Together we went
on many marches for the Equal Rights Amendment. Dawn
learned along with me how to organize and how empowering demonstrations can be.
Dawn had lived all her life with a mother who was on one
diet or another and, by today's standards, was always overweight. When Dawn began researching
(continued on page. 59)
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IIS ISSUE • A wake-up call from bell hooks • Love potions and remedies
• Politically correct, medieval-style • Trying to make sense of it all •

Choice
Books
Tough Talk
for Tough Times
The transformation to a neo-colonial world
has only begun, but it promises to be as dramatic, as disorienting a change as was the
original European colonial conquest of the
human race. Capitalism is again ripping
apart and reconstructing the world, and
nothing will be the same. Not race, not gender, and certainly not whatever culture you
used to have.

—from the preface to Night-Vision
Once in a while, a book is published
that creates a stir below the surface of
mainstream discourse. Night- Vision: Illuminating War & Class on the Nco-Colo-

nial Terrain, by Butch Lee and Red
Rover, was published more than two
years ago by Vagabond Press. Night-]'ision discusses the radical politics born
in the '60s when colonialism was dying
(the old reality) and suggests that we
must develop new theories to cope
with the neo-colomal world in which
we now live (the new reality). It has
received some remarkable reviews from
underground, anarchist, and revolutionary newspapers but has been ignored by mainstream feminism, bell
hooks read Night-l'ision last year and
was impressed with much that it had to
say. She felt that it was an important
book which needed to reach a wider
audience and agreed to talk with Sally
Owen, Book Review Editor of O.v
THE ISSUES, about Night-Vision; neocolonialism; and class, race, and gender
in America today.
OTI: What is it about Night-Vision
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that impresses you?
bell hooks: Nighil 'ision was so compelling to me because
it has a spirit of milibell hooks takes a look at
tancy which reformist
feminism tries to kill
neo-colonial America.
because militant feminism is seen as a threat
It's a disturbing prospect.
to the liberal bourgeois feminism that
just wants to be equal to men. It has aggerated, too militant. But what that
that raw, unmediated truth-telling criticism says is that we're not even alwhich I think we are going to need in lowed to name the enemy. The Budorder to deal with the fascism that's dhist monkThich Nhat Hanh says we
upon us. Anyone who reads this book have to call things by their real name,
understands that, globally, women and and if we're not allowed to do that,
children are the new proletariat and how can we have a revolution? How
that white women in the so-called de- do we move forward? I'm not particuveloped countries support the enslave- larly attached to those terms but they
ment of lower-class and poor women seem to me to much more accurately
around the world. That's an indictment state what we're up against than a term
that is hard to hear. But if we really like ""sexism." And I prefer the term
want to talk about the liberation of "white supremacy" to "racism." Part of
women, then we've got to talk about what is magical to me about Night-l'iclass and we've got to talk about the sion is that it situates the discourse
investment that bourgeois women of within a discussion of colonialism and
neo-colonialism, because as much as
all races have in the social structure.
OTI: It's interesting that you begin people resist "white supremacist capiby talking about militancy because I talist patriarchy" as an identifier of anybelieve the authors feel that it is the thing we're about as a nation, they also
militancy in Night-Vision that might don't want to talk about imperialism
and colonialism in relationship to this
most concern you.
bell hooks: I was drawn to the fire nation. And you know. Night- Vision is a
in Night-Vision which I hope is also real call for white women to be disloyal
to patriarchy! It is willing to call white
present in my work. What I am most
women out on their white supremacy
criticized about is the use of the phrase
which is often represented as simply a
"white supremacist capitalist patrivictim response to patriarchy. Night-1 Varchy." It's seen as too strident, too exj;
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and gender and that we are not going
to solve the crisis of race without solving issues around gender.
OTI: I know there are things about
this book that you don't like. Would
you discuss that?
bell hooks: One of the things about
Night-i'ision that bugs me is the complete absence of black women's voices
within the text itself. Maybe the authors
are white women who have come to
these insights by themselves, but I don't
think that any of us do that, and I don't
think it's useful for us to cut ourselves
off from the works of black women.
Nielli-]'ision presents itself as the
counter-hegemonic vision that has not
NIGHT-VISION:
been stated rather
than as a more miliTHE NEO COLONIAL TERRAIN
tant statement of a
by Butch Lee and Red Rover
counter-hegemonic
(Vagabond Press, New York, 1993,
I vision that is already
$14.95)
I in the works of black
I women and women
I of color. By not maklight needs to be heard although 1
ling
that connection,
know that there are main' people
Sight-1 'ision risks anwho may be really afraid of what
mther space where
it is saying because of what it
B>lack
women and
means for our lives to have to
Bvhite
women
compete
hear it.
OTI: So, when you talk about people for who has the transformative vision.
resisting the term "white supremacist Night-] ision does, however, make the
capitalist patriarchy," you're talking about point that rebellious women have always
been central to any kind of major transmiddle-class people, white people?
bell hooks: Oh, absolutely. When formation of culture. I was very moved
you speak to the disenfranchised and when it talked about Rosa Parks. I althe dispossessed—the people that ways knew that Rosa Parks was chosen
Sight-1 ision invokes—they don't have by bourgeois, heterosexist black men to
any trouble hearing you say "white su- be the representative ot radicalism. And
premacy." They may tell you that they that obscured the poor working-class
don't know what you mean when you black females who had always been part
say "patriarchy," but when you put it ot this movement, who had put their
all together and show how these things lives on the line and who resisted on
are so deeply interdependent, they those buses. To know things that we
don't have any trouble getting it at all. don't consistently document is problemSight-1 'ision brings together class, race, atic and there is so much pressure to
and gender in a way that academic bury the history of rebellious, revolufeminist theory gives lip service to but tionary, and visionary women.
doesn't manage to convey. To see class,
OTI: Sight-]'ision has received a
race, and gender as not separate is to tremendous reception from young
explode to understanding, but Ameri- black men in jail. They get it, and they
cans do not want to deal with class and can make the connections. But many
black Americans no more than any- women seem reluctant to read this
body else. The fact that we all, as black book.
people, suffer racism is not a levelling
bell hooks: The bulk of letters I get
factor. We can't talk about black libera- around the militant aspect of my writtion if we can't confront gender and ing are also from young black men, in
sexism. But people continue to say that
prison and out. What's wrong with this
race, not gender, is the issue and they
picture? Why are black men able to
don't see how deeply the crisis in black
enter this work and be changed in
life in America, so graphically symboltheir thinking when so many black
ized by OJ. Simpson, is a crisis of race
women are so guarded about it? Part of
sion s.iys that white women have a stake
in white supremacy—that it is the
hottest, the fastest ticket for white
women to get inside the patriarchy and
play the game. We can't act like "daddy
made me do it" anymore. It's all about
what white women have to g.un. Look
how many feminist thinkers have simply abandoned any discussion of fucking male power because it makes men
uncomfortable and because we don't
want to act as though men actually do
wield power in ways that are detrimental. All the radical, subversive, subjugated knowledge that this book brings to
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it is just the politics of heterosexism.
And the tragedy is that women don't
think they have shit to learn from
women, although we fall over ourselves
to learn from some man whether we're
lesbian, straight, bisexual, or sex radical.
Politics in America is seen as hardball
terrain, a male thing, especially if we
talk about the politics of race. White
women have managed to acquire a
voice in certain spheres of conservative
politics, around health, around economics, but when the media is running
around to get its spokesperson on race,
that spokesperson will always be male
because it's seen as a discourse between
men. So what is interesting here is that
white supremacy has not managed to
destroy in young black men their feeling of having a right to politics. Part of
that is that they have images like Malcolm X, a visible, radical, political tradition that can be drawn on, but young
black women don't feel that politics
have much to do with them.
OTI: You observed recently that
there has not been a powerful black, female, organized left in this country in
the last 20 years.
bell hooks: I felt tremendous regret
after that interview because I felt I
would be seen as trashing or criticizing
Angela Davis. I said that I didn't know
of any occasion where Angela Davis
has really tried to galvanize young
black women to think about being on
the left. There are individual AfricanAmerican women icons, myself included, who get to occupy a space on the
left, and it's OK to occupy this honorary space, but we should really try to
sway young people to move from their
conservatism and liberal individualism
to a more militant left politic.
OTI: Night-Vision talks about white
icons too. I have asked what it is, exactly, that Gloria Steinem has done for
women. But when I ask that question,
I always feel as though I just pissed on
the rug. To ask that question is to commit treason.
bell hooks: I think that is completely compatible with me asking,
with all the respect and love that I feel
for Angela Davis, why she has not led a
campaign to get black women to become part of the left, and in fact there
was a historical moment where she had
the power to do that. And to make that
observation doesn't have to be trashing
or critiquing. It is to say that collectively, as black women, we have not
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been willing to assume the mantle of
militant leadership and I think that is
an interesting question to interrogate.
When we make people into icons we
don't feel free to ask what this person
is really doing, or what their book is
really saying. People should feel free to
engage in dissent. Celebrity status is
dangerous because it can undermine
the radicalism of our work. We all have
to be careful where we position ourselves, because we like to think, given
our greed, that we can have it all. How
do we interrogate the people who are
successful in relation to their radicalism? I don't think you can have a radical, subversive, revolutionary critique of
this culture and be a millionaire. We
have to question how our messages are
being transformed.
OTI: One of the things I find so disappointing about the white feminist
community is their silence around so
many issues. Mumia Abu-Jamal, the
death penalty. Individuals, yes, but as a
community....
bell hooks: Night-Vision asserts that
silence is being demanded of us; that
there's an inversion of the notion that
Silence=Death. We're being told that
the only way we are going to be al-

lowed to survive is to remain silent. You
know, I was on The Charlie Rose Show

recently with a white man and two
black men and was told that white supremacy isn't real; that it's a cliche, and
that I'm stupid. I want to take that
scene and cut it in with the Oklahoma
bombing that happened only a couple
of months after that and say, "Wake up
America! White supremacy is alive and
well and willing to kill us." When they
thought they could pin that crime on
some non-white people, the media
were going on and on about the killing
of innocent children. Once they found
that white patriarchal men had committed this crime, the attention was
suddenly away from the slaughter of the
innocents, and on facts and details because people wanted to turn a blind eye
to fascism expressing itself yet again. It
was fascism that bombed those black
people in Philadelphia only a few years
ago, and there was no uproar that innocent children died in whatever conflict
the state was having with that group of
people. That people see no link between Clinton's dismissal of Joycelyn
Elders and what happened in Oklahoma is frightening! The white feminist
community, in keeping with exactly
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what Night- Vision says about it, was incapable of coming out in support of
Joycelyn Elders. I have no doubt in my
mind that if Clinton dismissed Ruth
Ginsberg for some completely unclear
reason, white women would see this as
some assault on feminism and the
power of women. But white women
are afraid of losing those little tidbits
that Clinton throws their way. Where
was the call for all feminists to be out in
the streets for an hour? I'm so tired of
acting like we have to organize some
mass thing where we all have to trot to
Washington. Why can't we say, well, at
two o'clock on Monday, everyone who
opposes Joycelyn Elders being compelled to resign should enter the street.
That to me is a way we could demand
of the nation's women who are supposedly committed to feminism some response that doesn't require putting your
life on the line. If feminism could have
done for Joycelyn Elders what it was
quite capable of doing for Anita Hill
who was not making any fucking radical intervention into anything! Who
was not subverting anything! And who
is still not subverting anything! It just
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shows you that feminism has chosen to that lets it explode. So you can still
ally itself with the existing social struc- have the vision of free speech when, in
ture. Feminism cannot even mobilize fact, you have mediated that speech.
itself as a movement to be one hundred And let me reiterate that celebrity stapercent against the death penalty. This tus becomes one of the ways dissenting
is the tragedy of left politics for Ameri- or militant speech is mediated.
OTI: There are middle-class lesbians
can women because it says we have no
courage. There's a prophetic element to who perpetuate the myth, in their disNight- Vision in the way that it foresees course, in their writing, that we have
what I call the South Africanization of managed to remove ourselves from the
the U.S. and that it will happen precise- patriarchy; that we are separate, selfly because white women will be central sufficient, radical, and in many ways suto pushing forward an agenda about perior to our straight sisters because we
safety. If we think about those zoning have removed men from our lives. This
laws around pornography; if we think is so obviously untrue and I don't see a
about how much reformist feminist lot of discussion about this.
white women are playing key roles in
bell hooks: Don't you think the
the ushering in of forms of social biggest lie of our contemporary liberaapartheid. Those very zoning laws to tion movements is that who you fuck
keep undesirable people out of your radicalizes you?
neighborhoods will be the same zoning
OTI: It's the biggest lie.
laws that will lead to gates around City
bell hooks: And it also ends up beCollege. And won't those gates be pro- coming a defense of heterosexism. It
tecting the ninety percent white faculty says people are incapable of choosing
in the midst of a student body that is political allegiances, that our political alninety-nine percent not white? Is that legiances always come through the
not what apartheid has always been body. It's who we're fucking or who
about? That level of policing? I think we're eating with and our political alleit's rampant in the culture right now giance doesn't have to be more comand people are turning their heads and plex than that. There's no doubt in my
saying it doesn't exist. That's why the mind that any person who attempts to
voices that speak in Night- Vision are live openly as a gay person in this culimportant voices because it cannot just ture encounters the fierce assault of hobe black people who call it out because mophobia. But what we should know
it's too easy for our voices to be sup- from the situation of gay people of all
pressed. If there is not a chorus of voic- colors and black people of all sexual
es calling it out, we will not have the preferences is that simply being a victim
space for dissent. I'm very frightened does not radicalize your consciousness.
by the closure of independent book- If that was the case, we would all be
stores, by the breakdown of alternative fighting the revolution right now topresses. Where will the dissenting voice gether and the fact is we're not because
speak as the fascism in this culture in- people want their particular form of
creasingly grips us? It was exciting to victimhood to end without caring
see The Village Voice, a very useless peri- about what the implications of that are
odical in many ways, call out the white for other people. I think that what's resupremacy of publishing, because cen- ally happening around gay rights and
sorship happens on the level of choices queer theory right now is this whole
and editing; what gets reviewed and fear of giving up bourgeois allegiances.
how it gets reviewed. If you review a There's a whole way in which the real
book like Night-Vision and you act like dynamic of the gay rights movement in
the authors are crazy, then, in fact, you this culture has become profoundly
are exercising a level of silencing and conservative. Pro-family values. We
censorship that doesn't have to come want to be just like you. We want to get
from eliminating the voice. Which is married and have our nice homes. We
why I think censorship right now in have to move past the idea that our sexthe neo-colonial U.S. of A. is a much ual practices and preferences will radimore dangerous phenomenon than calize our consciousness. Essentialized
people imagine because it is infinitely identity, whether it is race or sex, sexumore complex and subtle than saying ality, etc., and the notion that just being
this can't be published or this can't be the victim of something will enlighten
heard. It's like having a bomb but you is also the big lie now. When I said
you're able to take out the mechanism to white women that I didn't have any
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fucking sympathy for Anita Hill's inability to stand up and defend herself, because she could have been taking feminist courses at Yale, I was told she wasn't
to blame. It's not a question of blame.
We can hold her responsible for not
choosing to educate herself because it
was not in her class interest to do so.
She wanted to enter the mainstream
ruling upper class in this culture and her
silence was not the silence of somebody
who had not had access to knowledge.
Her silence was the silence of complicity. Reformist gender equality brought
us to a space where people are more
mired in liberal individualism than they
are in anything else. And you cannot
have revolutionary struggle in that
space. What saved radical Vietnam was
not liberal individualism but people's
capacity to engage in collective struggle.
The thing that most weakened radical
political movements in this country was
the investment in liberal individualism.
That's why racial integration was essential for the continued colonization of
black people because racial integration
was really a code word for the indoctrination of black people into the ideology of liberal individualism. Hey, as long
as we keep them off the television
screen, or only in tragically subordinated positions, they may continue to see
that they have something to resist. But
if we give them The Cosby Show, if we
give them Denzel Washington in
Philadelphia, if we give them a sprinkling of images, we can make them feel
they have really arrived at the space of
freedom. And there's nothing to resist.
Because it's all about you as an individual. Have you worked hard enough?
You too can be rich. You too can be
Michael Jordan. You too can be any of
the wealthy black people running
around not doing shit.
OTI: Do you think there is anything
important.... Let me rephrase that
question. What of importance is coming out of the academy?
bell hooks: I don't have any trouble with the question you ask which is,
is anything radical and subversive coming out of the academy? What continues to be subversive about the academy
is that the classroom remains a place
for education for critical consciousness.
The primary site of genocide for
black people right now in America is
the public school system. It's not
poverty. Black people have always been
Door. Masses of black people are richer
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today that we've ever been in our history in this country. So the question is
not a genocide that is rooted simply
and solely in poverty, it's the condition
of the poverty. I grew up in the midst
of poverty but every black kid that I
knew could read and write. We have to
talk about the fact that we cannot educate for critical consciousness if we
have a group of people who cannot access Fanon, Cabral, or Audre Lorde because they can't read or write. How
did Malcolm X radicalize his consciousness? He did it through books. If
you deprive working-class and poor
black people of access to reading and
writing, you are making them that
much farther removed from being a
class that can engage in revolutionary
resistance.
OTI: Do you see any conflict between women seeking positions of
power and that power being firmly
based in what you call white supremacist capitalist patriarchy?
bell hooks: Contradiction is the
stuff of revolutionary struggle. The
point is not to deny the reality of contradiction but to utilize the space of
contradiction to come to a greater understanding. I have no trouble with any
of us using the wealth we have accumulated within the existing social structure
to undermine that structure. I'm much
more interested in how you might want
to undermine the structure with your
resources than criticizing you for the
fact that you have inherited resources,
or that you have sold out your radical
book to be re-made into some bullshit
movie. I feel like forgiveness and reclamation and reconciliation are essential
to revolution as well. And if nothing
else, the tragedy of China and other
places should show us the necessity of
forgiveness and reclamation and reconciliation—which is to say that I am
quite happy for all of us to begin where
we are. And if you have millions, then
I'm quite happy for you to begin radicalizing yourself around how you can
use those millions in a way that will
bring greater peace and justice to the
world. I'm for that. How can I work
within the structure? I just published
my new book, Killing Rage: Ending
Racism, with a mainstream publisher because I wanted to reach a mass audience. I really believe that white supremacy is going back to the rampant
mass genocide of black people. It's not
just about the death penalty. What

about the people who are being brutally assaulted so that they die without the
death penalty in American prisons?
What about the assault on black people
on the street, the assault on the mentally
ill, most of whom in New York City are
people of color? How can we not want
to infiltrate the mainstream and be subversive if we want to attend to any of
this? So the question for me is not the
contradictions that involve wishing that
I would get a strong, positive review in
an uninterestingly non-radical periodical like The New York Times. It's so people will read my book. I'd like to see
Night-1 'isiou reviewed in all these mainstream newspapers and magazines because people might read it. And they
might come to consciousness. So I
think the point is not to think that the
contradictions undermine us, but to
work with the contradictions in the
hope of creating the space of radical
opposition; that marginal space within
an existing structure where we can continue to fight for freedom. •
bell hooks is distinguished professor of English at City College in New York. She is

the author of Ain't I A Woman: Black
Women and Feminism; Feminist Theory: From Margin To Center; Talking
Back: Thinking Feminist, Thinking
Black; Yearning: Race, Gender, and
Cultural Politics; Breaking Bread; Insurgent Black Intellectual Life (with
Cornel West); Black Looks: Race and
Representation; Sisters of the Yam:
Black Women and Self-Recovery;
Outlaw Culture: Resisting Representations; Teaching to Transgress: Education
as the Practice of Freedom; Art on My
Mind: Visual Politics; and Killing Rage:
Ending Racism.
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town quarreled with her lover, when she
found herself pregnant by someone who
wasn't her husband, or discovered that the
man she'd married was unfaithful as a
hound, then there she'd be at the Owens'
back door, just after twilight, the hour when
the shadows could hide your features so that
no one would recognize you as you stood
beneath the wisteria.

Pennyroyal tea, jars of fingernail clippings, pierced dove hearts, and smelly
herbal concoctions fill the cupboards of
the family's kitchen, providing unnecessary but mortifying reminders that
Sally and Gillian are different, set apart
by their parentless state and by other
children who brand them scary and
PRACTICAL MACK
weird. Cruel schoolmates taunt them
by Alice Hoffman
as witches and the word shadows them,
(G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York, $22.95
forcing the pair to shoulder the blame
hardcover)
for virtually every mishap or problem.
Small wonder, then, that as they apBY ELEANOR I. BADER
proach adulthood, both Sally and
econciling childhood demons Gillian feel the need to extricate themwith the psychic reverberations selves from the Owens legacy and set
of adulthood is never easy, and out to claim a piece of unblemished,
Alice Hoffman's Practical Magic offers distant turf where they can ignore past
no shortcuts. Instead, the novel cap- humiliations and start again. For
tures the angst of denial and showcases Gillian, the younger and more attraccontrasting survival strategies and cop- tive of the two, the power of womanly
sexuality offers a way out. A heading styles.
The story of Sally and Gillian turning beauty, Gillian has had suitors
Owens—sisters orphaned as young competing for her affection since early
girls and reared by eccentric, some- adolescence. As a result, she has bemight-call-them-crazy, aunts—explores come vain and fickle, moving from
sibling rivalry, familial obligations, and man to man and crisscrossing America
the role of memory in integrating one's in constant search of a more perfect,
more exciting, and more alluring mate.
past and present.
While most of the narrative takes For 18 years Gillian follows this patplace when Sally and Gillian are adults, tern, bedding down, then moving on;
the book opens with a chilling intro- this behavior suddenly halts, however,
duction to their girlhood in the aunts' when Jimmy, a drug dealer whom she
New England home. Sans the typical nonetheless classifies as a soulmate,
accoutrements of middle-class domes- abruptly dies. Uprooted, alone, and tertic life, the more than 200-year-old rified, Gillian arrives at Sally's home,
Owens house is rambling and un- with a dead man in her car, and begs to
kempt, a dusty collection of rooms be taken in. Seemingly ready to sort
shared with scores of mice who audi- through her own options, Gillian starbly scramble under floorboards and in tles her sister by expressing her desire
walls. Lacking both clocks and mirrors, for assistance in formulating both a
the house is a stereotype, referred to by short- and long-term life plan.
most townspeople as haunted, to be
For her part, Sally, a widow and sinavoided.
gle mother of two teenaged daughters,
The aunts are every child's night- is less than thrilled to have her world
mare: oddly dressed, alternatively in- turned upside down by Gillian. Her
dulgent and negligent, and given to be- home, in suburban Long Island, is
liefs in supernatural forces and powers. quiet and staid, and she seems content
In fact, the aunts' relationship to things to maintain a conventional lifestyle.
otherworldly is their stock-in-trade. When the flighty and flamboyant
Every woman in town knew what the
Gillian re-enters her life, however, all
aunts' real business was: their specialty was this is disturbed and the sisters, now in
love, writes Hoffman. When a woman in their late 30s, are brought face-to-face

R
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with questions about priorities, loyalties, and values.
While Hoffman is a wonderful storyteller, writing with enough color and
insight to render just about any story
worthwhile, neither Sally nor Gillian
are particularly sympathetic or likeable—they do not grab hold of your
heart like the characters in Turtle Moon,

which period de Pizan apparently supported her household through her skill
as a scribe assistant.
De Pizan's success as a professional
THE BOOK OF THE BODY POLITIC
writer came about a decade after Etienne's death. Her early poetry (1399by Christine de Pizan, translated by Kate
1400) was read by men and women in
Forhan Langdon (Cambridge University,
the courts of France, Italy, and England,
NewYork, $14.95 paperback)
and eventually she was commissioned
Illumination Night, or Second Nature—
BY MARGARET BRABANT
to write various works including love
nor do their struggles to become
ballads, biographies, and political treahealthier, more integrated women
wing to the work of contem- tises. De Pizan probably died within a
seem particularly resonant. Likewise,
porary scholars, Christine de year of the appearance of her last poem
Sally's daughters are more-or-less-reguPizan is now found on college (ca. 1429), written in celebration of
lar kids; they lack the quirky, emotion- reading lists throughout the United Joan of Arc.
tugging depth of the young people in States, Canada, and Europe. While it
De Pizan composed the Body Politic
Hoffman's earlier works. This leaves the remains a matter of
sometime
around
men, and here, too, Hoffman comes up debate as to whether
1406 during the vioshort. Although the males in Practical de Pizan may be \ medieval woman's lent years of dynastic
Magic are tangential to the story, those properly labeled a
struggles that ensued
view o
who appear are drawn without pathos, feminist, there are cerfollowing the reign of
pluck, or panache; they are simply not tainly many reasons to
V. Her purbackroom politics. Charles
interesting people.
read her work. In her
pose in writing the
But character deficiencies are not the recent translation of
Body Politic, de Pizan
only problem with Practical Magic. The The Book of the Body Politic, Kate explains, was "to give reason to inspire
novel is unable to sustain the eery Forhan Langdon, associate professor of courage in virtue and in living well,
mood and emotional upheaval of the political science at Siena College, has for princes, for knights and nobles,
first chapter, a recounting of Sally and made available to contemporary read- and also for the common people." In
Gillian's childhood. In fact, once the ers another of de Pizan's political trea- her lucid introduction, Forhan exbook moves from past to present, it be- tises and thereby encourages us to read plains that de Pizan's Body Politic becomes somewhat flat and the com- de Pizan as a political theorist as well
pelling, magical oddity of the aunts' as a defender of women and a courtly
home is lost for worlds more mundane poet.
Born in Venice in 1364, Christine de
and ordinary.
At its best, Hoffman's fiction takes an Pizan moved at the age of four with
absolutely believable tale and immerses her family to Paris where her father
it in a world full of twists, turns, and served as a physician and political adviunimaginable occurrences. Practical sor to the French king, Charles V. The
Magic attempts to follow this formula, king was an intellectual and patron of
Send $1 for our color catalog of
but the idiosyncrasies ring false and the the arts and his court proved to be a
woman-identified jewelry in
reader will likely question the plausi- stimulating environment for young
silver,
amethyst, moonstone, & gold.
Christine.
Because
her
father
also
enbility of events and relationships.
couraged
her
to
study,
she
enjoyed
edLIZZIE BROWN
Despite this, an imperfect novel by
P.O. Box 389V Brimfield, Ma 01010
Alice Hoffman is still better than the ucational opportunities unavailable to
(413) 245-9464
lion's share of contemporary works lin- most girls of that period. However,
ing bookstore shelves. Her writing is given her mother's wishes that Chrisexpressive and she creates a setting that tine receive a more conventional train100 Acres • Pool
20 Charming Rooms
is both evocative and provocative. In its ing in domestic management, Christine
Hot Tub • Trails
Peace & Privacy
was
largely
self-taught
in
the
areas
of
finest moments, Practical Magic is wise
philosophy
and
literature.
and loving, full of reminders about reHappily married for ten years to the
maining open to the plethora of earthA Lesbian Paradise
ly possibilities that may beckon. And nobleman and royal secretary Etienne
who knows? Maybe the aunts were du Castel, it is likely that de Pizan
right. In a world of information super- learned the "cursive script" of the royal
highways, worldwide webs, and inter- chancellery from him. His death in
national databases, a little lavender, 1390 brought de Pizan grief and severe
rosemary, and thyme—to say nothing financial difficulties: She was rendered
of a dove's heart—may be just what the destitute after Etienne's death because
P.O. Box 118-OT
she was unable to collect debts owed to
Bethlehem, NH 03574
doctor ordered. •
his estate. It took 14 litigious years be(603) 869-3978
fore she was able to extricate herself
Eleanor J. Bader is a freelance writer and
from her financial burdens, during
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longs within the literary genre referred to by medieval scholars as the
"mirror for princes" or prince's handbook. "Mirror" books were designed
to impart political advice and lessons
ot sound governing practices.
Whether or not such advice might be
heeded depended not only upon the
disposition of the monarch, but also
upon the authority of the author and
the political counselor. In order to be
heeded, courtly writers needed sufficient knowledge of political situations, access to political actors, and patrons. De Pizan possessed all three, a
significant fact given her sex and social position.
De Pizan divides the Body Politic into
three parts, devoting one section to
each of the three primary classes evident in fifteenth-century France: the
monarchy, nobility, and commoners.
Given her primary purpose—to inculcate within the ruler the classical
virtues of justice, courage, temperance,
and prudence—it should not surprise
us that she spends little time addressing
the people. Following the metaphor of
Body, the people are "the belly, legs,
and feet" that support "the hands and
arms" represented by the nobility, and
the prince holds "the place of the
head." She also follows other literary
conventions associated with the bodypolitic genre. She uses the exempla
convention to illuminate the ways in
which a prince should develop his
character, deportment, and political
disposition in order to become a "vir-

ranks." Yet, as another reader of de
Pizan has noticed, we may read this
seemingly self-effacing statement as
bold "triple violation of protocol:
Christine, a less important woman, puts
herself in the prominent position, before the... more important man" (e.g.,
the monarch) and deliberately emphasizes "her marginality as a woman
writer" (McKinley, 1992). It is her
marginality that provides the different
perspective from which she writes, a
crucial position for modern feminists.
In addition, the Body Politic demonstrates de Pizan's 'willingness to identify
herself as an accomplished writer and
political advisor through her habitual
use of referential phrases. Thus, she
should be read as an example of a
woman writer who is unafraid to cite
herself as an authority on a variety of
subjects. Contemporary politicians too
hile this political treatise is might find her advice concerning
hardly as innovative as de truthful advisers and the implementaPizan's 1405 work, The tion of parsimonious tax policies most
Book of the City of Ladies, thefirstsys- insightful.
tematic study of women and politics in
In her closing paragraph, Forhan rethe West, the Body Politic should still minds her audience that de Pizan was a
prove interesting to feminists and polit- classical political theorist in the sense
ical theorists because it reveals the that she sought "to conjoin a life of
mind of an extraordinary •woman liv- practical politics with the desire for the
ing in politically difficult times. Initial- Good, for the love of wisdom." Would
ly, many contemporary readers of the that our politicians strove for such conBody Politic may find de Pizan's use of junction! •
the conventional medieval topos, humilitas, disagreeable because she identi- Margaret Brabant is an assistant professor
fies herself as a female author of "small in the political science department at Butler
intelligence" who "dares undertake to University, where she teaches feminist and
speak about the way of life for higher political theory courses.
tuous" ruler like Alexander the Great
or Charles V of France. As did these
great statesmen, a young prince must
study conscientiously with the finest
tutors, rigorously exercise mind and
body, and surround himself with wise
counselors. De Pizan also offers specific instructions as to how a monarch
might respond to internal and external
threats to his authority. While she does
not wholly endorse the infamous lionand-fox metaphor that Machiavelli develops in his treatise The Prince a century later, she insists that the prince
learn the signs of trickery so that he
might identify and avoid those who
would mislead him. Moreover, de
Pizan warns the prince to avoid "flatterers'' and to surround himself with
counselors who are unafraid to speak
the truth.
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• IF YOU WEREN'T IN BEIJING, or
even if you were, The Challenge of Local Feminisms: Women's Movements in Global Perspective,

edited by Amrita Basu, is a must read. In-depth
studies of local movements, from China to the
occupied territories, are written by activists and
scholars all of whom reject the notion that feminism is Western-inspired and of middle-class origins. (Westview Press, paper, $19.50).
• A W E L C O M E A D D I T I O N to the too
few medical guides addressed specifically to
women is The PDR Family Guide to Women's
Health and Prescription Drugs. Especially informa-

tive is the very large section describing leading
medications—their uses, side effects, food or
drug interactions, and dosage recommendations. (Medical Economics, paper, $24.95).

• AT AGE 25 EDWIDGE DANTICAT

I N

BR I E F

teller. In Krik? Krak! the beauty of family life in
Haiti is explored in stories which capture the
damage done by state-sanctioned terrorism
while exposing the hidden harm of generations
of tradition in which women themselves can be
instruments of women's oppression. (Farrar,
Straus & Ciroux, hardcover, $20.00).
• JUST WHEN I PROMISED MYSELF I would never read another lesbian anthology, along comes Tasting Life Twice, E.J.
Levy, Ed. This one is full of multi-dimensional
characters created by fine writers including Judith Katz, Ana Castillo, Mary Caitskill, Rebecca
Brown, Mei Ng, Jenifer Levin, and Carole Maso.
What a welcome surprise! (Avon, paper,
$10.00).

Josephine Donovan have edited a new antholo-

• WE ARE MOST HUMAN, I believe,
when we care about all living creatures. But
; and

wonderful, readable history of resistance to the
onrush of industrial capitalism. (Addison-Wesley,
hardcover, $24.00). •

gy, Animals and Women: Feminist Theoretical Ex-

plorations. This collection of essays explores the
connections between feminism and animal defense and argues that both the social construction and oppressions of women are inextricably
connected to the ways in which we comprehend and abuse other species. (Duke University,
paper, $16.95).
• THE UNABOMBER IS NOT
U N I Q U E in violently resisting a changing
world. In 1811 and 1812, the Luddites, workers
in the textile trades in England, understood
what industrialism would mean for most men,
women, and communities. Their story is told by
Kirkpatrick Sale in Rebels Against the Future, a
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Serious, but
Not Solemn

REASONABLE CREATURES: ESSAYS
ON WOMEN AND FEMINISM
by Katha Pollitt
(Vintage, New York, $11.00 paperback)
BY POLLY W. BLAKEMORE

plains, playing devil's advocate with
herself, giving herself (and us) a
chance to see the other side. And, as
she often discovers, each side of every
argument has its valid, uncontestable
points. In assessing the debate over the
Western literary canon, she begins her
essay by acknowledging how she unexpectedly discovered her own ambivalence about the topic: For the past

W

"Without an organized
feminist movement, sexist
exploitation cannot be
effectively addressed."

couple ojyears we've all been witness to the
furious debate about the literary canon.
What books should be assigned to students? What books should critics discuss?
What books should the rest of us read, and
who are "we" anyway? Like everyone else,
I've given these questions some thought,
and when an invitation came my way, I
leaped to produce my own manifesto. But
to my surprise, when I sat down to write—
in order to discover, as E.M. Forster once
said, what I really think—I found that I
agreed with all sides in the debate at once.

And, in this essay as in others, the position Pollitt eventually defines for
herself is not one we expect, although
it is obvious. The problem, Pollitt says,
Reasonable Creatures, Katha Pollitt, poet is not what we read, but how we read:
and journalist, illuminates and untan- Something is being overlooked: the state of
gles some of this country's controver- reading, and books, and literature in our
country at this time. Wlty, ask yourself, is
sial and complex problems.
Clear-headed and fair-minded, Pol- everybody so hot under the collar about
litt makes her way through the thick- what to put on the required-reading shelf?
ets, holding back the brambles to give It is because while we have been arguing so
us a direct passage. She is not showing fiercely about which books make the best
us an easy way out—there isn't one. medicine, the patient has been slipping
She is reminding us that it isn't easy for deeper and deeper into a coma.
Pollitt writes about serious subjects
reasons we may not have considered
without becoming ponderous or esobefore.
Deft in her comprehension of teric or simplistic. She has a way of
American society and culture, Pollitt simply turning back the rug or lookcites a range of sources spanning a ing under the bed for lost or forgotten
range of subjects, from sociology and or hidden items—By the way... she
psychology to religion, literature, eco- often says, or The fact is—ahems that
nomics, and politics. These are all call our attention to what's been overpoints of the compass on Pollitt's intel- looked, to what can illuminate or clarlectual map, helping her chart her ify an issue. When Pollitt cocks her
route from one position or another. eyebrow and raises her voice, as if
Socrates and Plato, Samuel Johnson opening the back door or finding a
and Allan Bloom, Anna Quindlen and trap door or pointing out a perspective
Allen Dershowitz, Murphy Brown and as plain as the nose on your face, you
the Berenstain Bears give Pollitt's writ- can only listen and appreciate. You
may feel a little embarrassed—"Why
ing both history and immediacy. She is
didn't I think of that?" you may wonin touch. Her turns of phrase are
der—but never patronized. And by
quick and distilling, and her rhetoric is
noting her own insecurities, she lets us
consistent and effective throughout:
know that she goofs too, and, dependWell, you say, let's suppose we decided that
ing on the subject at hand and the nacontract motherhood wasn't prostitution or
ture of the error, she can find as much
baby selling but some other, not flatly illehumor as wisdom in her mistakes. Polgal, transaction... she imagines, or Well,
litt is one of us, after all. She is not
a liberal is not a very exciting thing to be, highbrow, just high quality.
hether she's discussing
abortion, "family values,"
the Western canon, date
rape, surrogate mothers, or feminism, in
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and so we have the radicals... she ex-
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Pollitt is as thoroughly immersed in
the issues as she is facile with her intellect. Her insight is no tunnel vision. It's
a wide-angle microscope. She is tempered but persistent and persuasive.
Reading her, we see where we went
wrong; we see where we went right;
we see where there was nowhere to go
but we went anyway. We see, in other
words, that we have a long way to go.
Katha Pollitt is paying attention, taking
notes, and making sense of being
human. When I finished this collection,
I thought that if we could all read Pollitt we'd be better off. We wouldn't just
understand ourselves better, we'd learn
why we are so hard to understand.
We'd be, as Mary Wollstonecraft wished
women to be seen, "neither heroines
nor brutes, but reasonable creatures."

CHESLER

(continuedfrom page 16)

Citadel and celebrated her departure.)
A note of realism: OK, let's think
globally, act locally. Bosnia really is far
away. But here in New York where I
live, why don't feminists, both male and
female, form neighborhood patrols
against rape? Why don't we help the
police keep Central Park and Prospect
Park rape-free for joggers?
It is up to us to stop the rapists. I am
not suggesting that feminists form illegal vigilante "revenge" squads. I am
suggesting that women begin to understand—really understand—that no
one will rescue us but ourselves. And
we don't know how to do that. And
we'd better start thinking about it. And
about what constitutes justice in the
Human beings, in other words, Pollitt
matter of rape.
writes in her introduction. No more, no
Let the Criminal and Civil Tribunals
less. We're lucky to have in Pollitt such begin. For the first time in history, rape
a caring, informed critic. She's like the is being defined not as the "spoils" of
best teachers, teaching us something we war but as a weapon of war and a war
felt we already knew but didn't. •
crime. An International Criminal Tribunal, convened by the United Nations, is meeting in the Hague to hear
Polly W. Blakemore is a freelance writer and
editorfrom Louisville, Kentucky.
evidence of the mass rapes, rape-im-
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pregnations, and other genocidal atrocities in Bosnia. Some people hope that
our global perception of rape may shift,
radically, once it becomes known that
rape is not merely a "personal misunderstanding" between a rapist and his
victim but is, rather, a crime against humanity and a war crime.
Even though the U.N. Tribunal does
not have the power to impose the
death penalty or to ensure that those
who gave the genocide and rape orders
do not remain in power, it's crucial that
the U.N. Tribunal indict and convict
rapists as war criminals. Rhonda
Copelon noted that "the recognition
of rape as a war crime is a critical step
toward understanding rape as violence." Harvard Law School professor
Nancy Kelly said: « j £

get an international body
to recognize rape as an
act of torture, that could
change things for women
all over the world."
Clearly, the evolving legal status of
women may influence our global views
of rape. Women were once expected to
marry their rapists; this is no longer
true. Women were once advised to
"keep quiet" about being raped; this is
no longer true. In the past, when
women attempted to have their rapists
prosecuted, they were rarely believed
or treated humanely in the courtroom—where most were "raped"
again, this time legally. This is somewhat less true today.
Some people believe that the entrance of women into military, religious, athletic, corporate, and blue-collar trades, i.e. into previously all-male
arenas, will either inspire more fear or
more respect for women as a class or
caste; and that this, in turn, might decrease the incidence of rape; others
have said that "backlash" rape is upon
us precisely because women are daring
to enter previously all-male professions. Some say there is no "backlash,"
only more reports of rape and better
record-keeping.
Let's look at the historical record:
Neither the Nuremberg trials nor
Eichmann's trial in Jerusalem made the
world genocide-free. At a 1995 conference marking the 50th anniversary of
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the Nuremberg Military Tribunal, Wal- bolic and practical reasons (e.g. as a
ter Rockier, a former Nuremberg way of paying their medical and psyprosecutor said: "The principles estab- chiatric bills). Some raped women, eslished at Nuremberg had important pecially survivors of serial and gang
symbolic value, but no substantial im- rape or prostitution, have begun to arm
pact." Henry King, Jr., pointed out the themselves with mace, knives, and
"value of finding that slaughtering guns. Some have even saved their lives
Jews, Gypsies, and homosexual and this way.
mentally retarded people was not an
To sum up:
internal matter for the German govWe need ongoing, well-funded, inernment. National sovereignty was no ternational feminist criminal tribunals
defense."
on crimes against women, with enSimon Wiesenthal, in Justice, Not forcement powers. The Hague Tribunal
Vengeance, has written: "Hitler not only is in urgent need of additional funding.
murdered millions of Jews and millions In August 1995, Dr. M. Sherif Bassoni,
of his adversaries, he also morally de- a leader of the UN. Commission on
stroyed millions of Germans and mil- War Crimes, told a U.S. Senate hearing
lions of Austrians—what's more, for that once they testify, the "privacy" of
generations to come. To belong to the Bosnian rape-survivor witnesses "will
victims is terrible—but it is even more be shattered" and their "safety seriousterrible to belong to the victim-mak- ly compromised." The survivors have
ers." In addition to the civil and crimi- requested "relocation" and other "supnal prosecution of war criminals, port services." Bassoni stated that the
Weisenthal recommends a "constant "Tribunal needs more resources to
coming to terms with the past, and protect the witnesses properly."
We also need: compulsory self-delearning from it."
What do raped women experience fense training for girls; compulsory
as essential to their survival and dig- military training for girls; swift, effective prosecution of rapists; civil suits,
nity?
Bearing witness is important; being for money damage, in addition to but
supported, not punished for doing so, separate from criminal prosecution. (I
especially by other women, is also im- suspect that cities and countries may
portant. Putting one's suffering to begin to do something about rape
use—educating and supporting other when they are sued, successfully, for
victims—is important; drafting, passing, money, for having failed to prevent the
and enforcing laws is important, as is rape.) We also need rape victims or
continuing to hope that law is indeed a would-be rape victims exonerated for
killing their rapists in self-defense; rape
civilizing force.
prevention
education. What can this be
Some say that there can be no justice
but
the
most
radical of feminist educawithout honor, and no honor without
memory—without the literal creation tional and political agendas?
Where are our freedom fighters, our
of memorial monuments both to
women victims and heroes. More than resistance heroes ready to be dropped
a decade ago, grassroots feminists tried behind enemy lines? We are too few in
to found a Rape Museum; for a num- number to make much of a difference.
ber of reasons, the attempt foundered. Are women so disassociated from our
Nevertheless, many artists have begun bodies and from each other that simple
resistance terrorizes us more than our
and continue to explore this subject.
Some victims of rape and torture daily dose of humiliation and death?
Are most women so opportunistic,
want to see their tormenters die; after
all, these are men who, quite literally, so cowardly, that we are willing to die
enjoyed their victim's pain and suffer- for our Masters but not live for ouring; that's precisely what they were selves?
What have they done to us? What
after. Perhaps irrationally, some raped
women want their torturer or rapist to have we done to ourselves? Each
understand the meaning of what he woman knows that if she sides with
another women against a man or
did—and admit it, apologize, repent.
Some raped women want to see against men's laws, eventually the king's
their attackers/rapists go to jail, men on their high horses will drag her
whether or not they're repentant. In away; imprison, interrogate, rape, and
addition, some raped women want to burn her to death as a witch; she
sue for money damages, for both sym- knows no one will save her.
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A women is brave when she knows
what can be done to her but despite
such knowledge resists, helps other
women anyway. A woman is brave
when she resists the "good little girl"
within; the voice that tells her to mind
her own business, tend her own garden, don't do anything that will get
you in trouble, you'll get caught, you'll
be sorry, you'll be punished, no one will
like you...

Women are safe if I am brave; I'm
only as safe as other women are brave.
Otherwise, it's open season on us
all. •
Editor-at-Large Phyllis Chesler, Ph.D., is
the author of eight books, including

Women and Madness, Mothers on
Trial, and the recently published Patri-

archy: Notes of an Expert Witness.
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blames the pro-choice movement for
the "ascendency of the religious right,"
and the subsequent loss of the political
middle and the democratic left. The
movement can find true redemption
only by facing the reality that abortion
really "stops a beating heart," she says.
Well it does stop a beating heart, but it
also keeps another one going: the heart
and the life of each woman who
chooses it. It does that too.
Wolf both demeans women and
betrays her own psychological naivete
when she places women's choices on a
grafted moral continuum where some
abortions are more moral than others.
In an analysis that mirrors the antichoice argument against "convenience
abortions," she writes of the "suburban
summer country club rite of passage"
abortions; the "I don't know what
came over me, it was such a good
Chardonnay" abortions. She compares
women to draft evaders—some making
the decision to abort merely as an act
of self-preservation. (Merely!) In her
own version of former President
Carter's "lust in the heart" she hints at
her own sexual indiscretion and the
subsequent pseudo-sin of having to
take the morning-after pill. Thus, with
the authority of a sinner she calls for
guilt and expiation.
After being witness to more than
2(K),U()() abortions, hearing the stories
that bring women to that place, I know
what most women know and experience. I know that they know that
abortion is the termination of potential
life. I know that they feel a deep sense
of the loss of possibility ("If only I
wasn't...single, 13, poor, not ready,"
and on and on). I also cannot forget
that in the majority of cases, they also
feel a deep sense of relief and freedom.
And however they define "sm,"
either in the traditional religious matrix
of heaven and hell or in the Wolfian
definition of one who has "fallen short
of who she should be," there's no need
to lecture them about the quantity or
the quality of their guilt. There is plenty enough to go around.
They have been well-indoctrinated.
They feel guilty about not wanting
to be mothers at that particular time,
they feel guilty about getting pregnant
even when their birth control was
what failed them, they feel guilty about
not insisting that their men put on

condoms—or that they did not put in
their diaphragms. And sometimes they
feel guilty about not feeling guilty.
Using the language of sin and
redemption does not inject morality
into the abortion decision. It is the
language of those who stand outside
my clinic every Saturday and scream at
women that Cod will punish them
because they are killing their babies,
who say that the Bible teaches them
that killing doctors who perform abortions is "justifiable homicide."
Wolf argues that by using traditional
Cod language and grafting it onto a
family-values paradigm, the pro-choice
movement will be able to expand its
political base. In fact, it will probably
act more as McKenna predicts—as the
first stage in a phased strategy to ultimately eliminate legal abortion.
This language will operate a s 3.

Trojan Horse that will
bring the enemy's arguments into the heart of
pro-choice territory where
multiple battles have to be fought. We
are facing expansions of the Hyde
amendment, increased clinic violence,
blocking of RU-4S6, limits on federal
employee health insurance, denying
abortions to women in the military—
even reinstating the Cag Rule, and further criminalizing abortion.
Rather than facing this reality. Wolf,
who fancies we are already living in a
"patriarchy crumbling in spite of
itself," concludes with a fantasy of a
world without the dusty idea of gender. A democracy where "passionate
feminists might hold candlelight vigils
at abortion clinics, standing shoulder to
shoulder with the doctors who work
there, commemorating and saying
goodbye to the dead" (the unborn, the
never to be born).
In the real world / live in, passionate
feminists are desperately needed to
stand shoulder to shoulder with doctors and clinic workers to help protect
them against the Michael Griffins, Paul
Hills, and John Salvis who shoot them
down in cold blood.
Rather than the rhetoric and rituals
of memorial and lighting candles for
the dead, the sisterhood should be
lighting the fires of resistance in the
living. •
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MOM'S STORY (continuedfrom page 46)
weight-loss clinics for an investigativejournalism class in college, 1 remember
her coming home and telling me again
and again, "These people are lying—
these people don't make sense and what
they are doing is unfair." This only
made her investigate more, and the
more she found out, the more she realized the diet industry did not know
what it was talking about and women's
lives were being destroyed by the lies.
Dawn interviewed me over and over
about how I felt and about the discrimination she had witnessed during
her years of growing up with me.
When she began her research she was
fat-phobic. By the time she graduated,
she was a "fat activist." And I got to
learn along with her. I read all the papers and went to her lectures.
I never would have become involved
in the cause of fat acceptance in my
own behalf if my own daughter Dawn
had not first become so passionate
about it. Never did I imagine how
strengthening it would be, how much
my own self-esteem and life would be
enriched. I think I would have continued in my many organizations as an
activist, but I would always have been
on a diet, coming off a diet, or wishing
I was on a diet. What a waste of energy, time, and money! Knowledge really
is power. Dawn went out and got that
knowledge and brought it back to me.
And I have confidence that if Dawn
found out tomorrow there was a safe,
good way to diet, she would tell me
immediately. She would tell everyone.
Eventually Dawn got involved in educating NOW on size issues. She and I
went to the national NOW convention
in 1990 to work on passing an antisize-discrimination resolution. We met
lots of big, beautiful women who were
members of the National Association
to Advance Fat Acceptance (NAAFA)
—they had a booth right next to our
NOW table. So we passed out little
purple ribbons to people to wear if
they supported the resolution. Well,
Dawn got excited and off she went.
She lobbied from morning till late
night and personally passed out hundreds of those ribbons. Anyone not
willing to support the resolution was
met with a very persuasive argument.
The resolution—which had failed the
previous year—passed without a single
vote of opposition.
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Dawn came home from that experience and formed the Body Image Task
Force, originally part of the local
NOW chapter but today an independent organization. Dawn designed
a T-shirt for the group: images of
goddesses of all sizes with the words
ALL WOMEN ARE BEAUTIFUL. It reminds
us that
.
,,

women come in all
shapes and sizes and
have since the beginning
of time.
Whenever you go out with Dawn
you can expect a few uncomfortable
moments. At a restaurant she'll check
out the chairs and seating for large-size
people. In a movie theater she'll do the
same. She has been known to make a
"scene" if it is for a good cause. And
woe to whoever posts anti-fat notices or
flyers! Dawn will protest loudly to the
management and follow up with a letter
stating why the poster was discriminatory and what could be done about it.
Sometimes I see and feel such anger
and rage coming from people Dawn
confronts that I get cold all over. But
Dawn walks through it all carrying her
knowledge of what she believes is right
like a shield in front of her. It does
make a difference, and it gives others
courage.
By watching Dawn, I've also learned
some of the things people who love
and support activists can do for them as
they fight on the front lines for people's rights. We can see that they believe in themselves—even when times
are very dark. We can support their
right to fight—even when we can't or
don't want to. We can help keep their
self-esteem high—even when many
people are trying to pull them down.
And dare I say the rest?—make sure
they eat and get plenty of sleep. I
know, I know, I'm a mother. But sometimes my daughter the activist gets so
busy and involved she forgets. •
Mary E.Atkins is a board member of the
Body Image Task Force, a member of
NOW1 working against violence against
women, and a volunteer for Women's Crisis
Support in Santa Cruz. She is also a
member of Media Watch and Women's International League for Peace & Freedom
and a trained volunteer for the Santa Cruz
Conflict Resolution Program.
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CUTTING SOME SLACK
MARGARET OAKES COX

these rather dubious "Rights" a boss gets the benefit and a
peasant gets screwed.

Dear Saint Sybil:

Celestial Advice

S

ybil Ludington, as almost no one knows, was a
heroine of the American Revolution. Like Paul
Revere, she rode her horse through the night to
warn and rouse the revolutionaries to fight the
British. Her ride was about five times longer than
Revere's—he was captured after about ten miles. Now the
Matron Saint of Forgotten Women, Sybil has become a kind
of feminist "Dear Abby." To wit:

Dear Saint Sybil:
During the past elections in Oklahoma, I heard a lot
about "Right to Work," but I don't really understand
what that term means. At first I thought it was a
women's issue, like, the right to work at whatever job a
woman wants to. Then I heard some people say it really
means the Right to Work for Less.
Eliza Domuch

Dear Eliza:
I agree that "Right to Work" is a strange and misleading
term. My celestial acquaintance George Orwell wishes that
he had thought of it.
I like to compare Right to Work to A Mother's Right to
Change Diapers, or to A Teenager's Right to Take Out the
Trash, or to A Soldier's Right to Clean Latrines. We already
have the right to work; the issue is what we will work at and
how much or how little the pay will be. People in Oklahoma pushing for Right to Work say they're losing businesses to surrounding states that have it. Those against
Right to Work point out that wages in these surrounding
states are considerably lower than
wages in Oklahoma. They also
note that Right to Work allows
some folks to get a free ride—to
enjoy the benefits won by unions
without paying dues to support the
union's work. Perhaps this is why
Clayton Williams, unsuccessful
candidate for governor of Texas in
1990, supported Right to Work.
Millionaire Williams paid no federal taxes at all in 1986 so he understands the joy of a free ride.
Right to Work reminds me of
another right from long ago, the
feudal days' droit du seigneur, the
Right of the Lord of the Manor.
This gave the feudal lord the right
to deflower all of the local girls
prior to their wedding night. Droit
du seigneur seems perfectly analogous to Right to Work. In both of
60

Well, I'm sorry, but I just don't get it. Just what, can
you tell me, is wrong about calling ladies—uh,
women—"ladies"? Why does it hurt to use the more
elegant, softer term "lady," instead of "woman," which
is kind of harsh, you know?
Ivanna Bea Goode

Dear Lady Bea Goode:
Well, my dear. If, as you say, "lady" is less harsh than
"woman," then you are using "lady" as a euphemism for
"woman." Consider some other euphemisms. Over the
years "gravedigger" evolved to "undertaker," then to "mortician," then to "grief counselor." These are all attempts to
take a term which has an unpleasant connotation—death—
and remove that taint. The move from "stewardess" to
"flight attendant" removed the taint of service and the
slight intimation of bimbo.
Now, ask yourself: What taint, what unpleasantness, does
"woman" have that needs an upgrading, or softening? Of
course, there is none, unless subconsciously we buy into the
view that woman are either higher than men, or lower—the
famous "madonna/whore" syndrome. "Ladies" is a
euphemism to make clear that one is not referring to the
bitch/whore side but to the pure, the good, the holy,
Madonna side of the syndrome.
The terms "lady" and "gentleman" traditionally define
people by their actions and demeanor, rather than, say, their
occupation. Of course, the upper classes don't consider any
woman who is not well-born to be a lady, no matter how
lady like she strives to be. It is impossible to totally separate
out that snobbishness from the word "lady," another reason
not to like it or use it.
A woman is fully human, a being with infinite potential,
just like, well, a guy. So in this century, in this country,
"lady" and "gentleman" should be restricted to use as
harmless frills, pleasantries, complimentary embellishments
in social situations.
The handy-dandy, easy to
remember, never-fail rule is: Keep a
horizontal equity. Ladies and gentlemen, women and men, boys and
girls. "Ladies and Gentlemen, start
your engines"; "Both men and
women are invited to try out for
the javelin-catching contest"; "You
boys (girls) have had a snootful, so
I'm calling a cab for you right now.
Gimme those keys."
If you still don't get it, picture
Helen Reddy up on stage, ready
for the big finale, slinky dress flashing in the spotlight. She squares
off, stares the audience in the eye,
raises her arms to heaven, and belts
it out: "I am lady, here me roar...."
Margaret Oakes Cox, a feminist
activist from Oklahoma City, is infrequent touch with Saint Sybil.
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